
TECHNOLOGY

may 30, 1986
ERT:QTC86-2208

Mr. C. H. Dean, Jr., Chairman
Board of Directors
Tennessee Valley Authority
E12 A7 C-K

Dear Chairman Dean:

we are submitting this letter to you as a report on the Quality
Technology Company's activities and results during the conduct of
the Employee Response Team (ERT) program at the Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant. The ERT program identified 5081 concerns which surprised
both QTC and the TVA. These concerns revealed significant
problems, the majority of which were not previously identified by
the TVA QA Program or NRC inspection efforts. Conversely,
concerns were revealed, sometimes repeatedly, that had been
previously identified, but which had not been properly addressed
or resolved. of the total number of concerns identified, over
4000 were identified and documented in less than six months whileOQTC successfully maintained the confidentiality of the persons
expressing the concerns.

QTC'S ASSIGNMENT

On May 10, 1985, QTC entered into a $3,600,000 contract with the
TVA. Effective April 26, 1985 for a period of one year, QTC was
to:

I. Develop and implement a program for the identification,
investigation, and reporting of employee-raised issues of
concern, with special emphasis on those issues dealing with
nuclear safety at TVA facilities which included the
following:

A. Conduct confidential interviews of TVA employees
assigned to WBNP and those assigned to the WBNP
engineering project.

B. Supervise interstate and intrastate WATS direct-dial
telephone hot lines and a locally accessible telephone
number to permit, any persons currently or formerly
employed by TVA at any TVA facility, including Watts
Bar, Browns Ferry, Bellefonte, and Sequoyah Nuclear
Plants as well as Knoxville, Muscle Shoals, and
Chattanooga offices, to express their concern(s).
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C. Develop and implement procedures to ensure that the
names and identities of persons expressing concerns were
kept confidential. Such names, and any information
which could be used to identify these people, were to be
the property of Contractor and were not to be released
to TVA or to any third party unless agreed to in writing
by the concerned individual or by order of a court or
regulatory agency with proper jurisdiction.

D. Subject to the confidentiality requirements, provide TVA
with a report of all identified concerns. Establish
priorities and categories of concerns with regard to
subject matter.

E. As requested by the NSRS, conduct and assist the TVA in
conducting investigations and, consistent with the
confidentiality requirements, provide full written
reports.

F. Report the investigative results to the concerned
individual(s).

G. Provide for computerized tracking of all reported
concerns, again, consistent with confidentiality
requirements.

H. Provide daily, weekly, and monthly status reports to
TVA.

I. Provide assistance to the TVA in making employees aware
of the ERT program.

J. Provide, as requested by the NSRS, interview,
investigative and clerical personnel and services in a
responsive manner.

K. Record and provide the TVA with information regarding
non-nuclear safety concerns and provide investigative
reports of such concerns while maintaining
confidentiality as prescribed.

These basic contract activities were to be performed by QTC
personnel (that were acceptable to the TVA) and were
indoctrinated into TVA's practices and procedures prior to
starting work. Contractual implementing NSRS procedures
0307 and 0308 were developed and approved for use during
the conduct of the ERT program.
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II. Contract Supplement One was executed on June 25, 1985 with an
administrative change.

III. Supplements Two and Three were executed on October 10, 1985,
and October 24, 1985, respectively. These supplements
provided for an increase in investigative work scope
encompassing the acceleration of intimidation and
harassment issues and added $2,000,000 to the original
contract cost.

IV. Supplement Four was executed on January 31, 1986 and
increased the contract amount by $750,000 and extended the
time span from twelve to fifteen months. This supplement
changed the following basic ERT precepts:

A. The ERT no longer reported to the Nuclear Safety Review
Staff, and was therefore not functionally or
administratively independent, from line management or
other TVA organizations.

B. The ERT reported to the TVA Office of Nuclear Power
which was the subject of a number of concerns under
investigation.

C. The previously established contractual implementing
procedures were no longer in effect, nor were they
replaced.

D. The ERT stopped conducting exit, walk-in and hot line
interviews. Mailers were removed from the various TVA
locations. Mailers in-process continued to be received.
The transition from the ERT to the ECP was premature.
The ERT was proceduralized, audited and accepted by the
NRC. The ECP was not. The employees were not informed
of the changes which took place and to some extent are
still unaware, even though they are affected.

E. TVA ceased assigning concerns for QTC investigation.
All quality investigations less than 85 percent
complete were stopped. Interim reports were written and
submitted for investigations greater than 40-50 percent
complete. Those concerns investigations which had not
been started were assigned to others within the TVA
organization.

F. Investigation reports performed outside of QTC were no
longer forwarded for review and concern file closure.

G. QTC no. longer reviewed each file to assure that no
concerns were overlooked and that the file was complete.
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H. QTC no longer closed the concerns files or contacted the
concerned individuals with the results thus assuring
proper identification and resolution of their concern.
(Intimidation and Harassment issues continued under the
previous program provisions except for the last 21
reports turned into the 0CC for review.)

I. The trending program and status tracking functions were
terminated.I

J. The authorized data flow from the QTC confidential
concerns files to the TVA was changed (as defined in
procedures 0307 and 0308) to that of expurgating
concerned individuals' identifying information from each
piece of paper contained in the files and turning the
expurgated files over to the TVA office of Nuclear
Power.

K. QTC agreed to store all documents for two years and to
contact TVA at that point for disposition (retain or
destroy).

L. Follow-u p requests from the TVA sharply increased due to
the reassignment of investigative responsibilities to
organizations that did not have direct access to the
files or the concerned individuals. This effort was
disorganized, and as implemented in the waning days of
QTC's involvement, accomplished very little. The
questions asked were not concern specific, and in most
cases were not applicable.

M. With the ERT change of organizational reporting from the
independent NSRS group to the office of Nuclear Power,
the contract administrator was also chang-ed. 'The new
administrator presented a totally different approach,
and the interrelationship between QTC and the TVA
changed. The interface went from one of support to that
of an adversarial relationship with the administrator's
apparent intent being to reduce the effectiveness of the'
ERT program and malign the integrity of the QTC work
effort.

QTC documented 18 letters to the new contract
administrator to request guidance, to supply answers to'
questions, to provide contractual direction, and to
provide general contract support. To date, thirteen have
not been answered, and two were only partially answered.
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As documented in letter ERT:QTC86.2186 dated March 18,
1986, from QTC to the new contract administrator, "If
TVA intends to continue the contractual arrangements ...
then the contract must be administered by an
organization other than the TVA office of Nuclear
Power." This substantial demand was made because under
the management of the Office of Nuclear Power it had
become impossible for QTC personnel to do their jobs.
Serious discussions regarding TVA'-s proposed supplement
five, which would have added $1,500,000 to our contract,
never materialized because the office of Nuclear Power
refused to provide any adequate administrative support
and refused to allow a competent TVA office to
administer the contract.

QTC'S WORK PRODUCT

I. QTC conducted 4,864 confidential initial interviews and 953
confidential exit interviews.* The first phase of the
interview process consisted of 20 minute sessions and was
intended to provide the TVA with basic information, i.e.,
numbers of and percentages of persons having concerns. One
key purpose was to determine whether the individual would
talk to supervision and management. This initial input was
required by the TVA to determine the potential number of
concerns and whether the data indicated if the TVA could
apply for permission to load fuel and a subsequent operating
license. 849 concerns were received and processed to the
TVA during the first two weeks of interviews. The 20 minute
interviews conducted for the first 800 employees did not
allow sufficient time to obtain the necessary facts to
facilitate specific problem identification and investigation.
Therefore, ERT personnel initiated a program of off-site and
after hours follow-up interviews. The number of interview
booths and interviewers were increased from four to five.
The length of time for each interview was also increased by
ten minutes in an attempt to obtain the necessary information
and reduce the number of costly and time consuming
follow-up activities.

11. 393 hot line concerns were received during the conduct of the
ERT program by QTC. The spectra of concerns covered all
nuclear facilities as well as some non-nuclear installations.

III. NSRS and QTC developed NSRS Office Procedures 0307 and 0308
which established implementation guidelines for the basic
contract requirements as well as provided an auditable
program. The NRC conducted two in-depth audits of the ERT
program with no findings identified.
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IV. The precept around which the entire QTC work product revolved
was that of confidentiality. This firmly established employee
trust and program integrity. In May of 1985, the TVA Board
of Directors contracted QTC to solicit, document, and
investigate employee concerns in such a manner as to
maintain the confidentiality of employees unless otherwise
requested by the employee. Having interviewed over 4800
employees, documented over 5000 employee concerns,
investigated over 300 concerns, and provided over 1500
responses to the TVA requests for further information about
concerns, we demonstrated the effectiveness of QTCs effort
for the TVA and their employees.

Additionally, not one substantive case of breach of
confidentiality by QTC has occurred. This is a significant
fact. Consider for a moment how many "closed door"
management meetings are the talk of the town the following
day. The two reasons that QTC has worked so hard to
maintain this record of confidentiality are: 1) TVA's
direction to do so, and 2) because of the binding promise
which QTC made to every TVA employee to strictly maintain
this confidentiality, unless otherwise requested by the
individual.

QTC further realizes that in an environment of mistrust,
absolute confidentiality is paramount in gaining employee
confidence so that a primary program goal of concern
identification will be achieved. We believe we have
succeeded in reaching this goal. QTC has employed many
demanding interview and investigative techniques to
accomplish this level of employee participation and
general program success. While there are technical
explanations for this, the primary reason rests with
QTC½s dedicated professional staff and their resolve in the
face of the changing environment and mood at the TVA to
proceed with the job at hand.

QTC'S FINDINGS

Several key programmatic and hardware issues. are listed below
which were identified by concerned TVA employees through the ERT
program, investigated and substantiated (unless otherwise noted).

I. Widespread intimidation, harassment and discrimination by TVA
management. This intimidation and harassment extended into
the Authorized Nuclear Inspection Agency (also presently
under investigation by NRC office of Investigation).
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II. Widespread wrongdoing activities; i.e., theft, drugs,
alcohol, falsification, illegal activities (also presently
under investigation by NRC office of Investigation).

III. Widespread mistrust of TVA management personnel and
activities. This mistrust was reinforced in the eyes of the
employees as a result of conceptual and administrative
changes in the ERT program which occurred in January 1986.
The employees were initially presented with a concerns
identification and resolution program that reported to the
TVA Board of Directors with the provision that each concern
would be investigated and resolved, and the concerned
individual contacted with the results. None of these
documented assurances remain in effect today.

IV. Various improprieties within NRC and between NRC and the
TVA. (Presently under investigation by NRC office of
Inspection and Auditors).

V. Various improprieties within the Authorized Nuclear
Inspection Agency and between the ANI and the TVA (presently
under inves-tigationb-y the NRC office of Investigation).

VI. Across the board violations of governing regulations,
procedures and requirements.

VII. Hardware impacting de ficiencies:

* Welding program and welding

* Weld inspection and acceptance through paint

Welder qualification and certification violations making
welds indeterminate

Soils and soils compaction

* Concrete (mixing, placement, and testing)

Material control traceability and upgrading

* As-built and configuration control

* Concrete expansion anchors (strength, installation and
placement)

* Hanger and support placement and design justification

* Instrumentation and control systems installation and
testing.
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Electrical cable installation

Inadequate start-up test development and control

Calibration of Measuring and Test Equipment

In Service Inspection testing
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QTC EVALUATION OF THE TVA POSITION
REGARDING APPENDIX B COMPLIANCE

In light of the findings identified in the section above, we are
duty bound to comment upon TVA's March 20, 1986 response to
NRC's request for information concerning compliance with 10
CER 50, Appendix B at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. As you know,
the NRC½s request for information was based on the NSRS
presentation to Commissioner Asselstine on December 19, 1985.
During the course of this presentation, NSRS enumerated areas of
design and construction at Watts Bar which NSRS believed were not
in compliance with Appendix B.

Our comments are based on (A) information acquired in the course
of work conducted under contract wit~h the TVA and (B) expertise
in matters pertaining to compliance with Appendix B based
upon requirements and the manner in which Appendix B has
been interpreted at other sites.

Our general comments with respect to TVA's March 20 response are:

It is unclear from the response whether TVA intends to
state that it had substantially complied with
commitments derived from Appendix B, or whether TVA
intended to inform the NRC that there had been no
"pervasive" breakdown in its QA program, where the
word "pervasive" was intended to mean "diffused
through every part of" the QA program. If TVA intends to
imply the latter, would TVA have been willing to
substitute the word "widespread" or "significant" in
place of "pervasive"?

Rather than explaining why the NSRS perceptions were
erroneous, the March 20 response lends considerable
credence to them.

The TVA response is a serie's of vague generalizations;
it refers to documents and reviews without providing
citations to them. There is no way, therefore, that
most statements and assertions in the letter and its
enclosure can be checked against source documents. No
reference is made to required reviews that are supposed
to report on the status and adequacy of the quality
assurance program.
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* The TVA response is largely a compendium of statements
to the effect that TVA had procedures intended to
implement requirements derived from Appendix B. The
response contained little discussion as to the
significance of inadequate procedures or failure to
properly implement them.

* TVA does not indicate whether it believes that it was in
compliance with Appendix B at various critical times
relevant to the NRC request for inflormation: e.g., when
TVA certified on February 20, 1985 that Watts Bar had
been constructed in accord with NRC regulations; on
December 19, 1985 when NSRS made its presentation to
Commissioner Asselstine; and in January 1986 when Mr.
White assumed responsibility for the TVA nuclear
program.

* The TVA response, at bottom, implies that Appendix B
requires nothing more than a commitment by the licensee
to identify and correct problems, notwithstanding the
licensee having only a dim comprehension of the scope of
the problems and nature of corrective action. QTC does
not believe that this is the intent of Appendix B. In
our view a QA program based on this interpretation
cannot fulfill a licensee commitment to meet the
requirements of Appendix B.

The following is an item by item critique of the TVA response to
the NSRS conclusions supported by reference to source documents.
The NSRS February 3, 1986 memorandum and the TVA March 20, 1986
response to the NRC's January letter requesting .information are
enclosed for convenience.
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1. AS-CONSTRUCTED WELDING PROGRAM IS INDETERMINATE - 'Reference
NSRS memorandum attachment A.l.

Appendix B, Criterion IX, "Control of Special Processes"
requires that:

"...special processes, including welding, heat treating,
and nondestructive testing are controlled and
accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified
procedures in accordance with aplicable codes,
standards, criteria, and other 'special requirements."

Appendix B, Criterion XVIII, "Audits" requires:

"A comprehensive system of planned and periodic audits
shall be carried out to verify compliance with all
aspects of the quality assurance program and to
determine the effectiveness of the program ..."

The TVA response contains the following statements that need
explanation regarding the internal contradictions.

First, the response states that:

"The total welding program has been reviewed by both
internal and external organizations and determined to be
in compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B."

Then, the response states that:

"A welding project has been established to evaluate. the
adequacy of the welding program ... [and] ... a contractor
(U.S. Department of Energy) is performing an independent
evaluation of the... .welding program and is assessing the
program..."

Questions:

If the welding program has been dietermined to be in
compliance, as indicated in the first statement, then
why establish a welding project and engage another
contractor to determine what has already been
determined?

What are the unidentified "internal and external
organizations"? Where are the results of their review of
the "total welding program" documented?

How do NSRS and QTC fit into these unidentified
"internal and external organizations"?
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The TVA response does not identify the reviews of the "total
welding program" as being Audits conducted in accordance with
Appendix B, criterion XVIII.

Questions:

Were those reviews actually Audits?

If not, were such Audits conducted for the "total
welding program", and why aren't such Audits referenced
in the TVA response?

If so, why aren't these reviews referred to as Audits,
and where are these Audits documented?

The NSRS memorandum presents a list of "key elements that are
vital to a welding program" and indicates how the TVA welding
program has failed to establis~h and implement measures to
assure that the pertinent requirements of Appendix B, from
Criterion I to Criterion XVIII, have been effectively
executed within the established program.

The TVA response fails to address each of the NSRS cited
examples in the list of "key elements". To the limited
extent that the TVA response presents specifics, those
specifics tend to support rather than refute the NSRS
conclusions.

The TVA response does not attempt to respond to the
following issues:

Conflicting weld acceptance criteria.
Drawings (47A050) not accessible.
Inspectors did not use fillet gauges.
Weld rod ovens not used.
No QC welding inspectors before 1979.
Inspection of welds through paint (Carbo Zinc).

The TVA response does not adequately respond to and
refute the following issues:

Fit-up inspections for structural steel welding not
performed.
Weld rod accountability.
Welder certification control was inadequate.
Welding inspectors inadequately trained.
Sample programs were inadequate.

Each of the above issues are ir dividually presented
below, as a collateral issue. I
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1A. Collateral Issue: Fit-Up Inspection

Appendix B, Criterion X, "Inspection", requires:

"A program for inspection of activities affecting
quality shall be established and executed.. .Such
inspection shall be performed by individuals other than
those who performed the activity being inspected."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"Fit-up inspections [were] not required (by QC
Procedures) for structural steel welding."

The TVA March 20 response states that:

"Not all fit-up inspections on structural welding are
required to be performed and documented by certified QC
inspection personnel. Inspections not made by QC
inspectors are those made by a welder and/or foreman as
part of the inprocess good workmanship activities. This
process is surveilled by QC inspectors and documented on
daily and weekly surveillance reports."

NSRS Investigation Report No. I -85-444--WBN for Concern No.
IN-85-212-001 revealed that as of December, 1985, the
"fit-up inspections for structural welding" were not being
performed by either "QC inspection personnel" or "foreman",
and that the "fit-up" aspect of the "process" was not being"surveilled by QC inspectors".

ANSI N45.2-1971, Section 3, "Organization", requires:

"The organizational structure and the functional
responsibility assignments shall be such that":

"(1) attainment of quality objectives is
accomplished by those who have been assigned
responsibility for performing work; e.g., the
designer, the welder, or the power plant operator.
This may include interim examinations, checks, and
inspections of the work by the individual
performing the work."

"(2) verification of conformance to established
quality requirements is accomplished by those who
do not have direct responsibility for performing
the work; e.g., the design reviewer, the checker,
the inspector, or the tester."
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ANSI N45.2-1971, Section II, "Inspector", requires:

"...Inspection activities to verify the quality of work
shall be performed by persons other than those who
performed the activity being inspected.. Such person
shall not report directly to the immediate supervisors
who are responsible for the work being inspected."

ANSI N45.2.5-1974, Section 5.5, "Welding", requires:

"...Inprocess inspections shall include joint' fit up
prior to start of welding..."

lB. Collateral Issue: Acceptance Criteria

Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures and
Drawings", requires:

"Instructions, procedures, or drawings shall include
appropriate... .criteria for determining that important
activities have been satisfactorily accomplished."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"Weld acceptance criteria on drawing(s) conflicts with
welding procedures."

The TVA response does not address or refute the NSRS
conclusion.

1C. Collateral Issue: Accountability/Traceability of Materials

Appendix B, Criterion VII, "Control of Purchased Material,
Equipment, and Services", requires that:

" ... identification of the item [material] is maintained
by heat number, part number, serial number, or other
appropriate means, either on the item [material] or on
records traceable to the item [material)]... throughout
fabrication, erection, installation and use of the item
[material]..."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"Weld rod issue/accountability is inadequate. Rod slips
do not reference where rod was used; work packages do
not reference rod issue slips; no rod stub
accountability."
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The TVA response states that:

"The quality assurance program controls welding filler
material from initial procurement to receipt, storage,
issue, and using the fabrication and erection process."

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-052-008) revealed that:

Weld rod or welding filler material does not have
traceability, by any appropriate means, from
storage to use of the material.

Weld rod issue slips, which are not maintained as
QA records, do not identify use of the material.

Weld rod stubs are not controlled for
accountability.

The TVA response does not refute the NSRS conclusion, and
,does not address the issue of accountability of welding
filler material.

Ol1D. Collateral Issue: Drawings (47A050) Not Accessible

Appendix B, Criteria VI, "Document Control", requires that:

"...documents ... which prescribe ... activities affecting
quality...[shall be] ... Distributed to and used at the
location where the prescribed activity is performed..."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"Workers do not have access to the '050' notes to build
configuration properly ..."1

The TVA response does not address and does not refute the
NSRS conclu-sion.

1E. Collateral Issue: Welder Certification Control

Appendix B, Criterion IX, "Control of Special Processes",
requires that:

"...special processes, including welding ... are
controlled and accomplished by qualified personnel..."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

0"Welders have been certified even though wel der had not
qualified in the welding process in the previous 90
days."
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"Quality program is inadequate because it allows welder
to weld without first verifying he is certified to do
welding."

The TVA response states that:

"Welding process controls assure that only
welders are assigned welding tasks ..."1

certified

QTC Investigation (concern No. IN-86-249-X02; report issued
March 1986) revealed that:

The WBN welding program, from 1975 to
establish verification of welder
certification prior to welding on
systems, structures and components.

1986, did not
qualification/
safety-related

The quality control procedure (QCI/QCP 4.01) was found
not to contain a provision to verity the current status
of the welders certification prior to issuance of weld
material.

It was found that the procedure was in the
being revised to establish the requirement
for verification of welder qualification
issuance of fi ller material (weldin g rod) to

process of
and method
prior to

the welder.

concerns; report issued October 1985) revealed that:

Welder certifications were falsified.

Backdating of certifications was found to be a common
practice, and was done without supporting evidence or
justification as to welders qualification.

No procedural controls existed regarding the backdating
practice.

Controls for maintaining welders qualification were not
established in the applicable quality control procedure
(QCI-4.02) until August 1985.

1F. Collateral Issue: Use of Inspection Tools

Appendix B, Criterion II, "QA Program", requires that:

"Activities affecting quality shall be accomplished
under suitably controlled conditions ... Controlled
conditions include: The use of appropriate
equipment ..."1
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The NSRS memorandum states that:

"For some indeterminate period of years ASME welding
inspectors did not use fillet gauges (prior to
1980-1981)."

The TVA response does not specifically address or refute the
NSRS conclusion.

1G. Collateral Issue: Welding Rod Protection Equipment (Rod
ovens)

Appendix B, Criterion II, "QA Program",Irequires that:

"Activities affecting quality shall be accomplished
.under suitably controlled conditions. ...controlled
conditions include the use of appropriate equipment..."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"Portable rod ovens not used at WBNP; rods sometimes
unusable by end of shift."

The TVA response does not address or refute this specific
NSRS conclusion.

1H. Collateral Issue: Training of Weld Inspectors

Appendix B, Criterion II, "QA Program", requires that:

"The program shall provide for indoctrination and
training of personnel performing activities affecting
quality as necessary to assure that suitable proficiency
is achieved and maintained."

The NSRS memorandum concludes that:

"Welding inspectors were inadequately trained prior to
1982 and are deficient in some areas today."

The NSRS memorandum further states that:

"A review of the NCRs reveals that a majority of the
[welding] problems are attributed to inspection with
corrective action being 're-train inspector'."

"Certification of structural welding visual inspectors.
to meet the requirements [of] R.G. 1.58 was not
accomplished until late 1982."
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The TVA response does not refute the specific NSRS
conclusions.

The TVA response makes reference to "ASNT-TC-lA" and ffNDE"
training and certification, but fails to disclose that such
references do not address the specific issue of visual
examination or inspection.

The TVA response makes reference to the "Previous NCRs" that
"identified problems with final weld quality of supports and
miscellaneous steel", but fails to disclose that TVA
attributed those "problems" to inadequately trained visual
welding inspectors.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. EX-85-052-005 and 35 related
concerns; report issued February 1986) revealed that:

Inspectors are generally ýuntrained or inadequately
trained, are unqualified, and do not follow procedures.

Training, both formal classroom and OJT is inadequate.

Inspectors do not receive the required minimum training.

The TVA response states that:

"In summary, the inspection trai~ning program has been
reviewed by both external and internal audit
organizations, and results indicate that the program
meets applicable code requirements and licensing
commitments."

However, the TVA response does not identify these "external
and internal audit organizations", and does not identify the
"results" or where these "results" are documented.
Apparently, TVA is not referring to NSRS or QTC in its
reference to internal and external organizations, and has
.summarily discounted the reported findings of NSRS and QTC.

11. Collateral Issue: Lack of, Independent QC Inspectors

Appendix B, Criterion X, "Inspection", r Iequires that:

"...Such inspection shall be performed by individuals
other than those who performed the activity being
inspected ..."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"Before 1979, TVA had no weld inspection QC inspectors;
personnel from welding engineering did inspections."
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The TVA response does not address or refute the specific NSRS
conclusion.

lJ. Collateral Issue: Inspection Through Carbo-Zinc Coating

Appendix B, Criterion III, "Design Control", requires that:

"...appropriate quality standards are specified and
included in design documents and that deviation from
such standards are controlled...".

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"An unknown number of structural welds were inspected
through paint (Carbo-zinc primer)."

The TVA response does not address or refute the NSRS
conclusion. ".I

QTC Investigation (Concern NO. NS-85-O0l-O0l, report issued
August 1985, and Concern No. WI-85-013-003, report issued
October 1985) revealed that:

From 1981 to 1984, TVA failed to properly resolve the
"Carbo-zinc issue" or inspection of welds through
coatings issue.

* As of this date, there are numerous unresolved questions
regarding the "Carbo-zinc issue", including the question
of how many and which welds received initial acceptance
inspections after application of coatings, such as, the
Carbo-Zinc.

* From January 1982 to January 1984, TVA design documents
(Specification G-29C, P.S. 3.C.5.4) permitted inspection
of welds after coating, contrary to the AWS D1.1 welding
code.

1K. Collateral Issue: Sampling Inspection

Appendix B, Criterion X, "Inspection", requires that:

"A program for inspection of activities affecting
quality shall be established and executed.. to verify
conformance..."
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ANSI N45.2-1971, Section 11, "Inspection", requires that:

"...Where a sample is used to verify acceptability of a
group of items, the sampling procedure shall be based on
recognized standard practices and shall provide adequate
justification for the sample size and selection
process ...

The TVA response states that:

For supports and miscellaneous steel, "...Sample
programs were conducted by OE to determine the
structural integrity of the final weld product ... In all
cases, the final weld quality was found to be capable of
meeting its intended design function."

QTC Investigation Report (Concern No. IN-85--887-001 and four
related concerns, issued March, 1986) revealed that the
referenced "Sampling programs":

Do not meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2-1971, Section
11.

Were not conducted in accordance with established
sampling and inspection procedures.

Were not based on recognized standard practices.

Do not provide adequate and documented justification
for the sample size and selection process.

Were not prescribed by documented instructions or
procedures (Appendix B, Criteria V).

QTC Investigation (Concern No. WI-85-029-002, report issued
January 1986) revealed that:

Instrument support welds were not included in the
"Sample programs", even though that population of welds
was subject to the same deficiencies found for cable
tray and conduit supports.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. PH-85-027-001 and seven
related concerns; report issued March 19!86) shows that:

Structural steel welds in the Main Steam Valve Rooms are
currently indeterminate as to quality and configuration.
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* It was found that 50 percent of the penetration welds
examined by Ultrasonic Testing, as part of the
investigation, failed to meet AWS D1.1 code
requirements.'

* Deficiencies in weld characteristics, doc umentation and
process control were also identified.

Conclusion, Item 1.

The welding has not been controlled and accomplished in
accordance with applicable codes, standards, criteria and
other special requirements, contrary to Appendix B, Criterion
IX. The welding program has not been subjected to a
comprehensive system of planned and periodic audits to verify
compliance with the welding aspects of the QA program and to
determine effectiveness of the welding program, contrary to
Appendix B, Criterion XVIII. -Inspections of activities
affecting weld quality have either not been executed. at all
or have been inadequately executed, contrary to Appendix B,
Criterion X. Noncompliance with these and other Criterion of
Appendix B have been objectively demonstrated by NSRS, QTC
and others. The TVA response does not provide or reference
any credible evidence as to the status and adequacy of the
welding program and implementation of that program. The TVA
response admits that TVA is currently in the process of
evaluating the welding program by establishing the Welding
Evaluation Project and engaging a contractor (DOE/EG&G).

I
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2. ELECTRICAL CABLE PRESENT QUALIFICATION CONDITION is
INDETERMINATE - Reference NSRS Memorandum Attachment A.2

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II, "QA Program", requires:

"Activities affecting quality shall be accomplished
under suitably controlled condition~s... .The program shall
take into account the need for special 'controls,
processes, test e 'quipment, tools, and skills to attain
.the required quality, and the need for verification of
quality by inspection and test."

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions,
Procedures, and Drawings", requires:

"Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by
documented instructions, procedures, or drawings of a
type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be
accomplished in accordance with these instructions,
procedures, or drawings. Instructions, procedures, or
drawings shall include appropriate quantitative or
qualitative acceptance cr 'iteria for determining that
important activities have been satisfactorily
accomplished."

The NSRS memorandum cites that:

Many electrical cables were subjected to mechanical stresses
that exceeded the manufacturer's recommendations during
installation. The 40 year design life of the cables was
established based on the parameters used for the
qualification tests performed per IEEE 383-1974. By
exceeding the manufacturers' recommendatons during the
installation process, the data generated during the
qualification process is no longer applicable. Therefore,
the design life of the cables and their ability to withstand
a Design Basis Event (DBE) is indeterminate.

Source documents:

NSRS Report I-85-06-WBN (issued July 9, 1985) substantiated
concerns relative to cable installation. " The actual method
of calculating maximum allowable tension, the method of
pulling, and monitoring have been determined, by the
investigators, to be inadequate to ensure a cable pull is
successfully completed without insulation
degradation ... Failure to ensure that maximum allowable
tension as well as side wall pressure is not exceeded in any
cable pulling operations increases the potential for cable
damage (insulation degradation) which is not necessarily
detected visibly or through testing"
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"The investigators concluded that the cable bend radius
problem was known by management to have had existed at least
since the late 1970s but had never been effectively resolved
to achieve compliance with TVA's commitment to industry
standards as well as conforming to the accepted industry
practices."

Additionally, "The cable bend problem has not been adequately
resolved. The specifications, standards, and documents
reviewed led the investigators to conclude that the major
thrust of OE's effort was to justify the "as-installed"
condition at WBN Unit 1 rather than develop acceptable
criteria that are endorsed by industry practices and
standards and provide adequate engineering justification for,
or identify? and correct, substandard installations. The
inappropriate approach to resolution of bend radius
procedures concisely summarized and noted by the
investigators to be that TVA ha~d 1,o be prepared to defend the
licensability of WBN Unit'.1 using the as-installed
configurations because there was not time for accomplishment
of major modifications."

A June 22, 1983 memorandum from J. D. Collins to C. H.
Sudduth described approaches "we may take in resolving, the
cable bend radius problem." The memorandum described a
variety of steps that might be taken to demonstrate that
cable performance had not been significantly impaired as a
result of excessive bending. The memorandum concluded:

"In summary, bottom line, - Due to the detail, physical
conditions, and the many evaluations and/or testing that may
be required OEDC must expect this problem to be a long-term
open issue for both WBNP and BLNP. However, based on CONST
(Office of Construction) testing of the installed cable which
includes our ongoing evaluations and what we have already
done, TVA must take the position that the cable as installed
is acceptable for plant operations with evaluations
continuing to determine acceptability or to determine life of
cable based on it being installed in a potentially degraded
condition. We must be prepared to defend the licensibility
of Watts Bar #1 using the as installed configuration-s because
there is not time for major modifications."

The "Mini-Internal INPO Review" conducted at Watts Bar in
December 1982, observed deficiencies! in cable pulling
practices including:
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"... failures to follow procedure by not using a break rope;
pulling cables across sharp edges; walking on cable during
pulling operations; failure to check cleanliness of cable
prior to beginning pulling operations; and 'failure to use
cable lubricant." [WBN 850214-008, Attachment A, p. 13].

[On September 17, 1985 two months after issuance of the NSRS
report, NRC stated that the cable installation at Watts Bar
complied with NRC regulations.]

NSRS Report I-85-852-WBN indicated that cable has been pulled
without fuse links and without QC Inspectors present. "This
violation of procedure indicates either a lack of
understanding of procedures or a willingness of person(s)
responsible for the cable pulling to cover up or conceal
installation problems."

Additionally, over 70 employee concerns have been reported
via the ERT programs alleging cable pulling violations.
Most, of these concerns remain to be investigated.

The TVA response states that:

"TVA has had in place since the early 1970s procedural
controls as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, governing
the installation of electrical cabling systems. These
procedural controls have consisted of design procedures,
installation, inspection, and test procedures."

"Preliminary results of the evaluation program indicate
that the cables have not been damaged during
installation."

The TVA response then addressed three aspects of the cable
installation process: 1) Cable Sidewall Bearing Pressure
(SWP); 2) Distribution of.Cable Pulling Forces; and 3)
Bending Radius.

Table 1 summarizes the results presented by TVA. Pertinent
facts to consider when evaluating the TVA response are 1) theevaluation program was initiated in August 1985. This
program surveyed WBNP to determine 82 of the wor~st conduit
sections with respect to cable pulling. The TVA response does
not define the sample program used nor the sample basis asrequired by ANSI N45.2-1971, Section II, therefore, thenumber "82" cannot be determined to be statistically
significant when compared to an unidentified sample size; 2)
the results reported by TVA ignore the fact that each conduit
section may contain several individual cables; and 3) WBNP
does not maintain "as-built" drawings for conduit; therefore,
the methodology utilized to select the "82 worst conduit
sections" is in question.
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The TVA response admits procedural deficiencies: "Cable
pulling practices and maximum permitted pulling tension
restrictions are specified in TVA General Construction
Specification No. G-38, Installing insulated cables rated up
to 15,000 volts... .SWP was not addr~ssed in G-38 until
revision 6, effective on September 15, 1985."

The TVA response also states that "a test program will be
initiated to demonstrate the validity of the highTer SWP
limits for all the purchased cable..." (emphasis added).

The TVA response fails to address the requirements stated in
IEEE .383-1974, IEEE Standard for Type Test of Class 1E
Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations, Section 1., "When modification in
the materials or design of cables or in the conditions of
installation or in the postulated environments are made,
prior qualification type tests s~hall be reviewed to determine
the effect on the cable qualification. This evaluation shall
indicate whether or not new type tests are required. The
analysis of data and evaluation that demonstrates the effect
of the modification on the equipment performance shall be
added to the qualification documentation."



TABLE 1

EVALUATION OF CABLE PULLING VIOLATIONS -TVA CORPORATE RESPONSE

Sample Percentage of
Number Plant Affected

Sample
Percentage

Total number of Not
conduits in plant Addressed N/A N/A

Total number of
conduits in sample 82 Unknown 100%

Total number of Not
conduits that failed Addressed Unknown Unknown
original SWP*

Total number of
conduits that exceeded 12 - Unknown 14%
new SWP**

Total number of
conduits that exceeded 1 Unknown 1.2%
realistic SWP***

.* original SWP

**New SWP
** Realistic SWP

= values to which cables were qualified by
manufacturer.

= 200-300% X original SWP
= 400-500% X original SWP

Page 26 of 86
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TVA should analyze and document the effects on the 40 year
qualified design life of exceeding SWP by 400-500 percent
during the installation process.

The TVA response admits limited cable bend radius problems.
Additionally, TVA reported that two procedures were revised
to "further minimize the potential for cable damage."

The TVA response then contradicts itself by portraying any
possible cable bend radius violations as "non-problems" by
stating that "cables as installed are not damaged". This
engineering conclusion was drawn on the basis of a
,preliminary survey. Therefore, TVA's analysis that
"Preliminary results of the survey indicate that very few
cables are impacted" should not be used to conclude or imply
that the balance of the cables are acceptable.

Conclusion

The TVA response indicates that required information, (SWP),
was omitted from Construction Specifications until September
15, 1985. The omitted information was necessary to ensure
that manufacturer established stress limits were not exceeded
during cable installation. The cables utilized at WBNP were
qualified using the manufacturer established stress limits'.
The violation of those limits causes the present
environmental qualification (design life) of the installed
cables to be indeterminate.

TVA failed to address whether the failure to establish proper
installation criteria in its procedures . represents a
violation of Appendix B, and whether the revised procedures
now meet Appendix B criteria.
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3. INSTRUMENT LINE INADEQUACIES -Reference NSRS Memorandum
Aýttachment A.3

Collateral Issue: Procedural Development and Training

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II, "QA Program", requires:

"Activities affecting quality shall be accomplished
under suitably controlled conditions ... The program shall
take into the account the need for special controls ...
tools, and skills to attain the required quality, and
the need for verification of quality by inspection and
test. The program shall provide for indoctrination and
training of personnel performing activities affecting
quality as necessary to assure that suitable proficiency
is achieved and maintained."

Collateral Issue: Inadequate ProCedures

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions,
Procedures, and Drawings", requires:

"Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by
documented instructions, procedures, or drawings of a
type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be
accomplished in accordance with these instructions,
.procedures, or drawings."

Collateral Issue: Identification and Control Procedures

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII, "Identification and
Control of Materials, Parts and Components", requires:

"Measures shall be established for the identification
and control of materials, parts, and components,
including partially fabricated assemblies. These
measures shall assure that identification of the item is
maintained by heat number, part number, serial number,
or other appropriate means, either on the item or on
records traceable to the item, as required throughout
fabrication, erection, installation, and use of the
item.

Collateral Issue: Inspection

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X, "Inspection", requires:
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"A program for inspection of activities affecting quality
shall be established and executed by or for the organization
performing the activity to verify conformances with the
documented instructions, procedures, and drawings for
accomplishing the activity ... If inspection 'of processed
material or products is impossible or disadvantageous,
indirect control by monitoring processing methods, equipment,
and personnel shall be provided."

Collateral Issue: Process Control

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XII, "Controls of Measuring
and Test Equipment", requires:

"Measures shall be established to assure that tools:...gages, instruments, and other measuring and testing
devices used in activities affecting quality are
properly controlled, calibrated, and adjusted at
specified periods to maintain accuracy within necessary
limits."

Collateral Issue: Corrective Action

10 CER 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI requires:

"Measures shall be established to assure that conditions
adverse to quality, such as... .deviations, defective
material and equipment, and nonconformances are promptly
identified and corrected... .The identification of the
significant condition adverse to quality, the cause of
the condition, and the corrective action taken shall be
documented and reported to appropriate levels of
management."

Collateral Issue: Records

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII, "QA Records"),.
requires:

"Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish
evidence of activities affecting quality ... The records
shall include at least the following: operating logs
and the results of reviews, inspections, tests, audits,
monitoring of work performance, and materials analyses.
The records shall also include closlely-related data such
as qualifications of personnel, procedures, and
equipment."
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The NSRS memorandum states that:

Basic controls for tube bending were not in place,
line slopes were not maintained, ferrules were
installed backwards, inspection documents were
forged, line supports were not identified, and
incompatible vendor's fittings were interchanged.

Source documents:

Tube bending controls were investigated in QTC Reports
IN-85-021-001 and IN-85-824-002. The following items
were substantiated.

Tube benders not controlled

Tube benders not qualified

Tube bending procedures are being used that are not
valid - 67 invalid bending procedures existed and
these invalid procedures were used an unknown
number of times

Process specification G29M 4.M.2.1 is not being
adhered to

Quality Control and Engineering review of
documentation is inadequate.

Maintenance of bending equipment is not defined or
per formed

Note: TVA planned to use process monitoring instead of
direct QC inspection for accepting and maintaining
quality of the tubing. The failure of TVA to control
the equipment used to perform the tube bending makes the
quality status of the tubing indeterminate.

The response prepared by the office of Construction for
Employee Concern No. IN-85-021-00l, dated October 18, 1985
states in the conclusion:

"It is true that the initial WBNP bending program did
not provide adequate recordkeeping. However, there is
very little, if anything, to suggest that there is an
actual quality problem with any field bends. Many of
the allegations made appear serious until-one realizes
that there are valid qualified procedures for all pipe
and tubing that is normally bent. In the great majority
of cases when the words "unqualified procedure" was
ýused, it simply means that someone wrote down an
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unqualified procedure number on a document or piece of
equipment, not that there is in fact no valid procedure
to perform the bends in question."

Installation of tubing compression fittings was
investigated by QTC (IN-85-795-O0l and IN-85-795-002).
The following items were substantiated.

* Craft personnel were not trAined in the proper
method of installing compression fittings

* Construction procedure "Installation of Tubing
Instrumentation Lines", Revision 0, was not issued
until May 10, 1985. This procedure did not
describe techniques to install compression
fittings, and was issued after most instrumentation
in Unit 1 was complete.

QTC Investigation Reports IN-85-445-004 and
IN-85--445--X15 reported that there is no traceability
between the support Fabrication operation Sheets (FOS)
and the items inspected; "of 89 hangers fabricated on 13
randomly selected FOSs, ..only 41 hangers could be
accounted for by the NSB Instrumentation Group".
Additionally, hangers had been accepted by TVA QC even
though the field installation did 'not meet the
engineering design drawings. It was also indicated that
six of seven supports reinspected by a TVA
Instrumentation-QC Inspector failed to meet acceptance
criteria. An NCR that closed a TVA investigation of
falsification of inspection records did not address the
illegal signing of the inspection attributes and failed
to identify that a total of four hangers were
discrepant (the NCR reported two hangers as
discrepant). As a result, this renders the remaining
two hangers indeterminate. NSRS Report I-85--478-WBN-Ol
reported the issues of not uniquely identifying
instrumentation supports (Unit 1) and not providing
unistrut support material traceability (both Units 1 and
2). The NSRS report requested that TVA perform an
evaluation to rectify "the difficulty in relating
specific hardwar~e-item location in the -field to the
as-constructed drawings (isometrics) and inspection QA
records (lOSs)".

QTC Reports IN-85-218-001 and PH-85-001-002 reported
that System 68 (steam generator water level indication)
sensing lines did not meet line slope requirements;
bolts in clamps were not properly engaged; and that a
sensing line was in direct contact with a snubber
support. All of these installations had been accepted
by TVA QC personnel.
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Conclusion

The TVA response describes significant problems which
indicate a history of noncompliance with the requirements of
Appendix B. In fact, the problems stated precipitated a
management decision to suspend further instrumentation
installation activities until the program is corrected.

However, the TVA response does not indicate when or if the
instrumentation installation program will be in compliance
with the requirements of Appendix B.
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4. CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES, IN GENERAL ARE LOOSELY CONTROLLED -

Reference NSRS Memorandum Attachment A.4

4A. Collateral Issue: Inspection

Appendix B, Criterion X, "Inspection", requires:

"A program for inspection of activities affecting
quality shall be established and executed ... examination,
measurements, or tests shall be performed for each work
operation... .specific hold points shall be indicated in
appropriate documents."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"The inspection part of the construction process has
been totally inadequate."

The TVA response states that:

"All work releases are being reviewed to determine if
the work was properly re-inspected and re-documented."

The TVA statement supports the NSRS statement by admitting
that the current status of inspection and documentation is
indeterminate.

The TVA response incorrectly implies that instructions and
procedures to control con-struction processes have been in
effect "since early construction in 1973"1 and "During the
life of the WBN construction project "for" activities within
the scope of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B."

The TVA response fails to disclose that most of the current
qu ality control procedures and instructions did not exist, or
are substantially revised from the versions that may have
existed, when the bulk of the work was performed. For
example; QTC investigation (Concern No. PH-85-012-0Ol;
report issued October 1985) revealed that QA program
procedures for inspection and documentation of safety-related
HVAC duct work was not initiated until 1981, after 95 percent
of the work had been installed.

The NSRS memorandum cites the following examples under the
heading of inadequate inspection:

Expansion anchors - improperly installed and cut off.

Concrete - poor quality due to inadequate inspection
during batching, placement, and curing.
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Conduit - missing clamps subsequent to acceptance by
inspection.

The NSRS memorandum states that hold points and inspections
to ensure that the as-built configuration is the same as
designed are not adequately specified. As examples, the NSRS
memorandum cites the following:

Support installation Notes - allow too much flexibility,
are- constantly changed, and requires knowledge of
installation date to determine acceptance criteria.

Unistrut support bolting - lack ~of torque specification,
lack of correlation between tested design and installed
condition, and indeterminate "as-built" condition.

The TVA response does not address the Expansion Anchor or
Conduit examples cited in the NSRS memorandum.

The TVA response includes "Concrete", as well as the "Support
Installation Notes" and "Unistrut Support Bolting", in the
examples of hold points and inspections that NSRS cited.

Regarding "Concrete", the TVA response is incorrect and
misleading. QTC observations during investigations (concerns
IN-85-995-002 and WI-85-016-O0l) have revealed the following
conditions which contradict the TVA response:

Specification G-2 does not contain provisions which
according to the response "limits the placing'slump to
two inches less than applicable maximum slump" of
concrete at point of placement. The Specification
provides for slump test samples "at the forms to
investigate the magnitude of loss" only "when an
appre 'ciable loss of slump occurs." The Specification
does not define "appreciable" The Specification
allows for up to ten percent of the slump tests to
exceed the limits, and does not restrict the extent to
which the ten percent can exceed the limit. The
Specification does not use or' define the terms
" placing slump" or "working slump".

Specification G-2 references ASTM C 172 for method of
sampling, but does not incorporate the ANSI
(N45.2.5-1974.) requirements for point of sampling. The
ANSI standard requires sampling at the point of
discharge (at the forms) for pumped concrete, and
indicates that sampling of trucked concrete is to be at
point of delivery to other conveying equipment (chutes,
buckets, conveyors, etc.).
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The ANSI standard prohibits the taking of samples from
concrete after it has been deposited in the form;
however, Specification G-2 prescribed this unacceptable
practice.

The Specification G-2 does not prohibit- "retempering"
entirely. The Specification states that "retempering of
partially hardened concrete or mortar requiring renewed
mixing ... will not be permitted."

Air content or entrainment is for durability, not
strength, of concrete; loss of air could increase the
strength. Slump is a measure of workability or
.consistency, not an adequate measure of strength, of
concrete. The water-cement ratio of concrete is the
nationally recognized standard; however, the
Specification G-2 does not address this aspect for
concrete quality control.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. WI-85-016-O0l; report issued
October 1985) indicates that:

The WBN procedures did not provide .frsampling of
pumped concrete at the discharge line until June 1982.

In-process tests (slump, air, etc.) at point of
placement were not prescribed, performed and/or
documented.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. 1N-85-995-002); report issued
January 1986 shows that:

In-place WBN concrete does not comply with nationally
recognized standards, including ANSI N45-2.5-1974 and
ACI codes, for construction quality control and
acceptance.

In-place WBN concrete was not adequately sampled as to
frequency.

In-place WBN concrete compressive strength test results
are significantly below the specific strengths at the
specified age; below industry standards and below TVA
standards.

Regarding "Support Installation Notes", the TVA response does
not refute the NSRS conclusions. The TVA response admits
that the "installation notes are changed to allow increased
flexibility."
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QTC investigations have revealed that the 47A050 general
installation notes:

Contradict each other and contradict the general
specifications.

Are too numerous and complex.

Have been changed or added subsequent to installation of
the items to circumvent nonconformance reporting by the
inspectors.

The TVA response states that:

"Each change is reviewed for applicability and technical
adequacy ... before approval and revision of the
drawings".

The TVA response fails to acknowledge that such changes are
implemented and inspected by the construction organization
prior to approval and revision of the drawings.

The TVA response mentions the field change request (FCR)
program, but fails to acknowledge the support variance sheets
(SVS) which are used to alter the design configuration and
more commonly justify the as-built condition of Seismic
Category I supports. These support variance sheets do not
receive the same level of review as field change requests,
and do not result in changes to the design drawings.

The TVA response states that:

"Procedures Provide sufficient control to assure that
adequate design and construction is maintained."

The TVA response does not state that the-activities affecting
quality were accomplished in accordance with these
"Procedures" or that a program of inspection was executed to
verify conformance to the "procedures".

Regarding "tinistrut Bolted Connections", the TVA response
states:

"TVA has specified appropriate torque requirements" and
refers to "Drawing 47A050-1J3"' for such requirements.
The TVA response neglects to state that the Drawing
torque requirements were not established and issued
until June 1985.
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The TVA response admits that the U~nistrut was "installed
prior to issuance of appropriate tightening
requirements." The TVA response fails to state that the
bolting was also inspected and accepted prior to
specifying and including the appropriate quality
standards in design documents (contrary to Appendix B,
Criterion III).

The TVA response states that two NCRs were issued to
correct the "in-place condition". The TVA response fails
to state whether the NCRs were determined to be
significant and reportable (10 CFR 50.55e).

The TVA response states that the '"unistrut bolt
tightening requirements", which were issued in June
1985," did not match the tightening requirements used in
the tests." This statement confirms the NSRS statement
regarding a lack of correlation between the tested
design and the installed condition. This statement, by
use of the terms "did not", implied that the tightening
requirements now "match"; how did this occur?

The TVA response states that the Unistrut bolting was
"found to be adequately installed." This appears to be
an admission of a build it... .then design it approach.

The TVA response states that "randomly sampled Unistrut
clamps" were evaluated. Was this sampling conducted in
accordance with a sampling procedure that is based on
recognized standard practices and that provides adequate
justification for the sample size and selection process
(ANSI N45.2-1971, Section 11)? 1

The TVA response states that, "Field Investigations were
conducted to determine the in-place torque of the
sampled Unistrut clamps." Were these "investigations"
in lieu of inspections? Were the installations
re-inspected and re-documented to the revised
requirements?

The TVA response, "In conclusion", states that "the hold
points and inspections that are being implemented are
adequate to ensure design requirements". Note that this
statement does not attest that hold points and
inspections were specified and included in design

*documents (Appendix B, criterion III). Also note the
use of the terms "are being", (present) in lieu of have
been (past) for the implementation of inspections. The
"In conclusion" statement also limits the applicability
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of the statement to "the examples cited", presumably
only those cited in the TVA response. Additionally, the
"In conclusion" statement of the TVA response refers to
the "requirements and intent of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B".
If TVA has complied with the requirements of Appendix B,
what does the reference to "intent" mean?

The TVA response acknowledges "problems" with the "work
package system" and the "work release program", but does
not acknowledge that these "problems" had not been
resolved as of the date of the TVA response.

4B. Collateral Issue: Test Control

Appendix B, Criterion XI, "Test Control", requires:

"A test program shall be established..."

The NSRS memorandum states that::.

"There has also been no program for control of the
testing process."

The TVA response does not addr'ess and does not refute the
NSRS conclusion.

4C. Collateral Issues: Training/Skills

Appendix B, Criterion II, "QA Program", requires:

"...The program shall take into account the need
for ... skills to attain the required quality... .The
program shall provide for indoctrination and training of
personnel performing activities affecting quality..."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

"There has also been repeated use of untrained
sub journeymen."

The TVA response does not address and does not refute the
NSRS conclusion.

In response to a QTC investigation (Concern No. EX-85-Ql0-002
and twelve other concerns; report issued February 1986), TVA
stated that:

"The use of subjourneymen in the future will be done in
a safe, quality assured, and efficient manner."
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Conclusion

The objective evidence indicates that TVA has not adequately
controlled construction processes involving activities
affecting quality. A program of inspection has not
adequately established and executed, contrary to Appendix B,
Criterion X. A test program has not been adequately
establi 'shed and executed, contrary to Appendix B, Criterion
XI. Personnel performing activities affecting quality have
not been adequately selected, indoctrinated and trained to
account for the need for skills to attain the required
quality, contrary to Appendix B, Criterion II. Further, we
are aware of no program to verify the work of inadequately
qualified personnel. This deficiency represents a
significant breakdown in portions of the quality assurance
program conducted under 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
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5. RECORDS ARE OF POOR QUALITY - Reference NSRS Memorandum
Attachment A.5

Appendix B, criterion XVII, 'QA Records", requires:

"Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish
evidence of activities affecting quality... .Records shall
be identifiable and retrievable..."

ANSI N-45.2-1971, Section 18, QA Records requires:

"Sufficient records shall be prepared as work is
performed to furnish documentary evidence of the quality
of'items and of activities affecting quality.. Required
records shall be identifiable and
retrievable ... Requirements. .shall be.. consistent
with applicable codes, standards and procurement
documents... .In general, records which correctly
identify the 'as-built' :condition of items in the
plant should be maintained for the life of the plant..."

The NSRS memorandum cites the following as examples of
inadequate records and records control:

Welder certification records, falsified.
Concrete pour cards do not identify concrete repairs.
Instrument line supports inspection data not traceable
to each support.
Safeguards drawings loss of accountability.

The NSRS memorandum cites that records problems involve
adequacy, retrievability and accountability.

The TVA response for this item does not contain a statement
of compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII.
Nor does the response state compliance with ANSI N45.2
(Section 18), ANSI N45.2.9, ANSI N18-7, ASME Code (Section
III, NCA-4000) or any recognized standard, code, or
commitment for QA records.

The TVA response does not mention the NSRS cited examples of
falsified welder certifications and lost safeguard drawings.

The TVA response fails to recognize that quality requirements
for QA records encompass much more than legibility. The
response does not demonstrate an awareness of the need for QA
records to exist, to be accurate and complete, to be
identifiable and retrievable, and to furnish evidence of
activities affecting quality. The TVA response does not
address aspects of QA records involving content and validity.
Does TVA only consider the legibility of records in its"quality review before transfer to ONP"?
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For instrument line supports, the TVA response admits to a
lack of unique support identification, whi~ch precludes
traceability of records to the applicable item, and vice
versa. The response states that this "problem" "is being"
corrected for Unit 2. What about Unit 1 at Watts Bar?

For Watts Bar concrete records, the TVA response fails to
recognize that repairs and changes encompass more than just
"configuration". Configuration is only one characteristic or
attribute of the quality of structures, systems, components
and materials. What does TVA mean by the term
"configuration"? Does "configuration" encompass or exclude
strength and durability of the repaired concrete?

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-995-002; report issued
February 1986) revealed that:

Records of Concrete mixing Plant Reports were not
'classified and retained a~s. .life-of-plant (LOP) QA
records until 1984'... after concrete production was
essentially completed. Such records had been previously
retained as duration-of-construction (DOC) records, but
were subsequently destroyed and/or lost.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. WI-85-016-00l; report issued
October 1985) revealed that:

Records of concrete placement, specifically the "pour
card" do not provide documentary evidence of activities
affecting the quality of the concrete. The pour cards
do not show the quantity of water added or the slump
test results at the point of concrete placement and
subsequent to sampling for concrete strength testing.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-86-068-002 .and
1N-86-210-001; report issued November 1985) revealed that:

Records of the replacement of 3,200 tubes in each of the
component Cooling system Heat Exchangers (CCSHX) in
1984/1985 do not contain data or objective evidence to
determine the extent to which the wall thickness of the
tubes was reduced during the rolling or expansion
process.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. PH-85-012-X03; report issued
February 1986) revealed that:

QA records do not exist for inspection and documentation
of most of the safety-related HVAC ductwork welds at
Watts Bar.
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Due to this lack of inspection records, and the failure
to perform inspections, the quality of the welds are
currently indeterminate.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-469--X05; see observation
in IN-85-469-002) revealed that:

QA records of inspection of HVAC supports in the Control
Rod Drive Equipment Room were incorrect and were falsely
and incorrectly changed. A record was found to
correctly identify the "as-built" configuration of
support members, as recorded by the inspector in 1979.
In 1981, a construction engineer falsely changed the
record to correspond to the required design. Another
record for an adjacent support was found to reflect the
required design, but not the "as-built" condition.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-216-00l; report issued
July 1985) revealed that: ý:

21 cracks occurred in the structural steel (base metal)
in the Main Steam Valve Rooms during major weld repairs
performed in 1983/1984. The repair of tfese cracks were
not documented on QA records.'

QTC investigations of employee concerns, in general, were
greatly hampered by the lack of sufficient records to provide
objective evidence as to the validity of those concerns. In
many cases, this lack of objective evidence rendered
indeterminate the quality of structures, systems and
components, and the associated activities'affecting quality.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII requires:

"Documentary evidence that material and equipment
conform .to the procurement requirements shall be
available at the nuclear power plant... .site prior to
installation or use of such material and equipment.
This documentary evidence shall be retained at the
nuclear power plant... .site and shall be sufficient to
identify the specific requirements, such as codes,
standards, or specifications, met by the purchased
materials and equipment."
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10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII requires:

"Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish
evidence of activities affecting quality. .. .Consistent
with applicable regulatory requirements, the applicant
shall establish requirements concerning record
retention, such as duration, location, and assigned
responsibility."

The NSRS memorandum cited inadequate records, concerning
welder certification documentation, concrete pour cards, and
instrument line supports.

Overall the ERT -acquired information indicating that
falsification of QA records raises significant questions as
to records adequacy. This program identified some 94
concerns regarding falsification of safety-related QA
records. As of early April 1986, ..-40 had been investigated
and 29 or more than two-thirds had been substantiated. Of
these 40, 34 pertaining to Watts Bar were investigated of
which 25 were substantiated.

TVA documents existing on March 20,. 1986, contain the
following with respect to records problems:

NSRS Report R-82-02-WBN found "major program
deficiencies existed in records management for Watts
Bar." [See Sections IV.B.7 and V.A.2.a.J

NSRS Report I-83-13-NPS (June 17, 1983) described
procurement documentation deficiencies:

"These deficiencies place TVA in violation of *10
CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII requirements for
SQN; and unless changes are made to correct the
problems, both Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) will
be subject to the same violations."

The record indicates that the problems discussed in
I-83-13-NPS remain unresolved.

NSRS report number- R-84-17-NPS (Review of Procurement
Practices and Procedures for operating Nuclear Power Plants,
approved March 12, 1985) found, among other things, that TVA
had been purchasing level II items without QA documentation,
resulting in the purchase of equipment whose quality
characteristics are unknown. Although the NSRS report
findings were limited to operating nuclear plants, and thus
do not specifically apply to WBN; it is likely that the
findings apply also to plants under construction, including
Watts Bar.
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In its March 20, 1986 response TVA stated the following with
respect to records adequacy:

"Records of poor quality at WBN for the most part can be
traced to vendor-supplied records. Vendor records are
sometimes furnished to TVA which are of poor quality.
... Concerns on vendor records and the retrievability of
certain instrumentation support records have been
formally identified, and corrective actions are in
process for resolution of these concerns."1

The TVA response appears to admit existence of the problems
described in NSRS I-83-13-NPS. (See above.) The TVA
response does not describe the specifics of either the
documentation deficiency problem, TVA's ongoing corrective
actions, or remedial actions.

The TVA response concedes deficiencies concerning instrument
line supports. [Note: It is .unclear from TVA'S response
whether TVA believes the instrument line support
documentation deficiencies represent Appendix B violations.
Nor is it clear, if the deficiencies do represent Appendix
B violations, whether TVA S corr.ective action was defined
prior to January 3, 1986 or whether the proposed corrective
action is adequate.]

The TVA response does not state that on January 3, 1986, TVA
complied with recordkeeping requirements derived fr-om
Appendix B as they applied to Watts Bar.

Conclusion

The TVA response did not address specifically nor in general
documentation problems described in various TVA reports,
memoranda, etc. The TVA response contains insufficient
detail to allow an assessment as to whether, on January 3,
1986, TVA complied with recordkeeping requirements derived
from Appendix B as-they applied to Watts Bar.

TVA has failed to prepare and maintain sufficient records to
furnish evidence of the quality of items and of activities
affecting quality, contrary to ANSI N45.2-1971 and Appendix
B, Criterion XVII. This deficiency in design and
construction represents a significant breakdown in a portion
of the quality assurance program conducted under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B.
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6. LACK OF INDEPENDENCE OF QA/QC PERSONNEL (CONSTRUCTION) -
Reference NSRS Memorandum Attachment A.6

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion I, "Organization", requires:

".. .The persons and organizations performing quality
assurance functions shall have sufficient authority and
organizational freedom to identify quality problems, to
initiate, recommend, or provide solutions, and to verify
implementation of solutions." And, "... .Such persons and
organizations performing quality assurance functions
shall report to *a management level such that this
required authority and organizational freedom, including
sufficient independence from cost and schedule when
opposed to safety considerations, are provided."

The NSRS memorandum states:

TVA's organizational structur~e and policies/practices
(written or unwritten) have resulted in a situation
wherein QA/QC has not been afforded the required
organizational freedom.

Source documents:

NSRS Investigative Report I-85-424-WBN, which addressed
concerns IN-86-090-002, IN-86-087-OQ3, IN-86-098-001 and
IN-85-688-004, substantiated the following:

The CAR/DR process is untimely and fails to meet
the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
criterion XVI - "Corrective Action", as well as
AI-7.3 - "Adverse Conditions and Corrective
Actions".

Upper-tier QA policies/practices have led to
excessive delays in issuance and in several
instances, blockage of CARs being issued.

A proposed CAR on the WBN Q-list was never issued
although the issue was finally acknowledged via an
NCR... six months later.

There is a clear reluctance on the part of
management to issue CAR' 5.

There are cases where CARs had not been issued on
significant issues although they had been brought
to the attention of quality assurance management.
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The March 20 TVA response indicates:

The quality manager's organization (QMO) has been independent
only since 1983. Quality organization reports to the
construction project manager.

Source documents:

QTC investigation HI-85-116 identified the fact that the
WBN construction project manager maintained management
policies that significantly restricted the
organizational freedom of the quality organization. one
statement describing TVA'-s policy concerning QA
violations is contained in the November 29, 1982
construction memorandum. Another is contained in the
Division of construction pamphlet, titled "Working Rules
for Trades and Labor Employees" effective date July 15,
1983. The November 29, 1982 memorandum to all Assistant
General Construction -Superintendents, Craft
Superintendents, and all *Trades and Labor Hourly
Employees at Watts Bar included the following statement.

"Responsibility for QA is charged to both manage r
and employee alike. pebnalties must be imposed to
emphasize our commitment to quality and correct our
deficiencies. Effective immediately, QA violations
will result in the following disciplinary actions:
First offense - Suspension or discharge, depending
upon circumstances. Second offense - Discharge."

This policy was implemented at the discretion of the
supervisor and may not have been applied in a uniform
manner.

An April 9, 1986 NRC Report to the TVA Senior Management
Team from the Chief of the Special Projects Inspection
Section; Division of Quality Assurance, Vendor and
Technical Training Center Programs states on page 9
that:

"While arguments may be made concerning the intent of
these policy statements, the effect of the
implementation of this policy, was evident in the
numerous allegations made by TVA employees. it
created, for some employees, a climate or an
atmosphere of fear that reporting quality -issues
would result in (H&I). Further, ýtatements made to
TVA OGC personnel reviewing related employee concerns
and issues reflect the belief held by some TVA
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employees that they (TVA employees) must have the
appropriate attitude or exhibit appropriate behavior;
i.e., be a team player, don't raise issues."

"It appears that implementation of the TVA new policy
prohibiting H&I has not been accomplished and will
require considerable effort on the part of senior TVA
managers to achieve."

.The same NRC report on page 8 further states:

"... the number and nature of statements made by TVA
employees during interviews conducted by QTC at

Watts Bar demonstrate that some TVA supervisors
harassed and intimidated Watts Bar employees who
identified quality concerns or potential s~afety
issues."

QTC investigation PH-85-00l-700l substantiated the fact
that TVA terminated an engineer who performed quality
functions for reporting quality problems..

QTC investigation IN-85-01l0-001 identifi~ed the fact that
TVA OE engaged in the practice of overriding quality
inspection personnel by voiding valid Inspection
Rejection Notices (IRNs).

The TVA March 20 response states:

Inspectors and quality personnel have sufficient
independence and authority to implement procedures,
report results, and identify problem areas as required
by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

The findings indicate that:

TVA quality organizational independence was inadequate.

TVA site management engaged in activities/policies that
significantly limited the quality organization.

TVA site management endorsed policies that, discouraged
quality problem identification.

TVA site management improperly terminated personnel
performing quality related activities for identifying
quality problems.

Conclusion

TVA failed to adequately meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion I - "organization".
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7. Q LIST NOT IN GOOD SHAPE AND IS INCONSISTENT WITH CSSC LIST -
Reference NSRS Memorandum Attachment A.7

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II, "QA Program", requires:

"'.. .The applicant shall identify the structures,
systems, and components to be covered by the quality
assurance program... .The quality assurance program shall
pr ovide control over activities affecting the quality of
the identified structures, systems, and components, to
an extent consistent with their importance to safety ... "

The NSRS memorandum cites the following inadequacies
regarding TVA's program for identification of items
(structures, systems and components) that must be covered by
the QA program due to their importance to safety:

Different and conflicting lists for such items

Correctness and completeness of such lists.

Use and misuse of the "two-level" quality system.

As a result of the above cited inadequacies, the NSRS
memorandum concludes that items of importance to safety have
not been subjected to the quality assurance requirements for
design, construction and operation of the plant.

The TVA response states that "the problems are identified and
are being dispositioned in accordance with the corrective
action program as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B." This
statement indicates that the "problems" have not, yet been
corrected, which is contrary to Appendix B, criterion XVI,
which requires that ".. . conditions adverse to quality.. ..are
promptly identified and corrected." The TVA response does
not indicate that the "problems" have been .corrected, or
promptly corrected.

The TVA response ("Executive Summary") states that:

The "Q-list was issued in 1984"..., but does not address
the program or lists, if any, prior to 1984. The
response states that "During the history of WBN, three
lists have existed ..."1.

Is this a contradiction to the "1984" statement, or did WBN
"history" begin.-in 1984?
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The TVA response appears to defend the adequacy of the
"CSSC-Q-List" by reference to a partial review that was
reportedly performed and another partial review that is in
progress. However, the response states that "the CSSC-Q-List
was eliminated.. to eliminate possible confusion."

Does TVA perceive the elimination of the "CSsC-Q-List" as an
elimination of the admitted "problems" with the list? if
not, why? If so, what about the quality affecting activities
that were not performed to the QA program requirements due to
the past use of the incomplete or incorrect list?

The TVA response does not state that any review was or will
be performed to determine the accuracy of the referenced
"CSSC-List" or "Q-List". Aside from the Ireported elimination
of the "CSSC-List", what is the status and adequacy (past and
present) of these lists?

Conclusion

TVA has not adequately identified the structures, systems and
components to be covered by the quality assurance program,
contrary to Appendix B, Criterion II. This deficiency in
design and construction representfs a significant breakdown in
a portion of the quality assurance program conducted under 10
CFR 50, Appendix B.
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8. MATERIAL TRACEABILITY VERY POOR ESPECIALLY SE ISMIC CAT 1
(PIPING, HVAC, CONDUIT,. TRAYS, INSTRUMENTATION, ETC.) -
Reference NSRS Memorandum Attachment A.8

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII, "identification and
Control of Materials, Parts and Components", requires:

". ..These measures shall assure that identification of
the item is maintained ... either on the item or on
records traceable to the item as required throughout
fabrication, erection, installation, and use of the
item. These.. measures shall be designed to prevent the
use of incorrect..,.material, parts and components."

The NSRS memorandum states that material, specifically
Seismic Category I safety-related supports, is traceable only
to warehouse storage and not to the point of'installation and
use as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII.

NSRS further states that this lack of material traceability
to the point of installation and use negates TVA's ability to
meet its legal commitments under 10 CFR 21. Following a Part
21 notification to TVA, it would.,be impractical to pinpoint
the affected materials because they could not be traced to
points of use.

NSRS also cites specific examples of material being
improperly upgraded and of an ASME component being used in an
incorrect (higher ASME class) installation.

QTC Report No. IN-85-012-00l substantiated the fact that the
methods used to upgrade material were not in accord with
requirements of Appendix B. ASTM materials were upgraded
without documented justifications for the upgrade and/or
without having an appropriate site procedure prior to March
1982.

The TVA March 20 response indicates that:

TVA complies with material traceability requirements in
that all material is purchased after design
considerations are incorporated. Therefore, according
to TVA, traceability to installation is not required.

Relative to 10 CFR 21 reporting responsibilities, TVA
states that traceability to installation is an economic
decision to be made by the owner and that the
identification of defective material would therefore
require that a large sample be evaluated and would
require significantly more time to accomplish.
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TVA's interpretation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B material
traceability requirements does not ensure that incorrect or
defective material is not installed nor does it ensure that
such material could be traced to the point of installation.

Contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion VIII, TVA's program for material traceability is
inadequate relative to traceability to point of installation.

.NSRS Report No. I-85-146-WBN (QTC Concern Nos. IN-85-388-004,
IN-85-441-001, IN-85-460-002, IN-85-667--002, and WI-85-041-
014) substantiates the fact that the TVA Watts Bar program
for material traceability does not comply with the
specifications and legal commitments in the Watts Bar FSAR
topical report.

QTC Report No. IN-85-337-002 substantiated the fact that TVA
maintains weld rod traceability by heat/lot number only to
the issue "shack", not to the point of installation. In
January, 1985 TVA issued NCR 4'615 to address concerns with a
lot of Westinghouse weld rods. This material failed tests to
determine its susceptibility to exposure and was to have been
removed from site. However, because traceability to the
point of installation was not maintained, TVA was unable to
locate 37,520 pounds of this material.. As far as we know,
this remains an open item. This problem involving
significant noncompliance with Appendix B, is not addressed
in the TVA March 20 letter.

NSRS Report No. R-84-17-NPS substantiated that commercial
grade items were being purchased and designated as quality
Level II with no QA documentation, and that TVA was misusing
internal procedures to determine Part 21 not applicable.

As a result of TVA's interpretation of the traceability
requirements, they are in violation of 10 CFR, Part 21
reporting requirements.
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9. FIELD CONFIGURATION. OF CABLES; SUPPORTS HAVE LOST ACCUMULATED
LOADING CONTROLS ON EMBEDDED PLATES - Reference NSRS
Memorandum Attachment A.9

9A. Collateral Issue: Anchor Installations

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, criterion iI, "Quality Program",
requires:

"...the program shall take into account the need for
special controls, processes, tests, equipment, tools,
and skills to attain the required quality, and the need
for verification of quality by inspection and test."

The NSRS position states that:

With respect to anchor installations, TVA failed to meet
the requirements of IE Bulletin 79-02.

Source documents and analysis:

NSRS Report No. I-85-111l-WBN (IN-85-103-001)
substantiated the fact t hat TVA failed to consider
support base-plate flexibility during design. (IE 79-02
Requirement)

QTC Report No. XX-85--023-001 identified the fact that
the construction specification for expansion anchor
installation, G-32, does not meet the requirements of IE
Bulletin 79-02. (i.e., the "lot" system of anchor
testing fails to meet the "per system" requirements of
the bulletin.)

TVA admittedly failed to meet Requirement No. 4b of the
79-02 bulletin. More than 50 percent of the anchors
sampled as a result of the bulletin failed to meet
installation acceptance criteria, but were accepted
based on pull-testing.

With knowledge of all of the above, TVA issued the final
report in response to the bulletin stating that TVA
was in compliance with the bulletin.

NRC Region II has accepted this final report, with
knowledge t hat a 100 percent review of "flexibility" and
"factor of safety" issues must be performed to provide
complete assurance. NRC allowed TVA WBN-l to proceed to
the fir-st fuel outage prior to completion. of this
review.
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The TVA March 20 response failed to address this item.

The facts presented indicate that contrary to Appendix B,
Criteria II - Quality Program: TVA failed to provide
adequate special controls, processes and verification of
quality as related to IE Bulletin 79-02.

Conclusion

TVA failed to adequately meet the requirements of 10 CER 50,
Appendix B, Criterion II - Quality Program.

9B. Collateral Issue: Embed Plate Loading

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, "Design Control",
requires:

"...design changes, including field changes, shall be
subject to design control-measures commensurate with
those applied to the origi~nal design ..."

The NSRS memorandum states that:

TVA failed to account for cumulative loads on embedded
strip plates (resulting from field changes).

As-built loads accepted via "visual approval" have not
been documented.

Component support details (47A050 notes) were changed
without documented justification.

Component support details (47A050 notes) provided
inadequate design details of criteria.

Source documents:

QTC Investigation IN-85-031 identified -that when
attachments for items other than cable tray supports
(CTS) are being considered as additional loads to
embedded plates (EP) that contain CTS loads, O.E.
Engineers are directed (via "desk-top procedure") to
ignore the CTS loads and if the "other" attachments do
not exceed ten percent of the plate allowables, the
FCR could be approved "by inspection". The assumption
must be made that all CTS loads have never and will
never exceed 90 percent of plate allowables.
Personnel interviewed knew of no procedures or site
controls that would guarantee this could not happen
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(i~.,CTS load greater than 90 percent of plate
allowables). Unless all EPs with CTS loads were
reviewed for total CTS load, and determined to be less
than 90 percent of plate allowables, there cannot be
assurance that those EPs 'are not overloaded. In
addition, the investigation identified design
calculation errors committed during field change reviews
of embedded plates.

.Loads (quantitative) that are applied to embedded plates
via field modifications and are approved via "visual
acceptance" are not documented. That is, design
modifications are made without design review measures
commensurate with the original design, as required by
Criterion III. (Ref: EN DES-EP 4.03)

NSRS Report I-85-157-WBN (IN-85-Ol0-002) substantiated
the fact that revisions to the 47A050 notes and typical
drawings were revised without documented justification.

NSRS Report I-85-110-WBN (IN-85-024-001) substantiated
the fact that the 47A050 notes and typical drawings
provide inadequate and confusing design criteria as well
as contribute to poor quality of hanger installations
(Ref: Finding QP.3-l of INPO's 1985 construction
evaluation of Watts Bar).

The TVA March 20 response states:

While specific loadings were not available for most
embedded plates, engineers provided embedded plates
which would be expected to provide adequate capacity for
any future unidentified supports.

Embedded plates of the size and configuration used at
WBN can accommodate supports with a variety of load
magnitudes and locations. Therefore, visual approval of
minor load additions is, within the scope of the original
design.

In 1982, a problem was identified and a nonconformance
report was written for multiple attachments to embedded
plates (NCR WBNCEB82O3). The NCR identified that
closely spaced multiple attachments were being made to
embedded plates without a design review. Large singular
attachments shown as attached to embedded plates (cable
trays and engineered- pipe supports) were generally
reviewed through the interdisciplinary review process;
however, the designer could have been unaware that
additional unidentified and field routed supports were
being closely installed to the support being reviewed.
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TVA Project Construction Specification N3C-928 was
issued and implemented in early 1983. The specification
provided minimum spacings between a new attachment, and
an existing attachment.

For the original issue of the specification, the field
was required to provide a sketch of all attachments
located in a specified radius of the new attachment.
The FCR was then submitted to OE for evaluation.

Based on OE accumulated experience and the fact that the
preparation of a sketch for each of the FCRs was very
labor intensive, the specification was revised to allow
OE engineers and designers to visually approve field
modifications.

Discrepancies in the documentation were identified and
enhancements to the visual approval program were
required.

A sampling program was initiated to investigate WBN
Employee Concern (TN-85--031-001) regarding the adequacy
of embedded plate design cal1culations.,

Certain deficiencies have been identified which will
require a re-examination of our embedded plate program.
The significance of these deficiencies will be evaluated
as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B on SCR WBN CEB
8623.

A sampling program for visually approved FCRs has
verified that the in-place installations are acceptable;
therefore, the visual approval process has been
effective and is in compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B.

In addition:

The TVA March 20 response failed to address the lack of
quantitative load accumulation documentation relative to
embedded plate design.

The TVA March 20 response failed to address the lack of
adequate design control measures relative to 47A050
notes and drawing details.

The facts presented indicate the following:

TVA failed to provide adequate control measures relative
to embedded plate design changes.
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* Design change calculations contained errors that have
resulted in the generation of significant condition
Report No. WBN CEB 8623. (It should be noted that
identification of this item is the direct result of the
ERT program.)

* Visual approval of design changes, i.e., field load
modifications, to embedded plates is contrary to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III.

* The 47A050 notes and drawing details have been found to
be confusing, contradictory, ineffective and
contributory to poor quality support installation.
(Ref: NSRS investigations and INPO findings previously
cited).

* TVA did not provide objective evidence of an adequate
sample or acceptance criteria for sample programs
conducted on embedded plate~s..

Conclusions

TVA failed to adequately meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control.

9C. Collateral Issues: Specifications, Drawings, and Procedures

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, Procedures and
Drawings", require:

"Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by
documented'instructions, procedures, or drawings of a
type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be
accomplished in accordance with these instructions,
procedures, or drawings. Instructions, procedures, or
drawings shall include appropriate quantitative or
qualitative acceptance criteria for determining that
important activities have been satisfactorily
accomplished".

The NSRS memorandum states that:

Drawing notes and construction specifications lead to
confusion and inconsistent application relative to
hanger installation.

Installation and inspection procedures have led to a
field condition and configuration that is indeterminate.
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Source documents:

NSRS Investigation Report I-85-265-WBN (IN-85-033-001)
has substantiated the fact that the office of
Engineering procedure EP-4.03 failed to provide
appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance
criteria for activities affecting quality.

QTC Investigation Report IN-85-031-001 identified the
fact that due to the ambiguities contained within
EP-4.03,. "visual approvals" were utilized for
attachments to embedded plates well beyond the, limits
specified in the procedure.

When the author of the procedure was asked why it was
being used on pipe support attachments to embedded
plates for piping greater than two inches diameter (when
the procedure specifically limits its use to two inches
diameter and below) he replivd, "Well, we really didn't
mean that".

The TVA March 20 response indicates:

In order to resolve WBN Employee Concern (IN-85-033-O0l)
with NSRS and QTC, OE agreed to perform additional
sampling. A sample of 60 embedded plates was analyzed.
Each plate in the sample had been visually approved at
least three times and had never been submitted for
detailed evaluation. Detailed calculations were
performed for each of the embedded plates in the sample.

Final analyses and evaluation of the sample results did
not identify any attachments that should have been
visually rejected. However, some discrepancies in the
documentation were identified and enhancements to the
visual approval program are required. The sampling
program for visually approved FCRs has verified that the
in-place installations are acceptable; therefore, the
visual approval process has been effective and is in
compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

The facts presented indicate the following:

Relative to procedures governing quality activities,
(attachments to embedded plates), TVA failed to provide
procedures appropriate to the circumstances.

Relative to procedures governing quality activities,
(attachments to embedded plates), TVA failed to include
appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance
criteria.
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* TVA admits to documentation discrepancies, but fails to
specify the problems.

* TVA admits to having to improve the visual approval
program, but fails to specify why or how.

* TVA supports the visual approval process in spite of the
fact that it is contrary to the requirements and intent
of criteria III - Design Control, and Criteria V -
Instructions, Procedures and Drawings.

* TVA justifies use of the visual approval process by
stating that providing the appropriate drawings and
calculations is a " very labor intensive" activity. This
indicates that TVA has chosen to submit to cost and
schedule pressures rather than adherence to Appendix B
requirements.

TVA failed to provide procedures *that, 1) were appropriate to
the circumstance and, 2) provided appropriate quantitative or
qualitative acceptance criteria. (Ref: Above cited
investigative reports).I

Conclusion

TVA failed to adequately meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V - instructions, Procedures and
Drawings.

9D. Collateral Issue: Anchor Inspection Activities

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X, "Inspection", requires:

".inspection of activities affecting quality shall be
executed..to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing
the activity."

The NSRS memorandum states:

As a result of inadequate qualifications, training,
and/or procedures, TVA inspection activities relative to
expansion anchor installations are indeterminate.

Source documents:

QTC Investigation Report IN-85-020-001 substantiated the
fact that several anchors of a limited sample failed to
meet acceptance criteria (i.e., bolt length and plug
depth) yet all the anchor installations in the sample
had been previously accepted by Engineering or Quality
Control.
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NSRS Report I-85-437-WBN (IN-85-845-O0l) has
substantiated the fact that expansion anchor
installations for instrumentation systems is
indeterminate based on inadequate inspection and
associated documentation.

The TVA March 20 response failed to address this item.

The facts presented indicate that contrary to Appendix B,
criterion x -inspection, TVA failed to verify conformance to
documented instructions, procedures, and drawings by not
providing adequate inspection of activities affecting
quality.

Conclusion

TVA failed to adequately meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion X - Inspection.

9E. Collateral Issue: Configuration Control

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action",
requires:

"Measures shall be established to assure that conditions
adverse to quality, such as failures, malfunctions,
deficiencies, deviations, defective material and
equipment, and nonconformances are promptly identified
and corrected."

The NSRS memorandum shows that:

There is no accounting of cumulative loads on embedded
strip plates to compare with the original design and
acceptance criteria to show that the as-built
configuration equals the as-designed configuration.
This problem was magnified by allowing visual approval
of multiple attachments to embedded plates without
defining an acceptance criteria. Even though this has
been handled through the FCR process, the visual
approval does not document actual "as-built" loads.
This problem was previously identified in the Black and
Veatch review of Watts Bar. Black and Veatch agreed to
TVA's proposed resolution of having a detailed
engineering evaluation of each embedded plate when a new
attachment was made. TVA issued Construction
specification N3C-928 with minimum spacing requirements
and edge distance requirements. If those were violated,
a detailed engineering evaluation was required. Black
and Veatch signed off the resolution of this problem in
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December 1983. In January 1984, the Construction
Specification was revised to allow visual approval or
"eyeballing" of the final stresses in lieu of a detailed
engineering evaluation. Thus, TVA has returned to the
previous practice of no documentation of as-built loads.'

Source documents:

The March 20, 1986 TVA response agrees with the above
NSRS position statement. TVA justifies the return to
the visual approval method by citing the fact that the
required engineering was "very labor intensive".

NSRS Investigative Report I-85-265-WBN (IN-85-033-0ol)
has substantiated that OE personnel have been adhering
to a very "loose" interpretation of EN DEB-EF-4.03,
Appendix 4. Attachments to embedded plates have been
visually approved which were not similar to those
identified in Appendix 4,, .a~nd now CEB-EP-21.46 does not
contain appropriate quantitative or qualitative
acceptance criteria as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, criterion V, for activities affecting quality. In
addition, visual appr~oval without documented
justification does not appear to meet the intent of 10
CFR 50, Appendix B. Criterion 1II, ". .. .design changes,
including field changes, shall be subject to design
control measures commensurate with those applied to the
original design...".

QTC Investigation IN-85-031-001 identified the fact that
calculations for attachments to embedded plates that
required further evaluation, i.e., an FCR, contained
errors. After several meetings between QTC and OE
personnel concerning this topic, 08 agreed to perform an
appropriate sample to identify the extent of this
problem. During the meetings, agreement relative to
what would constitute appropriate acceptance criteria
for the sample program, could not be attained. TVA
maintained that acceptability for use or
"fit-for-service"l was an adequate criteria, while QTC
maintained that the issue was deficient engineering
calculations and that calculation errors would
constitute a rejectable item. TVA's March 20th response
did not specify what sample size was used, what type of
sample program was used (i.e., MIL-STD 105D), or what
acceptance criteria was used.

TVA's March .20th response indicates that significant
deficiencies in the embedded plate program do exist.
Ref: Significant Condition Report SCR-WBN-CEB-8623.
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The TVA March 20 response states that:

"In-place installations are acceptable", and "the visual
approval process as been effective and is in compliance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

TVA had been cited by Black and Veatch for failure to
document accumulated loads on embedded plates. Corrective
action ýwas agreed to and Construction Specification N3C-928
was issued to correct the adverse conditions. Due to cost
and schedule pressures, TVA returned to the previous practice
of not documenting as-built loads on embedded plates. TVA
has failed to maintain adequate corrective action for a
.condition adverse to quality. In addition, other conditions
significantly adverse to quality in the embedded plate
program have been identified as a direct result of what TVA
implied was an acceptable program.

Conclusion

TVA has failed to adequately meet the requirements of 10 CFR
50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI -"Corrective Action".

9F. Collateral Issue: Quality Records

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII, "Quality Assurance
Records", requires:

"Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish
evidence of activities affecting qua~lity".

The NSRS memorandum shows that:

TVA did not document cumulative as-built loads on
embedded plates. This problem was then compounded by
allowing visual approval of attachments to the plates
utilizing nebulous guidelines for acceptance criteria.

Source documents:

NSRS Investigative Report I-85-265-WBN states: "Design
calculations (WBP 840515 212) have been performed to
provide technical justification for acceptance of the
minor loads listed above in an individual application.
The calculations do not take into account loads applied
by previous attachments."

The TVA March 20 response failed to address this aspect of
NSRS conclusion No. 9.
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Although the embedded plates utilized at WBN may have been
designed to support "a variety of load magnitudes and
locations", failure to document adequate engineering analysis
and documentation justifying those analyses fails to meet the
Appendix B requirement to "furnish evidence of activities
affecting quality."

Conclusion

TVA failed to adequately meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix, Criterion XVII - "Quality Assurance Records".
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10. NONCONFORMANCE REPORTING DOES NOT ADDRESS CORRECTIVE
ACTION ASPECTS APPROPRIATELY - Reference NSRS memorandum
Attachment A.10

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV, "Nonconforming
Materials, Parts, or Components", requires:

"...These measures shall include, as appropriate,
procedures for identification, documentation, ..
disposition and notification to affected organizations.
Nonconforming items shall be reviewed and accepted,
rejected, repaired, or reworked in accordance with
documented procedures."

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action",
requires:

"Measures shall be established to assure that conditions
adverse to quality, su-ch as failures, ... and
nonconformances are promptly identified and corrected.
In the case .., the measures shall assure that the cause
of the condition is determined and corrective action
taken to preclude repeti~tion. The identification,
...the cause of the condition, and the corrective action

taken shall be documented and reported to appropriate
levels of management."

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII, "Quality Assurance
Records", requires:

"Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish
evidence of activities affecting quality."

The NSRS memorandum cited many instances of nonconforming
conditions which were not properly identified on
nonconformance reports (NCRS). Examples of these conditions
include gouged pipe, nonfunctioning air flow switches, and
cracked WF (wide flange) beams.

In addition, Inspection Rejection Notices (IRNs), Deficient
Condition Reports (DCRs), and Corrective Action Reports
(CARS) have not been effective in determining root cause and
action to prevent recurrence of nonconforming conditions.

The IRN in particular has been used to avoid the NCR process
and has not been maintained as a permanent record and,
therefore, cannot be evaluated for trends and root causes.
Had these items been correctly handled~by the NCR process,
true root causes could have been determined and action taken
to preclude recurrence would have been identified.
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QTC reports IN-85-460-003 and IN-85-460-x05 substantiated the
fact that base metal defects exist that were not identified
on an NCR. As a result, the nonconforming conditions did not
receive an engineering evaluation (003) or the evaluation was
improp~erly documented (X05).

NSRS Report No. I-85--443-WBN (QTC Concern Nos. IN-85-671-002,
IN-85-998--Q02, IN-86--134-002, and IN-86-290-001)
substantiated that; 1) IRNS were not always initiated as
required by procedures, 2) there existed discrepancies and
inconsistencies within the IRN procedures, and 3) record
retention requirements are inadequate relative to IRNs.

NSRS Report No. I-85-415-WBN (QTC Concern No. IN-86-005--003)
substantiated the fact that the repeated hydrazine spills had
not been identified on a nonconformance reporting vehicle.
This negated the ability to determine root cause and generic
applicability and to identify correction action required to
preclude recurrence.

NSRS Report No. I-85-510-WBN (QTC Concern No. IN-85-289-002)
substantiated that a water hammer event had occurred and had
not been documented on a nonconformance reporting vehicle.

NSRS Report No. R-85-11-NPS addresses the TVA corrective
action process and concludes that this process is inadequate.
NSRS made 40 recommendations as a result of this report.

In response to t he NSRS memorandum, TVA has stated that the
office of Construction, Engineering, and Nuclear Power have
in place procedural controls as required by 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B for the identification, documentation, evaluation,
and resolution of conditions adverse to quality. These
procedures require that conditions adverse to quality be
reviewed for determination of root cause, generic
applicability, and corrective action to prevent recurrence.
TVA further states that these programs have evolved from the
early 1970s and numerous changes have taken place to better
define and handle nonconforming conditions, generic
applicability, root cause, and actions required to prevent
recurrence.

The NSRS memorandum addresses the misuse or non-use of
specific nonconformance reporting vehicles (e.g., IRNS, DCRS,
.and CARS). Because of the improper or non-use of these
documents, nonconforming conditions are not properly
identified or if they are, inadequate corrective action
statements preclude determining root cause and actions to
prevent recurrence.
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TVA s March 20 respose to the NSRS memorandum does not
address this implementation problem, but merely states that
the programs are in place to properly identify and document
nonconforming conditions. The response does not address
the specific issues raised by the NSRS memorandum and,
therefore, falls short of providing objective evidence of
whether TVA is in compliance with 101CFR 50, Appendix B,.
Criterion XV, XVI, and XVII for the examples noted in the
NSRS memorandum.

conclusion

Contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XV (Nonconforming Materials, Parts, or Components),
XVI (Corrective Action), and XVII (Quality Assurance
Records), TVA has failed. to; 1) adequately identify
nonconforming conditions, 2) adequately determine root cause
and provide adequate corrective action to prevent recurrence,
and 3) maintain sufficient re .c-or~ds of activities affecting
quality relative to IRNs/nonconforming conditions.
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11. DESIGN CONTROL IS NOT INITIALLY SPECIFIED UP FRONT NOR IS
FINAL CONFIGURATION FEEDBACK GIVEN BACK TO DESIGN--MARGINS OF
SAFETY ARE INDETERMINATE

Introductory Comments:

It should be kept in mind in the discussion of this item,
that TVA, in its response, while stating that it had a
program that complied with Appendix B, rarely states that
the activities were conducted in accord with that program.
QTC concludes that in general, neither the program itself nor
its implementation were in accord with Appendix B.

Attachment A of the NSRS memorandum pre~sented this conclusion
as a "Bottom Line" statement based on the specific details
for the ten "Major Issues". Some of the Major Issue details
encompass the area of Design Control, but the Attachment A
does not present specific details under this Bottom Line
heading. Attachment B of the ' .NSRS memorandum, specifically
Attachments B.1 and B.2, presents specific details regarding
Design Control under the headings of "Field Conditions were
not Considered in the Design Envelope" and "Piping Analysis
Weaknesses". The TVA response.,does not encompass the NSRS
Attachment B details, and only appears to recognize the
"Bottom Line" statement.. The NSRS "Bottom Line" statement
encompasses three aspects as indicated below.

Appendix B, Criterion III, "Design Control", requires:

"Measures shall be established to assure that applicable
regulatory requirements and the design basis... .are
correctly translated into specifications, drawings,
procedures, and instructions.. .[andl.. .to assure that
appropriate quality standard-s are specified and included
in design documents and that deviations from such
standards are controlled ... Design changes, including
field changes, shall be subject to design control
measures commensurate with those applied to the original
design..."

ANSI N45.2.22-1974, Section 2, Program Requirements (Design)
states:

"A quality assurance program for design shall be
established and documented to comply with the
requirements of this Standard ... Provisions shall be made
in the program for periodic 'audits, review and
evaluation of the effectiveness of the program in
achieving quality objectives. Correction of
deficiencies shall be an integral part of the program.
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11A. Design Control Is Not Initially Specified Up Front

The TVA response does not reference or include any objective
evidence as to the status and adequacy of the Watts Bar
design control program of the past. The reference to current
revision of the program tends to support the NSRS conclusion.
The references to a Gilbert/Commonwealth review of the
revised program at Sequoyah are misleading, and do not
provide relevant information regarding Watts Bar design
control.

The TVA response does not include or reference any objective
evidence as to the adequacy of establishment and
implementation of the Watts Bar design control program prior
to the referenced date of "June 28, 1985".

The TVA response fails to disclose the pertinent results of
the TVA Annual Assessment of the office of Engineering
Quality Assurance Program .f-or Fiscal Year 1985 (TVA
memorandum L19 851119 861, dated November 19, 1985). This
1985 Annual Assessment found that:.

"All TVA nuclear plants continues' to suffer the
consequences of breakdowns in the control of design
configuration", (emphasis added).

"The INPO evaluation at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN)
has identified several findings where documentation of
the design bases has not been adequately established
and/or maintained current...", (emphasis added).

...th ,verification program was not adequate to
identify significant problem areas with the written OE
program or implementation of the program..." (emphasis
added).

"[TVA) was criticized by NRC in violation 390,
391/85-06-06 for not auditing all organizations
performing quality-related design activities...",
(emphasis added).

The TVA response refers to the "revised procedure system"
which allegedly "began implementation" on June 28, 1985 to
"enhance this program". However, the TVA response fails to
disclose that:

The level of detail in these new procedures was
significantly reduced to provide flexibility to the
design organizations.
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* The new procedures only prescribe general policy and
requirements, and do not prescribe methods of
implementation of those policies.

* The various design organizations must independently
devise their own methods and schemes for implementation.
Question: Has this been done, i.e., have detailed and
documented procedures been established and implemented
by all the design organizations?

The 1985 Annual Assessment (referenced above), regarding the
old procedures and the new procedures, indicates that:

* The old procedures "were very prescriptive", but
"perceived to be inflexible."

The old procedures were such that it "was very difficult
to distinguish what was office-level
policy ... versus ... licensin~g.commitment".

* The new procedures do provide "flexibility", but must be
"supplemented by branch and, project procedures" to
"adequately describe the [qesign] program."

The 1985 Annual Assessment Report states:

"1We reserve our judgement as to whether restructuring
the written program improves the effectiveness of OE
design activities until we evaluate implementation of
the program".

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-149-002 and seven
related concerns; reported February 1986) revealed that:

A technical evaluation was not performed prior or
subsequent to the issuance of design changes to delete
protective coatings for safety-related system supports
and structural steel. The QTC Report shows that the
adverse affects of corrosion (rusting) would adversely
affect the safety of plant operations and that there was
a failure to review the design changes for suitability
of application (deletion) of the materials (coatings)
that are essential to the function of the components
(supports/hangers).

QTC Investigation Reports (Concerns N'o. IN-85-038-001 and
IN-85-039-O0l, reported July 1985, and Concern No.
IN-85-039-002, reported November 1985) revealed that:
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Design calculations were not performed and documented
for technical justification for excluding thermal
expansion effects for ASME class piping systems. This
was found to be in violation of ASME code, Section III,
Thermal Effects.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-027-002; reported August
1985) revealed that:

Design activities for pipe analysis were conducted in an
unplanned, uncontrolled and disorderly manner, contrary
to ANSI N45.2.11-1974.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-442-X13; report issued
January 1986) revealed that:

The design drawings for construction of the Underground
Barriers for protection of the ERCW lines permitted
verbal (oral) instructionsi in lieu of prescribed (up
front) design requirements, for activities affecting
quality.

Verbal (oral) instructions were given and were not
subsequently documented by QE.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN--85-469-002; report issued
1986) revealed that:

General configuration of HVAC ductwork supports in the
Control Rod Drive Equipment Room were significantly
different than specified on the design drawings.

The design drawings were found to have been first issued
in 1983, whereas the supports were installed and
accepted prior to 1980.

11B. Final Configuration Feedback

The TVA response does not reference or include any objective
evidence as to the status and adequacy of "feedback".

The response ("Executive Summary") refers to an
"as-constructed program", but does not indicate that such a
program has been formally documented by procedures.

The TVA response states that the "review is intended to
ensure that the plant configuration at licensing meets design
requirements." This statement also indicates that design
requirements, which may not be the same as original design
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requirements, need not be met until "licensing"; i.e., TVA
need not meet the requirements today, but will ("intended
to") at a later date ("licensing").

The response refers to a "review" of feedback, but does not
indicate that the review is subject to -design control
measures commensurate with those applied to the original
design. (Appendix B, Criterion III).

The TVA response term "temporary field conditions" needs to
be explained. The term suggests a condition that is only
temporary and that will be resolved by completing the work in
accordance with original design requirements. However, the
term probably applies to nonconforming conditions (Appendix
B, Criterion XV) that have not been identified, documented
and reviewed in accordance with the established program for
such conditions.

QTC Investigation (Concern No.;-..1N-85-995-002; final report
issued February 1986) revealed that:

OE personnel claimed that they were not aware that
actual concrete compressive strengths were below
specified strengths, even though the data was available
to them through the TVA Concrete Tracking System.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-441-Xl.3; report issued
January 1986) revealed that:

The "as-built" conditions of pertinent features of the
Underground Barriers for protection of the ERCW lines
were not documented by and were not given to OE by OC.

OE admitted awareness of the unsuccessful attempt to
assure adequate cut-off of potentially liquefiable sands
at the Intake Pumping Station, but failed to solicit the
necessary data for incorporation in the design process
and documents.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. IN-85-354-O0l, report issued
July 1985, and Concern No. IN-85-644-002, report issued
February 1986) revealed that:

* Design changes to unit 2 instrument line configurations
were not applied to the corresponding configurations for
Unit 1 at WBN.

* A Unit 1 as-constructed drawing did, not identify an
as-installed valve identification.
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11C. Margins of Safety are indeterminate

The TVA response does not specifically address the subject of"Margin of safety" and does not refute the NSRS conclusionthat such margins are indeterminate. An example of this isconcrete strength at Watts Bar.

QTC Investigation (Concern No. 1N-85-992-002; finalreport issued February 1986) revealed that concretecompressive strength was significantly below TVAspecified requirements, which were also found to bebelow nationally recognized standards for concrete
quality control.

Question: What is the actual margin of safety forconcrete and concrete supported structures, systemsand components at Watts Bar?]

Conclusion

TVA has not adequately established and executed a program ofdesign control, including control of design or field changes,contrary to ANSI N45.2.11 and Appendix B, Criterion III. Thedeficiency in design control' represents a significantbreakdown in a portion of the quality assurance programconducted under 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
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MATRIX and LIST Of MAJOR ISSUES

Explanation

The attached "Matrix" provides a correlation of each of the Major
Issues to the applicable 10 CER 50, Appendix B. Criterion, as
further delineated in the QTC Evaluation of the TVA Position
Regarding Appendix B Compliance.

Where an 1X"1, If( )"1 or "WX" is entered for the Major Issue and
the specific Appendix B Criterion, the following applies:

X Indicates failure of TVA to comply with Appendix B,
regarding one or more of the specific examples or
details identified under the Major Issue, as presented
in the QTC Evaluation.

Indicates that the TVA Position of March 20 does not
address, acknowledge or,,respond to all of the specific
examples or details identified in the NSRS Memorandum.

(X) Indicates that both "X" and "1( )", apply.

The "List of Major Issues" is provided for use with the "Matrix",
and reflects the issues as identified in the "NSRS Perceptions of
Watts Bar Status", which was issued prior to the NSRS memorandum.
Note: The Major Issue number 11 was initially identified by NSRS
as a "Bottom Line" conclusion.
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LIST OF MAJOR ISSUES

NO. MAJOR ISSUE

1 AS-CONSTRUCTED WELDING PROGRAM IS INDETERMINATE

2 ELECTRICAL CABLE PRESENT QUALIFICATION CONDITION is
INDETERMINATE

3 INSTRUMENT LINE INADEQUACIES

SLOPE
FITTINGS
BENDING INDUCED STRESSES ON CONDUIT
HYDROSTATIC TESTING

4 CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES, IN GENERAL, ARE LOOSELY CONTROLLED

5 RECORDS ARE OF POOR QUALITY

6 LACK OF INDEPENDENCE OF QA/QC PERSONNEL (CONsT)

7 Q-LIST NOT IN GOOD SHAPE AND IS INCONSISTENT WITH CSSC LIST

8 MATERIAL TRACEABILITY VERY POOR, ESPECIALLY SEISMIC CAT
(PIPING, HVAC, CONDUIT, TRAYS, INSTRUMENTATION, ETC.)

9 FIELD CONFIGURATION OF CABLES, SUPPORTS HAS LOST ACCUMULATED
LOADING CONTROLS ON EMBEDDED PLATES

10 NONCONFORMANCE REPORTING DOES NOT ADDRESS CORRECTIVE ACTION
ASPECTS APPROPRIATELY

11 DESIGN CONTROL IS NOT INITIALLY SPECIFIED UP FRONT NOR IS
FINAL CONFIGURATION FEEDBACK GIVEN BACK TO DESIGN -- MARGINS
OF SAFETY ARE INDETERMINATE
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MAJOR10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B CRITERION

ISSUE
.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

WX (X) (X) X X (X)

x x

(X) (X) (X) (X) (X) (X) (x)
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(x)

X
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QTC RESPONSE TO THE TVA RELEASE
REGARDING UNDERGROUND BARRIER

On May 5, 1986, TVA issued a news release announcing that "a TVA
engineering evaluation on an underground barrier built to ensure
the seismic integrity of a piping support system at Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant concludes that the barrier fulfills its intended
function and was constructed in accordance with good engineering
practices". The TVA news release further states that, "The
evaluation responds to findings made by Quality Technology Company
(QTC) during its investigation of employee concerns."

QTC has not been provided with the full text of the "TVA
engineering evaluation", however, the information contained in the
TVA news release does not properly represent the reported
technical and programmatic issues. The statements in the news
release are misleading. Even with the recognition that public
statements must be presented in terminology that is recognizable
to the layman,. the TVA statements appear to be aimed at
diminishing the significance and substance of quality assurance
requirements for nuclear power plant design and construction.

Presented below is a line-by-line response to the TVA news release
of May 5, 1986. First, the "TVA" statement is presented, followed
by the "QTC" response.

The following TVA statements were extracted from an internal TVA
publication regarding the news release:

TVA: "...a TVA engineering evaluation on an' underground barrier
built to ensure the seismic integrity of a piping support
system at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant concludes that the barrier
fulfills its intended function and was constructed in
accordance with good engineering practices."

QTC: The reference to an "engineering evaluation" promotes the
following questions:

When was it done? After completion of the construction
in mid 1984? Before or after the report to the NRC in
January 1985? Before or after the QTC report was issued
in January 1986?

Who performed the evaluation? The same individua ls or
groups who reviewed and approved the original design and
the field changes?

What did the "evaluation" consist of and on what data
was it based? Was it a design review conducted in
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accordance with established procedures? Were
calculational methods used? Was test data on the
as-built conditions available and used?

Where is the "evaluation" documented? Is it a singular
and adequately documented report that is identifiable
and retrievable? Has it been included in the QA Records
for the project?

The statement that "the barrier fulfills its intended
function" promotes the following questions:

Does the barrier comply with the original design
requi rements?

Does the design of the barrier comply with applicable
regulatory requirements and the design basis, as defined
in 10 CFR 50 and the license application?

The statement that "the barrier.. was constructed in
accordance with good practices" promotes the following
questions:

Was the barrier constructed, inspected, tested and
documented in accordance with prescribed instructions,
procedures and drawings that included appropriate
acceptance criteria for determining that the activities
affecting quality had been satisfactorily accomplished?

Does "good practices" mean the same as specified quality
standards and prescribed/established procedures?

TVA: "The evaluation responds to findings made by Quality
Technology Company (QTC) during its investigation of employee
concerns."

QTC: Question:

Was the "evaluation" performed in response to the QTC
Report, or was it just the report that was submitted to
the NRC in "January 1985" and cited in the QTC Report?

The QTC Report is the ERT Investigation report issued in
January 1986 regarding Employee Concerns No. IN-85-441-X13,
IN-85-066-00l, IN-85-472-007, IN-85--496-001 and
WI-85-040-004. Four of the five concerns were substantiated.
The investigation of these concerns resulted in findings,
conclusions and observations, based on objective evidence, as
identified in the QTC Report. Based on the QTC Report, the
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TVA Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) recommended that TVA
individually address the findings, conclusions and
observations, and identify and correct the root-causes for
the breakdowns in the quality assurance program.

The TVA news release does not acknowledge that the NSRS
recommendations were considered or implemented.

TVA: "The QTC report found fault with the material and methods
used to construct the underground barrier which was dug in
1984 and backfilled with earthfill and crushed stone."

QTC: The QTC Report addresses both design and construction, not
just the "construct" portion of the activities affecting
quality.

The Underground Barrier or trench (Trench B) was excavated in
1983.. .not 1984 ... and was backfilled in 1983 and 1984.

The QTC Report does not cite "fault" with the "earthfill" or
the 1032 "crushed stone" used for the barrier. The Report
does cite inadequacies regarding the 1075 "crushed stone"
material. The primary inadequacy in the u'se of the 1075
materials is that it was not tested in accordance with
established "methods", and that it is not a "material" which
has been demonstrated to be suitable for use as a
compactible, structural backfill in lieu of the earthfill.
TVA had originally designed the barriers to be constructed of
class A earthfill, but later and due to winter season
conditions, used both 1032 and 1075 crushed stone in lieu of
earthfill to expedite completion of construction (the reason
given to the NRC in the "January 1985" letter which is
referenced in the TVA statements addressed herein).

TVA: "...the barrier was built to prevent shifting of sandy soils
and was not intended to provide a barrier to prevent water
flow;"

QTC: The QTC Report does not contend that the barrier was or is
intended to prevent "water" from flowing through the barrier.

The TVA statement only addresses what "was not intended",
rather than what was accomplished. The statement is
misleading on two points as discussed below.

Sandy Soils

The "sandy soils" are those potentially liquefiable soils
which are known to exist below the ERCW lines and which
prompted the NRC to direct TVA to build underground barriers
or dams to contain them.
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The term "shifting" is misleading. Liquefiable or liquefy
(the term TVA uses in the statement addressed below) are the
key words. The "soils" can actually become liquified ... and
."flow".. .when subjected to motion, such as during an
earthquake. The "soils" will "flow"...

If water can flow through the barrier, then why can't the
liquified flowing sands? What prevents the liquified sands
from flowing through the 1075 material used as a barrier?

Was the barrier designed and built to prevent those,
liquified soils from flowing through it?

Water Flow

The reference to "water flow" through the barrier has another
implication. Like a dam, the flow of water through soil
structures has the effect of erosion or undermining that
structure.

The QTC Report did not state that the underground barrier or
dam was supposed to "prevent water flow", but the report did
point out the adverse affect (erosion) that -such a condition
may have on the integrity of the soil structure.

This aspect of the QTC Report is further addressed below.

TVA: ". . .crushed stone was necessary in certain areas to provide
adequate strength for the barrier to retain the sandy soil
that could potentially liquefy;"

QTC: The QTC Report did not question the use of "crushed stone",
in general.

It is TVA's use of 1075 material that was cited. This 1075
material is what TVA's material specifications and ESAR
describes as a material to be used for drainage purposes.
The.1075 material is not prescribed in the TVA specifications
and FSAR as a material suitable for use in lieu of class A
earthfill, which is what TVA originally planned to use.

TVA also used 1032 crushed stone material in the construction
of the barrier. This 1032 material is prescribed in the
specifications and FSAR as a material suitable for 'use in
place of class A earthfill. For its use in the barrier, the
1032 material was tested in-place for compaction. QTC cited
.no problems with the use of 1032 material in the barrier.

However, unlike the 1032 crushed stone, the 1075 material was
not tested... .no tests were performed on this material to
maintain and verify control of compaction.
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If "crushed stone was necessary", then TVA should have
exclusively used the 1032 crushed stone.

The TVA inference t hat "certain areas" of the barrier
necessitated the use of crushed stone for "strength"' is not
supported by the evidence. The "strength" or stability of
the barriers was apparently not analysed and determined to be
adequate by TVA until after the barrier was built... .TVA
engineers used "as-built" drawings to determine the stability
of the barriers... .reference the January 1985 letter to the
NRC, which states that "...since the construction period for
the Trench B extended through a winter season, the option to
use crushed stone [Note: Doesn't state 1032 or 1075 type
crushed stone], in lieu of earthfill was selected to expedite
construction." Was TVA's statement to the NRC correct?

TVA: "...the use of crush stone was prescribed in the design
drawings, not just on verbal instructions;"

QTC: The QTC Report (see Conclusions) states that:

"To some extent, the 1075 material was installed on the
basis of 'verbal (oral) instructions' %and 'inspector's
judgement', which are not prescribbd design requirements
and were not subsequently documented."

The TVA statement does not refute the QTC statement, rather
the TVA statement appears to rely on the word "just" to
defend its position. Fur 'ther, the TVA statement does not
state that "verbal [oral] instructions" were not used and
were not subsequently documented, and does not state that
all use of all crushed stone was prescribed.

The "design drawings" (TVA No.s 10N213-1 and -2) issued for
construction of the Underground Barriers contain the,
following statements:

"..for cases of unusual excavation geometry, contact
the geology and geotechnical engineering group in CEB
for instructions. Such cases will be evaluated on an
individual basis and verbal instructions provided to the
field."

"This [in reference to the dimension for the distance or% gap' between the underground barrier and the Intake
Pumping Station, and one of three issues in the QTC
Report] may be reduced per verbal instruction from CEB
and ENDES design project engineers to assure adequate
cutoff of potentially liquefiable sands."
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TVA: "...the fill materials were compacted correctly;"

QTC: The QTC Report states:

" ... regarding the use of 1075 granular material for
backfill of Trench B (Underground Barrier), it is
concluded that: ... The 1075 material was not subjected to
in-place testing to maintain and verify control of
compaction. In-place density, moisture, and relative
density tests were not conducted and documented,
contrary to construction control provisions for granular
backfill as prescribed in WBNP-QCP-2.06 [the applicable
quality control procedure] and described in the WBNP
FSAR."

The QTC Report cited the 1075 material only, not the other
"fill materials" such as earthfill and 1032 granular or
crushed stone materials which were subjected to in-place
testing to determine if "1compact.ed correctly".

The 1075 material was not tested. To say that the "materials
were compacted", but not tested, is like saying that
concrete was consolidated, but not tested. For soils,
compaction is the process. To determine if the soil has
been adequately "compacted" by the process, it must be
tested in-place and after the compaction process. Without
such testing, the degree of compaction is
indeterminate... .nonconforming.

How did the TVA substantiate, and where is it documented that
the 1075 "fill materials were compacted correctly"? TVA
personnel told QTC that the 1075 material was not subjected
to such testing because the test methods normally used for
granular material would not work for the' 1075 material... .this
is probably true, since the 1075 material was never intended
to be used as a compactible backfill material. TVA personnel
also told QTC that the 1075 material was not tested in place
because the procedure (WBNP-QCP-2.o6) was never intended to
apply to that material, and because the design drawings did
not specify such testing. Further, TVA personnel told QTC
that the 1075 material only needed to be contr 'olled by
observation of the number of passes and type of the
compaction equipment used... .but failed to identify any tests
that had been performed to qualify that method.
Consequently, with no tests or objective evidence there can
be no assurance that the "materials were compacted
correctly".
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TVA: ". ..the apparent source of seepage in the area came from a
leak in the condenser cooling water line rather than an
artesian well as stated in the QTC Report. The leak was
repaired in 1985, and no flowing water has been observed in
the area."

QTC: The QTC Report stated:

of..regarding the seepage/percolation of underground
water at the surface of the slope between Trench B and
IPS [Intake Pumping Station] Sheet Pile Wall, it is
concluded that: ... The source and/or cause of the water
flow from underground has not been identified and
documented [by TVA]. No corrective action has been
taken to preclude recurrence of the flowing, percolating
or seeping underground water."

The QTC Report does not state that the source of the water
was or is "an artesian well".' ;ýV*en though some TVA personnel
referred to the-condition as such, no objective evidence was
found by QTC to substantiate the source of the water. The
TVA statement implies that the "condenser cooling water line"
was the identified source, -but note -the use of the
qualifier ... "apparent source".

During the QTC investigation, as stated in the QTC Report, it
was found that TVA had placed tracer dye in the Condenser
Cooling Water (CCW) blowdown line and in other suspected
sources of the leakage. TVA's Norris Laboratory reportedly
tested the effluent water for the tracer dye. According to
the TVA personnel who witnessed this, the results were
negative. TVA failed to document and/or maintain records of
this effort.

At the completion of the QTC investigation, and just prior to
issuance of the QTC Report, TVA Construction and Engineering
personnel were given the opportunity to refute the QTC
Report. The Construction Engineer stated that the source was
probably ground water that had gotten into the outer space of
the CCW blowdown line.. but could not justify this
assumption, since the ground water level was not supposed to
have changed.

Regarding the repair of the CCW blowdown line "in 1985",
employee concerns were expressed to QTC that indicated the
repairs were either not done or not done properly. QTC did
not investigate those concerns, and is not aware of any
objective evidence to support the TVA claim that the line was
repaired.
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The TVA statement that " ... no flowing water has been observed
in the area..." is misleading. The employee concerns were
expressed because of the observed flowing, seeping and/or
percolating water. TVA and QTC personnel observed the water.

TVA: "The TVA evaluation concludes that the concerns expressed in
the QTC report did not represent a condition adverse to
quality or indicate that quality assurance controls were
ignored."

QTC: It is the Findings, Conclusions and observations "in the QTC
Report" that TVA should. address, not the "1concerns
expressed".

It is not that "quality assurance controls were ignored", it
is that conditions identified "in the QTC Report" reflect
nonconformance or deficiencies in characteristic,
documentation and procedure, which renders the quality of the
Trench B and related soilsý.. '>structures unacceptable orindeterminate. The root cause of these conditions may be in
part due to procedures being "ignored".. .this is for the TVA
to determine and correct.

The QTC Report identifies th e conditions which, if left
uncorrected, could adversely affect the safety of operations
of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, and which represent a significant
breakdown in a portion of the quality assurance program under
10 CFR 50, Appendix B. If TVA finds that the "QTC report
[does] not represent [or identify] condition[s] adverse to
quality", then the TVA must support this position with
verifiable and documented objective evidence.

TVA: "The. evaluation also notes that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) was kept informed during the construction
process, and a report was furnished to the NRC in January
1985 describing the completed project."

QTC: The TVA statement that the NRC "was kept informed during the
construction process" is not supported by the evidence. QTC
found no reports, correspondence, or similar documentation
that had been transmitted to the NRC and that identified the
three major issues in the QTC Report.

The NRC Inspection Reports (50-390/83-41, 84-16 and 84-64)for that period of construction of the underground barriers
do not reflect knowledge of the extensive use and lack of
in-place testing of the 1075 material in the Trench B. The
Reports only. make reference to a shallow layer of thatmaterial being used at the bottom of the Trenches. The
Reports do not reference the revisions of the design drawings
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that increased the scope of use of that material. TheReports do not make any reference to or reflect cognizance ofthe conditions involving the unsuccessful attempt to removethe questionable (potentially liquefiable) sands in thecutoff or gap between the Trench B and Intake Pumping
Station, and involving the seepage/percolation of undergroundwater in that same area. These conditions were notidentified nor disclosed in the "January 1985" transmittal
to the NRC, as further addressed below.

The TVA statement that ". ..a report was furnished to the NRCin January 1985 describing the completed project..." is notsupported by documented evidence. As indicated in the QTC
Report:

The TVA Letter (File No. L4485016809, dated 1-16-85) tothe NRC".. .provides a better perspective than described
in the WBNP FSAR, but does not reflect all aspects ofthe design drawing provision~s and as-built conditions
for the Underground Barriers, specifically regarding the1075 material." For example: TVA submitted the Revision2 version of one of the design drawings which had beenchanged as Revision 6 oi) 5-18-84.- The differencebetween the Revision 2 and Revision 6 is significant
because the later revision contains the Notes which
permitted the extensive use of the 1075. The Revision2 did not contain the Notes. Note that the Revision 6was issued eight months prior to the.TVA Letter to theNRC... .Why was Revision 2 submitted to the NRC?

The TVA Letter of "January 1985" had other pertinent
omissions, such as those indicated above and regardingthe "cutoff or gap" and the "underground water seepage."

Even though it has been more than 16 months since the"January 1985" TVA "report" was "furnished to the NRC", theTVA statement does not indicate whether or not the NRC ha-saccepted the TVA report. What is the status?

The following additional TVA statements were extracted froman Associated Press (AP) release:

TVA: "Available test data in textbooks and TVA laboratory testdata on granular material indicated that sheer strengthincreased for granular material as the size of the stoneparticles and/or the percentage of larger particles
increase."
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QTC: Note the following disparities in the above statement:

The statement refers to "granular material", but not the
specific 1075 material which is in question, and which is
cited in the QTC Report. It does not indicate that the "test
data" is for the specific 1075 material. The term
"Available" suggests that it is not. The QTC Report states
that no tests were performed on the 1075 material, unlike the
1032 granular material that was also used, but tested.

The statement refers to "sheer" strength. Does this mean
shear (the recognized engineering term), or is the term
"sheer" (unqualified) appropriate? If the statement meant to
say shear, and is referring to shearing resistance and
laboratory tests for this property, then the statement fails
to disclose that such tests are not accurate for materials
with particle size and gradation like the 1075 material.
TVA indicated this difficulty in their "January 1985"1 report
to the NRC. However, such tes~ts'do not replace the nee'd for
in-place testing during the course of construction to
maintain control of soil compaction, which is an issue in the
QTC Report.

TVA: "Based on a visual field in spection performed when the
barrier trench was being excavated and other site conditions,
the cutoff is adequate."

QTC: The reference to "a visual field inspection" appears to be
the one identified in the QTC Report. As sited in the QTC
Report, a TVA memorandum (CEB 830801020), dated August 1983,
contains the following statement regarding the results of a
field inspection on July 22, 1983:

"The cutoff section at the end of Trench A next to the
intake pumping station was being excavated but had not
been completed when we left the site. The cutoff
section is necessary to assure that there is not a flow
path for the potentially liquefiable sands to escape
from behind the barrier. Per our verbal instruction,
the cutoff is being cut closer to the sheet pile
retaining wall than the 50 feet shown on drawing
10N213-1. The toe of the excavation will be
approximately 30+ feet from the sheet pile wall, but
will stand only 12 to 15 feet in height. This should
be stable for the short time this part of the
excavation is open."

Even though the above memorandum statement references, Trench A,
not the Trench B in question, the portion regarding the necessity
for the "cutoff section" to prevent the "liquefiable sands" from
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an "'escape from behind the barrier" is equally applicable to
Trench B. For the Trench B, the TVA news release does not
disclose that the attempted ".cutoff" failed to include the removal
of the "liquefiable sands", and that some undetermined amount of
those questionable "sands" were left in the "section" that is
supposed to prevent escape of that material.

How can the failure to remove the liquefiable sands (leaving an
undetermined amount) from the "cutoff section", which is supposed
to contain such material, be considered in "adequate" cutoff?

In conclusion, QTC finds the TVA news release to be an attempt to
wrongly inform the public that the TVA nuclear program is
adequate,at least specifically that portion regarding the
underground barriers. If the full text of the reported
"engineering evaluation", which QTC has not had the opportunity
to review, lacks the same degree of credibility and objectivity,
then it too fails to show a commitment to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
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QTC S SUMMARY

QTC compiled information in an efficient and cost effective manner
which documents the indeterminate status of Watts Bar and which
indicates that the problems at Watts Bar may exist at other TVA
facilities. We proposed a program that would have lead to
correction of the deficiencies and brought TVA's nuclear
facilities into compliance with NRC regulations. We believe that
we have accurately relayed the issues which will help both to
protect the health and safety of TVA rate payers and to pave the
way for eventual safe operation of TVA's reactors.

We sincerely hope that for the sake of the citizens throughout the
Tennessee Valley and the many capable employees within TVA that
you are able to safely discharge your responsibilitie~s and s~alvage
the TVA nuclear program.

Respectfully,

QUALITY TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

Owen L. Thero

President

OLT/CCH/dln

Enclosure

cc: Congressman James Cooper
Congressman John Dingell
Congressman Morris Udall

* Mr. Harold Denton, Director
office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulat ion

Honorable James K. Asselstine
Commiss ioner

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

AQUALITY
TECHNOLOGY

'iCx COMPANYI 3 BROADWAY SUITE 3 o P.O. BOX 407 * LEBO, KS 66856 *(316) 256-6734
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March 20, 1986

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Denton:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority )50-391

Pursuant to the commitment made in Chairman Dean's January 9, 198,6 letter and
during the Commission meeting on March 11, 1986, 1 am responding to your
January 3, 1986 letter by providing the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA.)
corporate position with respect to whether or not, in light of the conclusion
stated in the, "NSRS Perceptions of Watts Bar Status," (NSRS Perceptions), the
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B requirements are being met at the Watts Bar
facility. As requested in your January 3, 1986 letter, information is
provided on an item-by-item basis in the enclosure to this letter that
supports the TVA position and addresses: (1) each issue identified in the
NSRS Perceptions; (2) the programs/procedures in place to address each such
issue; and (3) the corrective action(s) planned or taken in response to each
suc:h issue.

On the basis of a review of the issues identified in the NSRS Perception~s, as
reflected in the enclosure, I find that there has been no pervasive byeakdown
of the quality assurance (QA) program; that problems have been identiFied; and
that TVIA has remedied or will remedy all identified designjconst~uction-
deficiencies and norcompliances, arid that accordingly, tno overa~ll QA programn
is in compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. At the same time, it should
be noted that my mission as the Manager of the Office of Nuclear Pow~er is to
enhance the management and management controls of all TVA nuclear pow~er
program activities, including those for QA.

Although the enclosure shows that a broad range of corrective actions is
already in place at Watts Bar, I and my newly appointed Q.A Manager,
Richard B. Kelly, will be undertaking further examination of QA program
effectiveness in the nuclear power program in general and at Wat s E3ar ill
particular. If that further examination reveals design/construction
deficiencies, noncomipliances, and/or programmatic weaknesses, rest assured
that timely corrective action will be taken, including work stoppaea if that
is appropriate. It should be noted that the technical review of the issues in
enclosure 1 will continue as part of that examination. INhile positive
findings have been made concerning the issues identified in the NSRS
Perceptions and the adequacy of the overall QA program, I re~cognize that the
major thrust of those Perceptions is directed toward the ineffectiveness of
corrective actions, and management implementation of thos2 actions, to prevent
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the recurrence of design/construction deficiencies and noncompliances. I

intend to continue the examination of QA activities within the nuclear power

program, including those at Watts Bar, and will focus particularly in that

programmatic area. Aggressive action to remedy any weaknesses found will be

taken. This subject is specifically addressed in Section VI.D of Volume I

(Revised) of TVA's Nuclear Performance Plan which was submitted to NRC on

March 11, 1986.

Please feel free to contact me or Richard L. Gridley of my staff if you have

any questions or need for further information concerning this response.

Very truly yours,

S. A. White
Manager of Nuclear Power

Sworn to and subscribed to before me
this _ __day of ______1986

Notary Public

My Commission Expires________

RLG:JAD:KES
Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):

Mr. James Taylor, Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
Attention: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

RIMS, MR 4N 72A-C B. R. McCullough, 12-108 58-K

W. R. Brown, 9-169 SB-K Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., Ell B33 C-K

14. 'T. Cottle, LP 6N 37A-C M. B. Shymlock, Watts Bar-NRC
W. C. Drotleff, W12 A12 C-K Site Director, ONP, Watts Bar
R. L. Gridley, LP 5N 157B-C G. Wadewitz, Watts Bar
R. B. Kelly, LP 4N 45A-C (2) K. W. Whitt, E3 A8 C-K
C. C. Mason, LP 6N 37A-C



ENCLOSURE

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
APPENDIX B, QUALITY ASSURANCE

RESPONSE TO H. R. DENTON'S JANUARY 3, 1986 REQUEST



NSRS Perception:

o AS-CONSTRUCTED WELDING PROGRAM IS INDETERMINATE

Coroorate Position:

An integrated system of corporate level specifications, procedures, and
guidel~ines exists to assure that a]] regulatory commitments, applicable code
requirements, and design criteria are met. These requirements are implemented
in site construction procedures and quality control instructions. Among the
other elements which assure control of the welding program are weld rod
control, training, certification and assignment of welders, and weld
inspections.

In 1974 and 1975, site implementing procedures were in effect and the ASME
Nuclear Code MIanual was formally accepted. Authorization for an ASME NA and
NPT stamp was issued in 1976. The total welding program has be 'en reviewed by 1
both i nternal and external1 organ izat ions and determi ned to be i n comp i ance r
with lOCFR5O, Appendix B.

The welder training, qualification, and certification program at WBN was
initiated in 1973, and all welders were trained and certified to applicable
code (AWS DlI.l1 or ASME Sec t ion I X) requ iremen t s. The program has been planned
and executed utilizing standardized qualification tests administered to
welders to accomplish field activities. Welders were'qualified to tests which
maximize the limits of their qualification. This resulted in the welder,
welding foreman, and welding inspector having to familiarize themselves with
only 12 to 15 tests in order to recognize a welder's limits of qualification.
This practice has proven extremely successful in preventing welders from
exceeding the limits of his/her qualification or being assigned work for which
they were unqualified. Several concerns have been expressed on the welder
renewal qualification process at WBN. These concerns have been identified in
a nonconformance report addressing program discrepancies. Welding process
controls assure that only certified welders are assigned welding tasks, that
the welding is performed ifn accordance with qualified welding procedures, and
that all welding procedures are approved by welding engineers.

IWelding inspections are conducted, evaluated, and documented by inspectors
certified in accordance with ASNT-TC-1A requirements, regardless of the
construction unit in which they are assigned. In the late 1976, a central
training organization for all TVA NDE technicians at nuclear plants was
established at Hartsville for radiography, ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and
magnetic particle inspection. This organization was under the control of a
NDE Level III and part of the OC Quality Assurance Staff. In mid-1977, this
organization was expanded to include training for all welding inspectors.
Training and certification were being performed for all NDE technicians and
welding inspectors. In early 1932, training responsibility was transferred to
the OC Welding Engineering Staff and the training organization was relocated
to WBN. In summary, the inspection training program has been reviewed by both
external and internal audit organizations, and results indicate that the
program meets applicable code requirements and licensing commitments.



Potential problem areas have been identified by the employee concern program
and specific actions are being taken to evaluate and correct these areas as
necessary. A welding project has been established to evaluate, in a phased
approach, the adequacy of the welding program and to initiate any necessary
corrective actions or improvements. The various activities and tasks include
a review of commitments to NRC, verification that TVA welding programs reflect
licensing commitments, identification and categorization of welding-related
quality indicators, evaluation of quality indicators including employee
concerns on the welding program, and correction of identified deficiencies.
Also, a contractor (U.S. Department of Energy) is performing an independent
evaluation of the TVA Watts Bar welding program and is assessing the program
to assure compliance with the requirements of the FSAR.

Specific examples of these problem areas are:

o Concerns have been expressed on weld rod issue and accountability; each
concern is being evaluated to determine if corrective action is
necessary. The quality assurance program controls welding filler
materials from initial procurement to receipt,' storage, issue, and use in
the fabrication and erection process. A complete review of all certified
material test reports for all welding material received at kJBN indicated
no discrepancies.

o Concerns have been expressed concerning fit -up inspections on structural
welding. Inspections, including fit-up inspections for structural welding
in accordance with ANSI N45.2.5-1974 and AISC (AWS Dl.1) are specified by
the design engineer on the design drawing for each feature. Inspections
applied are dependent upon the scope and nature of the work and the
importance of 'the feature to safety. These inspections are performed and
documented by certified QC inspection personnel. Not all fit-up
inspections on structural welding are required to be performed and
documented by certified QC inspection personnel. Inspections not made by
QC1 inspectors are those made by a welder and/or foreman as part of the
inprocess good workmanship activities. This process is surveilled by QC
inspectors and documented on daily and weekly surveillance reports.

o Previous NCRs have identified problems with final weld quality of supports
and miscellaneous steel. Sample programs were conducted by OE to
determine the structural integrity of the final weld product as a
disposition for these NCRs. In all cases, the final weld quality was
found to be capable of meeting its intended design function.



NSRS Perception:

o ELECTRICAL CABLE PRESENT QUALIFICATION CONDITION IS INDETERMINATE

Corporate Position:

TVA has had in place since the early 1970s procedural controls as required by
lOCFR5O, Appendix B, governing the installation of electrical cabling systems.
These procedural controls have consisted of design procedures, installation,
inspection, and test procedures. Covered within the basic procedural control
system are procedures which govern the specific actions to be taken in the
event a nonconforming condition is identified, as well as measures required
for corrective actions to prevent recurrence.

The TVA Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) has raised a concern that, due-to
poor installation practices, many electrical cables may have been damaged
during installation. Further, the NSRS is concerned that, due to the
installation practices used, the cable's ability to remain functional in a
harsh environment is no longer known and, as a result of this situation, the
present qualifications of Class lE cables is in question.

Nonconformances were identified against our cable installation program
relating to minimum bending radii. These have been investigated, corrective
actions defined, and required rework has been completed. Additional
nonconformances have been recently identified relating to cable sidewall
pressure, cable pulling forces, and cable minimum bending radii. All
significant nonconformances have been evaluated for reportability under the
requirements defined by lOCFR5O.55(e).

TVA has evaluated these concerns. Specific changes to the installation
practices and evaluation program of already installed cables are discussed
below. Preliminary results of the evaluation program indicate that the cables
have not been damaged during installation.

Cable Sidewall Bearing Pressure (SWP)

Cable pulling practices and maximum permitted pulling tension restrictions are
specified in TVA General Construction Specification No. G-38, "Installing
Insulated Cables Rated Up to 15,000 Volts." Maximum cable pulling tension is
limited by conductor strength and sidewall bear-ing pressure (SHP). SHP was
not addressed in G-38 until revision 6, effective on September 15, 1985.

To evaluate the cables already installed in conduits and determine the impact
of including SNP in the cable pull tension limiltation, an evaluation program
was initiated in August 1985. This program surveyed WSN to determine 82 of
the worst conduit sections, with respect to cable pulling. Using analytical
methods and field data, SHP, which the Class lE cable was subjected to, was
determined. Concurrent with this evaluation, a survey of the cable
manufacturers on new SHP limits was made. Based on SHP limits obtained from
cable manufacturers, cables in 12 conduits exceeded published SHP limits.



The major cable manufacturers which had already done extensive testing,
revised the SWP value upwards by a factor 2-3 times previous limits. The
test results of the EPRI report No. EL-3333, "Maximum Safe Pulling Lengths
for Solid Dietectric Insulated Cables," indicated realistic SWP limits for
cables similiar to those at WBN to be 4-5 times higher than previous
limits.

Review of the projected SNP, to which the cables were subjected, against
realistic SNP limits, indicates none of the cables were installed exceeding
SWP. However, maximum allowable pulling tension for cables contained in
one conduit was calculated to have been exceeded. This condition is being
evaluated to determine adequacy. A test program will be initiated to
demonstrate the validity of the higher SWP limits for all the purchased
cable, rather than rely on EPRI generic test results or results from other
cable manufacturers.

Distribution of Cable Pulling Forces

WBN cable installation document G-38, since 1978, has specifically required
pulling tension to be monitored for all pulls in conduits, including hand
pulls. This is primarily done by use of a pulling link or dynamometer on
the main pulling line. The link is selected such that its breaking
strength is equal to or less than 80 percent of the sum of the conductor
strength limit of each conductor in the pull.

NSRS concern is that the tension of individual conductor is not monitored,
only the total tensions. Monitoring tensions on the lead line assumes
total tension divides proportially between each cable.

TVA practice of monitoring total tension rather than individual tension,
does assure individual conductor strength limits are not exceeded, and is
consistent with IEEE 690-1984, "Standard for the Design and Installation of
.Cable Systems for Class lE Circuits In Nuclear Power Generating Stations."
In fact, TVA practice is more conservative, since we take 80 percent rather
than 100 percent of individual conductor strength. Besides industry
experience, acceptability of this practice was demonstrated in a recent
cable pull in which the total pulling tension in a multi-cable pull was
3750 lbs. Several cables in the pull had a conductor-strength limit of 65
lbs. If the tensions had not been distributed proportionally, the smaller
cables would have snapped. These cables did not break or elongate.

Bending Radius

A cable's bending radius is restricted to prevent immediate or in some
cases, long-term insulation failure. Two bending radius limits are
specified by cable manufacturers: (1) training radius, (RTmin) when the
cable is not under tension and will be left in its final position, and (2)
pulling radius (Rpm,,), when the cable is under tension. Some
manufacturers give the same value for Rpni as Rrmin, others give a
value of Rpmln larger than RTmi,. The use of this larger value of
R,,nin, by some manufacturers, is intended to address SW? at maximum
conductor strength conditions. As of October 18, 1983, Specification
Revision Notice, SRN-G-38-2, has requied consideration of both RTmln and
Rpmin. Prior to SRN-C-38-2, G-38 required Rpm,,, in conduits.



NSRS concerns are (1) the use of Rrm,n for cable loop when the last
portion of cable is trained into condulets. Cable is considered under a
slight tension rather than no tension, (2) Rrmin for multiple conductor
control cable is calculated on the basis of individual insulated/jacketed
conductor diameter instead of the overall cable 0.0.

TVA practice of the use of RT.mIn under slight tension is justified and
does not damage the cable. ICEA specifies cable drum diameter as a
function of cable diameter. In some cases, the drum inside diameter may be
less than RTml,. Reeling cables on the reel is done under a slight
tension. This shows that TVA's interpretation of the use of RTmin, in
this area, is consistent with the cable manufacturer's intent.
Furthermore, it should be recognized that with the exception of shielded
power and control cables, or coaxial/triaxial cable, the RTmn is to
prevent long-term insulation damage rather than immediate damage. A cable
insulation, when bent, is under elongation stress. Unaged cable insulation
can easily accommodate these stresses without cracking. Only after
long-term aging or radiation or during thermal expansion will these cable
insulations possibly crack or fail under excessively smaller bends than
Rrnin1

The Office of Engineering concurs with NSRS concern that RTmn should be
based on overall cable diameter rather than individual conductor diameter
for jacketed unshielded multiple conductor cables. As discussed above,
because RTi is intended to prevent long-term failure of the cable,
cables as installed are not damaged. A survey has been started of newi
RTirtn based on overall cable 0.0., against installed Class lE cables in
condulets at WBN. Since the jacket is removed once inside panels or
termination cabinets, use of individual diameter to calculate Rimin is
appropriate and not in dispute with NSRS. Preliminary results of the
survey indicate that very few cables are impacted.

Stop work order No. SW-24 was initiated July 9, 1985, because of lack of
G-33 requirements for calculating sidewall pressure for cables in conduits.
G-38 was subsequently revised to include this requirement. The Office of,
Engineering documented the rationale for the adequacy of G-38 R6 by
memorandum dated November 5, 1985. Based on this rationale, a
recommendation was made to lift the stop work order by memorandum from the
project manager to the construction project manager dated Novemiber 20,
1985.

To further minimize the potential for cable' damage, ongoing cable
installation requirements were established in TVA Gen'eral Construction
Specification No. G-38, Revision 7, "Installing Insulated Cables Rated Up
to 15,000 Volts" (issued December 19, 1985) in conjunction with TVA General
Construction Specification No. G-40, Revision 9, "Installing Electrical
Conduit Systems and Conduit Boxes" (issued December 19, 1985). These
latest revisions of G-38 and G-40 were effective Janaury 15, 1986, or
sooner upon implementation of nuclear plant procedures.



NSRS Perception:

o INSTRUMENT LINE INADEQUACIES

Corporate Position:

Design, installation, and inspection requirements were developed and

implemented at WBN to control and assure the quality of the fabrication and

installation of instruments and instrument sensing lines. Design requirements

were established and specified through design output documents. These

requirements were incorporated into site programs and procedures.

Over time, as problems were identified (in requirements, programs, or

implementation), corrections, adjustments, and improvements have been

specified and implemented.

Problems have been recently identified through the normal nonconformance

handling system and the employee concern program.

An instrument project has been established to focus the necessary resources on

the problems and provide coordination and guidance toward achieving effective

overall resolutions, the needed actions to prevent recurrence, and desired

program enhancements.

Specific examples of these problem areas are:

o Instrument sensing lines were found with slope less than required by

design drawings. Comprehensive actions are underway to identify,
evaluate, and correct these problems, as necessary.

o Compression fittings have been installed improperly. Laboratory tests

have demonstrated that installed fittings in pressure-tested systems

are acceptable as is without rew-,ork. Minor inspections of

unpressurized lines will be conducted to ensure acceptable fitting

installations.

o The instrument line pipe/tube bending equipment qualification program

had been improperly implemented for unit 1. Two-hundred bends have

been randomly sampled to determine their existing quality. These have

been evaluated by OE. GE has determined that the resultant quality is

acceptable.

In conclusion, these problems precipitated a management decision to suspend

further instrumentation installation actvities until such time as it is firmly

established that the requirements and programs in place will provide, with a

high level of confidence, the desired quality in these installations.



NSRS Perception:

o CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES, IN.GENERAL, ARE LOOSELY CONTROLLED

Corporate Position:

During the life of the NBN construction project, instructions have been ineffect to provide control of drawings and documents, nonconforming items;quality assurance records; design changes and configuration; calibration; siteprocurement; and all other activities within the scope of lOCFR5O,Appendix B. Since early construction in 1973 at WBN, control of workprocesses has evolved from generalized guidance of activities, to initialestablishment of construction procedures in 1974, then to a detailed controlscheme consisting of more than 135 quality control procedures. In themid-70s, a work release program was established to provide interdisciplinaryauthorization of activities such as welding of temporary attachments topermanent features and concrete removal. After 1981, work was issued to thecraft forces by means of an overall work control program consisting of a workpackage system for untransferred features and a workplan system for featureswhich had been previously transferred to operations.

The workplan system has provided close control of all work on transferredfeatures. The work package system was initially very rigid and provided tightcontrol of all work activities. Problems were experienced by extensive use ofpunch lists and expanded scope of the work release program. Nonconformancereports have been written where appropriate to identify, correct, and obtainthe necessary corrective action. All work releases are being reviewed todetermine if the work was properly reinspected and redocumented.
In order to correct the problems and strengthen our work control program, thefollowing improvements are being made (QCI-l.6O):

o Establishing the workplan as the single method of directing fieldwork.

o Narrowing the scope of the work release so that it is used only as atool to obtain authorization from disciplines with respcnsiblity forfeatures which might be adversely affected by the work beingauthorized.

o Including a clear requirement for recor-ds accountability review inthe workplan and establishing accountability for its completion priorto starting work.

0 Placing authority for workpl-an scheduling with the Project ControlUnit instead of craft supervision.

0 Establishing firm requirements for planning of all field workactivities by the assigned foreman and engineer prior to commencementof work.



In addition to the above, we are providing the following information
concerning the specific examples of OE hold points and inspections that were
identified in the NSRS perception as not being adequate to ensure design
requirements were met.

(1) Qualification Tests of Concrete at the Batch Plant Instead of at the Point
of Installation

TVA General Construction Specification G-2 provisions are such that
concrete quality control will not be significantly affected by testing at
the batch p'lant rather than at the point of installation. G-2 requires
that all sampling conform to ASTM C 172 and limits the placing slump to 2
inches less than applicable maximum slump.

Since working slump is approximately 1 inch less than the maximum, thle
average slump loss is limited to approximately 1 inch. Retempering is not
permited. Tests indicate that air losss will be limited if slump loss is
limited and that strength will increase.

(2) Installation Notes That Allow Too Much Flexibility and Are Changed To
Accept As-Built Conditions

TVA's general construction specifications give general installation
requirements applicable to all TVA construction; however, all the
requirements necessary for the safe and efficient construction of a
specific project cannot always be included in the general specifications.
In some cases, the needs of a specific project require less flexibility,
and in other cases require more flexibility than the general
specifications allow. Necessary changes or additions to the general
construction specifications to allow more construction flexibility are
reviewed and approved by OE. It should be noted that most general design
drawing changes of this nature involve additional guidance and not,
exceptions to the general construction specifications. These changes and
additions are documented on applicable design drawings, often-as general
installation notes such as the 47A050 hanger series. They are coordinated
by interface review with other OE organizations as appropriate. TVA's
field change request program allows OC and thle Office of Nuclear Power
(ONP) to request field changes on design drawings. These changes may be to
facilitate construction and, if generic in nature, may require a revision
to the applicable general notes. Each change is reviewed for
applicability and technical adequacy in accordance with OE procedures
before approval and revision of the drawings.

In summary, installation notes are changed to allow increased flexibility
when requested by OC or ONP and when OE design review allows. OE, OC, and
ONP procedures provide sufficient control to assure that adequate design
and construction is maintained.

(3) No specified Torque on Seismic Category I Supports Using Unistrut With
Bolted Connections

TVA has specified appropriate torque requirements for the tightening of
Unistrut bolted connections on seismic Category I supports to ensure that
installed condition meets all design requirements. The allowable design
capacities of Unistrut clamps are based on tests conducted by TVA.
Drawing 47A050-133 specifies tightening requirements that meet or exceed
the conditions used in the tests.



TVA's corrective actions on NCRs WBNSWPS23O and WBNCEB85O1 document that
the inplace condition of Unistrut clamps installed prior to issuance of
appropriate tightening requirements have been investigated and found to be
adequate. NCR WBNSWP8230 was written because bolt tightening requirements
had not been provided to the OC for miscellaneous steel structures,
including bolts for Unistrut clamps. NCR WBNCEB85O1 was written because
the bolt tightening requirements for Unistrut clamps did not match the
tightening requirements used in the tests conducted to establish the
capacities of the clamps. The corrective actions for the NCRs included
design evaluations of design loads versus structural capacities of
randomly sampled Unistrut clamps. Field investigations were conducted to
determine the inpiace torque of the sampled Unistrut clamps, and
additional testing of Unistrut clamps was conducted to establish the
relationship between bolt tightness and structural capacity. All types of
clamps used to support safety-related systems on Unistruts were evaluated
in the resolution of the NCRs and found to be adequately installed. TVA's
resolution of these NCRs and this problem were discussed in a meeting with
NRC Region II personnel in Atlanta on June 13, 1985. Detailed
documentation to support TVA's findings were provided at this meeting.

In conclusion, the hold points and inspections that are being implemented
are adequate to ensure design requirements, are met for the examples
cited, and are in accordance with the requirements and intent of lOCFR5O,
Appendix B.



NSRS Perception:

o RECORDS ARE OF POOR QUALITY

Corporate Position:

All quality assurance records receive a qu Iality review before transfer to
ONP. Documents which are to be microfilmed receive reviews for
microfilmability and legibility before and after microfilming. If there is any
doubt about the legibility of any document it is retained in hard copy.
Microfilm is obtained from the best available copy.

Records of poor quality at WBN for the most part can be traced to
vendor-supplied records. Vendor records are sometimes furnished to TVA from
copies which are of poor quality. Records, such as certified material test
reports, vendor drawings, and other vendor supplied documents, lose some
degree of quality each time that they are reproduced. Concerns on vendor
records and the retrievability of certain instrumentation support records have
been formally identified, and corrective actions are in process for resolution
of these concerns.

Specific concerns have been identified regarding records for instrument
seismic supports and concrete repair. It. is true that instrumentation
supports for unit 1 did not have unique identification numbers. These
supports, which are "typicals" rather than "engineered" or designed for
specific applications, were fabricated in "batches" or "lots" for efficiency
since many identical supports were used. This system allowed for shop
fabrication and for fabrication in advance of need. This activity was
performed under procedural control using a "Support Fabrication Operation
Sheet. " Required hold points provided for inspection of material, welds, and
dimensions. The supports fabricated were identified by affixing the "FOS
No." The presence of this identifier was also a required inspection. This
system provides retrievability of fabrication records.

Upon completion of fabrication of supports, the supports were stored in the
fabrication shop until needed for the installation of an instrument line.
Installation of the supports and the required anchor bolts was accompl ished
using procedural controls and an "Support Installation Operation Sheet." This
process control operation sheet provided for anchor bolt testing, weld
inspection, verification of FOS numbers on supports used (for traceability),
inspection of span, inspection of bolting and hardware, inspection of quantity
and size of lines (for loading), and inspection of line slope. The
Installation Operation Sheet Identifier was based on the instrument line
identification number allowing traceability to related documentation, such as
welding operation sheets for the line itself, and referenced all FOS numbers
under which supports were fabricated. This system precludes the need for
unique identifiers for the supports but ensures inspection and retrievability
of records. It is also true that under this system records cannot be readily



retrieved by inquiry based on a single support. Under this system, to
retrieve records, the instrument line must first be identified, then the
subassembly, then the installation and fabrication operation sheets. However,
problems have been identified and are being evaluated in accordance with the
corrective action program on NCR W334P. A revised system which provides
unique support identification is being implemented for unit 2.

With respect to concrete records, it should be noted that concrete repair is
not a configuration change. At WBN, concrete repair is performed per the
requirements of a construction specification G-34. Pour cards are used to
document repairs in accordance with WBN Quality Control procedures. Locations
of repairs are tied down by plant coordinates. Cosmetic repairs
(architectural treatment) involving patching and dressing of concrete surfaces
are done in accordance with construction specification G-2.



NSRS Perception:

o LACK OF INDEPENDENCE OF QA/QC PERSONNEL (CONST.), (LATER DEFINED AS
"QUALITY ASSURANCE PROBLEM AREAS" BY NSRS)

Corporate Position:

Since 1983, the Quality Manager's Organization (QMO) has been an independent
organization. QC personnel are administratively and technically independent
of any other NBN organization. The QC inspector, the QC supervisor, and the
quality manager are independent of other organizations, reporting only to the
construction project manager. Additionally, inspectors are encouraged to
report problem areas detected that are outside of their assigned inspections.
There have been instances where there were disagreements between construction
site engineering and QC on judgments or interpretations of acceptance
criteria. OE has the responsibility for interpreting and revising design
drawings and specifications which are the bases for the construction
acceptance criteria. The inspector is subject to controls regarding his
decisionmaking freedom. For example, QC procedures have acceptance criteria
that the inspector must follow to verify conformance. The inspector provides
an independent look at a project but he does so using established acceptance
criteria.

ONP QA/QC personnel are sufficiently independent of line organizations in that
they report to the Director of Quality Assurance offsite, who works directly
for the Manager of Nuclear Power.

The perceived problem of ONP QA/QC inability to designate hold points
originates from the NQAM. and plant instruction listing of suggested hold
points. This list of hold points differs from the hold points established by
OC during the construction of WBN. There are currently open OQA/QAB audit
deviations at both Browns Ferry and Bellefonte concerning this difference
between programs. These deviations are being evaluated for applicability to
the WBN Power QC Inspection Program.

Inspection acceptance criteria is specified in plant instructions and in thle
individual workplans and maintenance requests. There have been cases of ONP
instructions not providing inspection acceptance criteria. These were
identified and corrected. The training program for ONP QC inspectors involves
training and certification in four to seven disciplines. It is recognized*
that each inspector is not an expert in each discipline, but the training is
adequate to perform the required hold point inspections.

In conclusion, program clarifications regarding the equivalence of the
operations and construction QC inspections, and increased specialization in
the inspection disciplines are being evaluated to enhance the ONP QC,inspection program. Inspectors have sufficient independence and authority to
implement procedures, report results, and identify problem areas as required
by IOCFR50 Appendix B.



NSRS Perception:

o Q LIST NOT IN GOOD SHAPE AND IS INCONSISTENT WITH CSSC LIST

Corporate Position:

Chapter 17 of the WBN FSAR describes the criteria for defining critical
structures, systems, and components (CSSC). There has been an evolution of

TVA lists that identify these safety-related components. The engineering and

operating organizations have had different listings, Q-list and CSSC List,
respectively. Specific problems were identified with CSSC items being left

off the Q-list and the CSSC-Q-list as well as the identification of components
with a secondary safety function. The CSSC-Q-Iist is a CSSC subsort of the

Q-list. A review of portions of the CSSC-Q-list was performed by ONP plant

quality assurance (PQA) and all discrepancies documented on a corrective
action report and nonconformance report which was subsequently reported to NRC
under 10 CFR 50.55(e).

In conclusion, the problems are identified and are being dispositioned in
accordance with the corrective action program as required by 1OCFR5O,
Appendix B. TVA is reviewing in detail six additional systems to ensure that

the identified problems with the CSSC-Q-list were isolated and not generic.
In addition, enhancements are being developed to make the list easier to use

in determining QA program requirements. To eliminate possible confusion, the

CSSC-Q-list was eliminated and only the Q-list is used.



NSRS Perception:

0 MATERIAL TRACEABILITY VERY POOR, ESPECIALLY SEISMIC CATEGORY I (PIPING,
HVAC, CONDUIT, CABLE TRAYS, INSTRUMENTATION LINES, ETC.)

Corporate Position:

TVA's program of structural material traceability at WBN places primary
emphasis on the procurement and use of qualified material that meets design
requirements. The procurement process is initiated by the design engineer
who, referring to design criteria and standards, documents the requirements
for the material and indicates them on the drawings and conveys them to the
procurement engineer who defines them in the procurement specifications.
Selective inspections and testing at the vendor's facility and upon receipt of
the material verify the acceptability of the material to meet specification
requirements. Dependent upon the design requirements of the material, the
material is then traced to either warehouse storage or, in some cases, the
material is traced to installation. ' Where traceability to installation is
required, the material and traceability are controlled as needed from
warehouse storage and during fabrication and installation through site Quality
Control Instructions and Procedures. Inprocess inspections and testing during
fabrication and installation verify that the material is acceptable and that
it meets design requirements as defined on the drawings and in design
documentation.

Traceability of the materials to installation is not required for all
materials. The requirement for identification and tracking of the material to
installation is determined based on the safety-related nature of the material
and other factors. ANSI N45.2-1971, section 1.2 allows the plant owner to
determine the extent to which the standard applies dependent upon the
importance of the item. The primary emphasis of ANSI N45.2, section 9 is to
ensure the usage of only correct and accepted items. It requires that the
item be capable of being related to an applicable drawing, specification, or
other technical document.

TVA implements control of materials initially through the definition of
requirements for the materials, parts, and components on the design drawings
and in design documentation. These documents define specific quality
requirements for the material relating to industry standards to be met and
documentation that must be provided with the material. WBN Construction
Specification N13G-831 entitled, "Identification of Structures, Systems, and
Components Covered by the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Quality Assurance Program,"
identifies the following two quality levels.



Quality Level I materials require: (a) certified material/mill test reports
(CMTRs), (b) traceability, and (c) inspection documentation. It further
requires that the traceability of the material is to be from mill heat number
to installation. Some examples of this type of quality level are the steel
containment vessel and the reactor coolant system supports.

Quality Level II materials require: (a) material certificates of compliance
or traceability from mill heat number to segregated warehouse storage and (b)inspection documentation. It further requires that structural steel
materials, except structural tubing, require traceability from the mill heat
number to the project segregated warehouse storage. Only material from thisstorage is utilIized for level II items. It further notes that structural
tubing requires only certificates of compliance.

Several areas have been identified and evaluated in the past regarding
material traceability for supports and ASME bolts. As early as 1974, a
determination was made by OE that, while not a commitment, ASME Code Section
III, subsection NF could be used as the basis for traceability of material for
component supports. Subsection NF fully supports TVA's traceability
requirements for Quality Level II structural materials used in supports.
TVA's bolting program has been established to comply with Criterion VIII of
lOCFR5O, Appendix B.

Thus, it can be seen that the design process requires the design engineer toassess the various aspects of the design, determine the quality requirements
of the material, and determine whether full traceability to installation isrequired. This meets the requirements of 1OCFR5O, Appendix B, Criterion VIII,
and ANSI N45.2.

Also, concerns have been raised with respect to response to l0CFR Part 21Notifications. In case of notification of defects under lOCFR Part 21, TVAhas and will effectively respond to these notifications. Appropriate
evaluations have been and will be made to identify potentially defectivematerial reported under 10 CER Part 21. The result of not having each itemidentified to its installed location can result in a large sample that must beevaluated and can require significantly more time to accomplish. However,traceability to installation is an economic decision to be made by the owner,and the safety of the plant is not degraded when traceability is implemented
as defined in Construction Specification N3G-881.

In conclusion, TVA's material control program meets the requirements ofl0CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII and ANSI N45.2, section 9.



NSRS Perception:

o FIELD CONFIGURATION OF CABLES/SUPPORTS HAS LOST ACCUMULATED LOADING
CONTROLS ON EMBEDDED PLATES

Corporate Position:

TVA's program for control of attachments to embedded plates for-WBN is
detailed in TVA Project Construction Specification No. N3C-928 for Locating
Attachments on Embedded Plates. This specification provides limitations and
restrictions on the spacing between attachments to the embedded plates (pipe
supports, cable tray supports, etc.). It also provides the mechanism for
evaluation of embedded plates if the required spacings or edge distances
cannot be met.

N3C-928 requires a field change request (FCR) to be written if the spacing or
edge distance requirement of the specification is not met. The specification
requires a sketch to be included with the FCR unless the embedded plate is
visually approved by representatives of the OE. The procedure for handling of
the visual approval process is given in Civil Engineering Branch-Engineering
Procedure 21.46. The procedure requires the onsite visual examination and
approval to be documented on the FCR form.

Embedded plates with welded stud anchors were specified on OE drawings for two
purposes: (1) to provide anchorage for known specific supports or structures,
and (2) to provide anchorage for anticipated unidentified supports and field
routed piping, conduit, and instrumentation supports. Designs were developed
for embedded plates for specific supports identified in the early design
stages (e.g., cable tray supports). However, the majority of the embedded
plates were designed and installed for intended later use by supports that
were unidentified at that time. Many embedded plate details were duplicated
from SQN drawings.I

While specific loadings were not available for most embedded plates, engineers
provided embedded plates which would be expected to provide adequate capacity
for any future unidentified supports. The selection of the specific embedded
plate size and thickness and the welded stud size, length, and spacing were
based mainly on historical usage and engineering judgement. However, some
calculations are available for SQN which determine embedded plate dimensions
and details needed to envelop loads provided by mechanical support designers.

Embedded plates of the size and configuration used at NBN can accomodate
supports with a variety of load magnitudes and locations. Therefore, visual
approval of minor load additions is within the scope of the original design.

In 1982, a problem was identified and a nonconformance report was written for
multiple attachments to embedded plates (NCR WBNCEB8203). The NCR identified
that closely spaced multiple attachments were being made to embedded plates
without a design review. Large singular attachments shown as attached to
embedded plates (cable trays and engineered pipe supports) were generally
reviewed through the interdisciplinary review process; however, the designer
could have been unaware that additional unidentified and field routed supports
were being closely installed to the support being reviewed.



The corrective action for the NCR utilized a sampling program. A sample of
embedded plates was selected which had significantly loaded multiple
attachments. The sample results were acceptable and no additional corrective
action was required for existing installations.

The sample results did indicate the potential for a continuing problem since
many additional supports remained to be installed. Therefore, controls were
implemented to assure design review of attachments to embedded plates and
prevent the recurrence of this problem.

TVA Project Construction Specification N3C-928 was issued and implemented in
early 1983. The specification provided minimum spacings between a new
attachment and an existing attachment.

The spacing limitation assures that a welded stud does not receive significant
load from more than one attachment. A limitation of edge distance is also
provided to assure that the attachment is located within the outside row of
welded studs on the plate.

If the limitations on spacing or edge distance cannot be met, an FCR is
required. For the original issue of the specification, the field was required
to provide a sketch of all attachments located in a specified radius of the
new attachment. The FCR was then submitted to OE for evaluation.

Experience with the evaluation of the FCRs on embedded plates showed that more
than 95 percent of the FCRs were acceptable. This occurred primarily because
most of the attachments causing the violation of the spacing were typical
lightly loaded supports.

Based on the accumulated experience and since the rejection rate was so small
and the preparation of a sketch for each of the FCRs was very labor intensive,
the specification was revised to allow OE engineers/designers to visually
examine the embedded plate to determine if a sketch and detailed evaluation
were required.

The procedures for the OE handling of the visual approval program were
originally included in EN DES-El' 4.03, Appendix 4, and are currently included
in CEB-EP 21.46. This procedure provides the [nethods for documenting the
visual approval and provides some examples of supports that could be accepted
by visual examination. This method of evaluation is acceptable since the
engineers performing the visual examination are experienced in the analysis of
the embedded plates and a review of the approval is performed by an equally
qualified individual'.

A review of the work done to date indicates approximately 75 percent of
embedded plate FCRs are visually approved. Of the remaining 25 percent that
are submitted for detailed evaluation, only 3 percent have been rejected.
This indicates that the OE personnel in the field are conservative in their
visual approval of attachments to embedded plates.



In order to resolve WBN Employee Concern (IN-85-033-00l) with NSRS and QTC, OE
agreed to perform additional sampling. A sample of 60 embedded plates was
analyzed. Each plate in the sample had been visually approved at least three
times and had never been submitted for detailed evaluation. Detailed
calculations were performed for each of the embedded plates in. the sample.

Final analyses and evaluation of the sample results did not identify any
attachments that should have been visually rejected. However, some
discrepancies in the documentation were identified and enhancements to the
visual approval program are required. The sampling program for visually
approved FCRs has verified that the inplace installations are acceptable;
therefore, the visual approval process has been effective and is in compliance
with 1OCFR5O, Appendix B.

A sampling program was initiated to investigate WBN Employee Concern
(IN-85-031-00l) regarding the adequacy of embedded plate design calculations,
which is separate from the visually approved program. This sampling program
has been completed and confirms that inplace installations are acceptable.
However, certain deficiencies have been identified which will require a
reexamination of our embedded plate program. The significance of these
deficiencies will be evaluated as required by lOCFR5O, Appendix B on SCR NBN
CEB 8623.



NSRS Perception:

o NONCONFORMANCE REPORTING DOES NOT ADDRESS CORRECTIVE ACTION ASPECTS
APPROPRIATELY

Corporate Position:

TVA's corporate program for addressing corrective actions is described in the
Topical Report, defined In the Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual, and
implemented in office and site level procedures.

OE has had in place since the early 1970s procedural controls as required by
lOCFR5O, Appendix B, governing the identification, documentation, evaluation,
and resolution of conditions adverse to quality (CAQ). This program requires
that corrective actions be determined and documented on quality assurance
records that remain open until the OE corrective actions are implemented. It
also requires that for significant conditions adverse to quality that the
cause of the condition will be determined and corrective actions taken to
preclude repetition and that the corrective actions taken be documented and
reported to appropriate levels of management. The OE program currently
provides for Problem Identification Report (PIR) and Significant Condition
Report (SCR) forms as the QA documentation of the CAQ description. These
forms document the problem and the corrective action of the CAQ, and the SCR
form describes the root cause and corrective actions taken to preclude
repetition for all significant CAQs. SCRs cannot be closed until all portions
of the form and all OE corrective action is complete. Enhancements to the
procedures and their subsequent implementation hav-e been made where needed
improvements in the program have been noted. These enhancements have
generally been in the areas of improving timeliness and providing better
interfaces between organizations.

CAQ reviews by OE with regard to potential generic implications of the CAQ to
other plants-were performed by QA engineers until late 1982. The
responsibility for these generic reviews was transferred to the line
organizations when the OE QA Branch was transferred to what was then the
Office of Quality Assurance. This responsibility was incorporated into formal
engineering procedures in mid-1 *982. These procedures include indication of
the need for potential generic implication assessment on the CAQ document and
establishment of a formal process to request an evaluation from other affected
organizations. However, the SQN containment pressure transmitter issue
identified in March 1985 indicated that still further strengthening of
procedures and overall program implementation was required. Applicable OE
procedures were revised in August 1985 to establish more rigid requirements
and timeframes for the initiation and completion of CAQ generic implication
reviews. Also, OE-wide training for all personnel involved in TVA's nuclear
program was accomplished in October 1985 utilizing a standard training film
and procedure-review to ensure consistency in the training effort. A
preliminary review by NRC in December 1985 of OE's revised program in this
area was generally favorable. In addition, further revisions to OE procedures
are being developed to require potential generic implications reviews by OE of
CAQs prepared by OC and ONP that are submitted to OE for dispositioning. The
above actions will serve to improve OE's performance in the' area of potential
generic implications reviews of CAQs.



Improvements in both program definition and implementation have been made to
correct identified weaknesses. These improvements, along with an increased
management involvement, will continue to enhance OE's performance in the
identification, documentation, evaluation, and resolution of conditions
adverse to quality. The effects of these improvements are being monitored to
ensure continued improvement in OE's performance.

OC has had in their quality assurance program since the early 1970s procedural
controls as required by lOCFR50, Appendix B, governing the identification,
documentation, evaluation, and resolution of conditions adverse to quality
(CAQs). The present program requires for significant CAQs (i.e.
nonconformances, 50.55(e) items, and NRC noncompliances) and all
audit/surveillance deviations that the root cause and action required to
prevent recurrence (ARPR) are addressed to comply with Criterion 16 of
1OCFR5O, Appendix B.

As the program evolved from the early 1970s, numerous changes have taken place
to OC's QA program to better define and handle significant conditions, generic
applicability, root cause, and ARPR. The present OC quality assurance program
stipulates that the designated quality reviewer assigned by the OC quality
manager review the documents discussed above and determine generic
implications at the project. The OC Quality Assurance Branch (Knoxville)
determines generic implications for OC and issues qu'ality bulletins to
document generic applicability to other OC projects. With each of the above
documents (audit deviations, significant CAQs, etc.), the root cause and ARPR
are determined by the unit responsible for correcting the CAQ or additional
support is requested where needed from another organization (e.g., OE).

Specific guidelines are contained in OC's higher-tier and site procedures
discussing the requirements and responsibilities for the determination of root
cause and ARPR. The OC program specifically requires review to determine the
actual root causes of these deviations rather than the superficial, immediate,
or apparent causes. Actions required to prevent recurrence are then tailored
to address the actual root causes.

In addition, OC is presently using a significant condition (SCR), as is OE and
DNP, to document the CAQ description, as well as describing the root cause and
actions taken to preclude repetition for all significant CAQs. SCRs cannot be
closed until all actions stipulated by the document are closed.

The ONP plant staff has in place procedural controls as required by lDCFR50,
Appendix B, for the identification, documentation, evaluation, and resolution
of conditions adverse to quality (CAQ). These procedures require that
significant CAQs be reviewed with respect to the root cause evaluation,
generic implications, corrective action to correct generic deficiencies, and
corrective action to preclude repetition. For conditions resulting from a
deficiency originating outside plant staff control, the originating
organization was requested to coordinate and perform the investigation and
reviews required by CAQs as described above. The plant staff identified
nonconforming conditions discovered on tentatively transferred features by
initiating an DC nonconforming condition report form (NCR). NCRs were then
transmitted to DC for processing in accordance with DC procedures. Prior to
December 1985, approximately 300 Watts Bar NCR's had been initiated by the
plant staff. These NCR's predominately identified design or construction
deficiencies. Therefore, the adequacy of generic corrective action taken for
these NCR's would be similar to that taken for all those initiated by DE and
0C.



Deviations have at times identified weaknesses in elements of TVA's corrective
action programs or the effectiveness of their implementation. However, as
weaknesses or deviations are identified, either within TVA or by external
sources, corrective actions or improvements are developed and implemented.
Several changes are currently underway to strengthen TVA's current corrective
action systems, such as:

1. Biweekly meetings on quality are being held by the site OC organization to
discuss means of more effectively addressing and implementing corrective
actions.

2. Monthly meetings of top managemen~t in TVA's quality assurance
organizations have been held to discuss issues of interdivisional and
general concern.1

3. OE is in the process of making changes to Office of Engineering Procedure
OEP-17 to require assessment of potential generic implications and
follow-up review of OC and site ONP NCRs/SCRs submitted to OE for
dispositioning. The OC program includes provisions in Quality Assurance
Procedure QAP 16.7 for identification and notification of potential
generic conditions to various OC projects and sites.

4. Task teams are currently'evaluating tracking, trending, and a uniform
corrective action system to enhance corporate activities.

a. Many of the numerous programs used in the past to track conditions
adverse to quality (CAQs) are being replaced by a single corporate
tracking system, and the necessary ADP development work is well under
way.

b. A corporate CAQ trending program is currently being developed to
provide for identification of generic problems and adverse trends.
Standardized coding has been developed and programming is in progress.

C. The Division of Quality Assurance has established a task force to
develop a standardized corrective action program with standardized
definitions and forms. This task force will also investigate ways to
improve the review of CAQs for generic applicability.

In conclusion, TVA has a documented program which complies with the
requirements of Criterion XVI of lOCFR5O, Appendix B.



NSRS Perception:

0 DESIGN CONTROL IS NOT INITIALLY SPECIFIED UP FRONT NOR IS FINAL
CONFIGURATION FEEDBACK GIVEN BACK TO DESIGN--MARGINS OF SAFETY ARE
INDETERMINATE

Corporate Posi tion:

An engineering design control program, which meets the requirements of
lOCFR5O, Appendix B, has been in place since the initiation of design for the
Hatts Bar Nuclear Plant (NBN). To further enhance this program, on June 28,
1985, the Office of Engineering (OE) began implementation of a revised
procedure system. TVA requested Gilbert/Commonwealth (GIC) to perform a
review of the design control program for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN)
under this revised system. The G/C review is applicable to WBN because the
revised procedure system is common to all of TVA's nuclear plants. The review
was intended to provide an overall assessment of the completeness of the
program and its understanding and implementation by engineering personnel.
They determined that the current design control program was adequate and well
understood by engineering personnel. G/C is currently performing a similar
review of the SQN design control program in effect from the receipt of an
operating license until the new system was implemented. A report of the
results of this review is expected to be available near the end of February
1986.

Final configuration feedback is given to OE which confirms that the plant
structures, systems, etc., have been constructed in compliance with specified
design requirements. The Office of Construction (OC) indicates incomplete
work and temporary field conditions on marked drawings and provides this
information to OE. OE reviews these drawings for plant operation, nuclear
safety, and licensability. This review is intended to ensure that the plant
configuration at licensing meets design requirements.

The TVA design control program ensures compliance with codes and standards as
required by 1OCFR5O, Appendix B for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. This program has
been updated, strengthened, and refined based on reviews and experience since
inception and continues to comply with 1OCFR50, Appendix B.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o AS-CONSTRUCTED WELDING PROGRAM IS INDETERMINATE

Corporate Position:

An integrated system of specifications, procedures, and guidelines exists

to assure that regulatory commitments, applicable code requirements, and

design criteria are met. Additional controls include weld rod control,

training, certification and assignment of welders, and weld inspections.

In 1974 and 1975, the ASME Nuclear Code Manual was formally accepted and

ASME NA and NPT stamps were issued in 1976. The welding program has been

reviewed by both internal and external organizations and determined to be

in compliance with lOCFR5O, Appendix B.

The welder training, qualification, and certification program at WBN was

initiated in 1973. The program utilizes standardized qualification tests

which maximized the limits of welder qualifications. Several concerns

have been e xpre s sed on the wel1de r re newalI qual if ic at ion proce ss at WBN

and have been identified in a nonconformance report. Welding process

controls assure that certified welders are assigned welding tasks and

that welding is performed in accordance with qualified welding procedures

which are approved by welding engineers.

Welding inspections are conducted, evaluated, and documented by

inspectors certified in accordance with ASNT-TC-lA requirements. The

inspection training program has been reviewed by both external and

internal audit organizations, and results indicate that the program meets

applicable code requirements and licensing commitments.

Potential problems in the areas of weld rod issue and accountability,

fit-up inspections on structural welding, and final weld quality of

supports and miscellaneous steel have been identified by th-e employee
concern program. A welding project has been established to evaluate the

adequacy of the welding program. Also, a contractor (U.S. Department of

Energy) is performing an independent evaluation of the TVA Watts Bar
welding program.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o ELECTRICAL CABLE PRESENT QUALIFICATION CONDITION IS INDETERMINATE

Corporate Position:I

Procedural controls as required by lOCFR5O, Appendix B, consisting of
design procedures, specific installation, inspection, and test procedures
governing electrical cabling systems have been in place since the early
1970s.

Cable qualification does not require simulation of installation
practices. Cables qualified to the industry standard, IEEE 383-1974, are
normally only thermally aged and irradiated prior to subjecting them to
the design basis accident conditions. Degradation of cables during
subsequent testing is considered far more severe than that experienced
during cable installation.

To address unresolved concerns, TVA established in early November 1985 an
indepth evaluation program to substantiate the adequacy of installed
Class 1E cables. The results of the evaluation program show; (1) no
trend of cable insulation degradation; (2) that the cable failure
experience at TVA's operating nuclear plants is not out of line with
industry; (3) no evidence of cable failures resulting from cable pulling
practices in the industry, and; (4) that any Class 1E cable failure that
might resul.t from the cable being overstressed during installation would
be a random failure which is within the design basis.

It has, therefore, been concluded that the practices previously utilized
for cable installation will not adversely affect plant startup, opera-
tion, or safe shutdown capabilities. United Engineers & Constructors
(UE&C) has provided an independent review and concurred with (by letter
dated February 19, 1986) the conclusions in OE's evaluation of the
adequacy of installed Class lE cables.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o INSTRUMENT LINE INADEQUACIES

Corporate Position:

Design, installation, and inspection requirements were developed and
implemented at WBN to control and assure the quality of the fabrication
and installation of instruments and instrument sensing lines. Design
requirements were established and specified through design output
documents. These requirements were incorporated into site programs and
procedures and over time corrections, adjustments and improvements have
been specified and implemented.

Problems have been recently identified through the nonconformance system
and the employee concern program. These problems precipitated a
management decision to suspend further instrumentation installation
activities until such time as it is firmly established that the
requirements and programs in place will provide the desired quality in
these installations. An instrument project has been established to focus
the necessary resources on the problems and provide coordination and
guidance toward achieving effective overall resolutions, the needed
actions to prevent recurrence, and desired program enhancements.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES, IN GENERAL, ARE LOOSELY CONTROLLED

Corporate Position:

During the life of the NBN construction project, instructions have been
in effect to provide control of activities within the scope of lOCFR5O,
Appendix B. Control of work processes has evolved from generalized
guidance of activities to an overallI work control program consisting of a
work package system for untransferred features and a workplan system for
features which had been previously transferred to operations. The
workplan system has provided close control of all work on transferred
features. The work package system initially provided tight control of
all other work activities but problems resulted from extensive use of
punch lists and an expanded scope of the work release program.
Nonconformance reports have been written where appropriate. In order to
correct the problems and strengthen our work control program, the entire
process is-being revamped and a new procedure is being issued to
consolidate the former methods used to issue work.

Construction process control issues have been identified in the following
areas through the Employee Concerns program.

(1) Qualification tests of concrete.

(2) Installation notes that allow too much flexibility.

(3) Lack of torque specifications on seismic Category I supports using
unistrut with bolted connections.

These concerns will be investigated and if substantiated, appropriate
corrective action will be taken in accordance with TVA's QA program.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o RECORDS ARE OF POOR QUALITY

Corporate Position:

All quality assurance records receive a comprehensive review prior to
transfer to ONP. Documents which are to be microfilmed receive
additional suitability reviews before and after mnicrofilming. If there
is any doubt about the legibility of any document it is retained in hard
copy.

Records of poor quality at WBN for the most part are vendor-supplied
records. Records, such as certified material test reports, vendor
drawings, and other vendor supplied documents, lose some degree of
quality each time that they are reproduced.

Specific concerns have been identified regarding TVA records for
instrument seismic supports and concrete repair. Instrument seismic
supports have been fabricated and installed using procedural controls
which provided for testing, inspection and a traceability method which
precluded the need for unique identifiers but ensured retrievability of
records. However, problems have been identified with-this system and are
being resolved as corrective action on a nonconforming condition report
(NCR W334P). A revised system which provides unique support
identification is being implemented for unit 2.

With respect to concrete records, it should be noted that concrete repair
is not a configuration change. Concrete repair is performed per the
requirements of a construction specification. Pour cards are used to
document repairs and locations of repairs are tied down by plant
coordinates. Cosmetic repairs (architectural treatment) involving
patching and dressing of concrete surfaces are also done in accordance
with a construction'specification.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o LACK OF INDEPENDENCE OF QA/QC PERSONNEL (CONSTRUCTION), (LATER DEFINED
AS "QUALITY ASSURANCE PROBLEM AREAS" BY NSRS)

Corporate Position:

Since 1983, the Quality Manager's Organization (QMO) within the Office of
Construction has been an independent organization. QC personnel are
administratively and technically independent of any other NBN
organization. The QC inspector, the QC supervisor, and the quality
manager are independent of other organizations, reporting only to the
project manager. Additionally, inspectors are encouraged to report
problem areas detected that are outside of their assigned inspections.
The inspector is subject to controls regarding his decisionmaking
freedom. For example, QC procedures have acceptance criteria that the
inspector must follow to verify conformance. The inspector provides an
independent look at a project but he does so using established acceptance
c ri t er ia .

The Office of Nuclear Power (ONP) QAIQC personnel are sufficiently
independent of line organizations in that they report to the Director of
Quality Assurance offsite, who works directly for the Mlanager of Nuclear
Power. Inspection acceptance criteria are specified in plant
instructions and in the individual workplans and maintenance requests.

Inspectors have sufficient independence and authority to implement
procedures, report results, and identify problem areas as required by
lOCFR50 Appendix B. However, clarifications and improvements are being
evaluated to enhance the QC inspection program.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o Q LIST NOT IN GOOD SHAPE AND IS INCONSISTENT WITH CSSC LIST

Corporate Position:

There has been an evolution of TVA lists that identify critical
structures, systems, and compone'nts (CSSC). The engineering and
operating organizations have had different listings. During the history
of WBN, 3 lists have existed either independently or concurrently with
the others. The 3 lists are as follows: 1) The CSSC List developed by
NUC PR, 2) the Q-.List developed by OE which identifies plant items as QA
or non-QA, and 3) the CSSC Q-List developed by OE for NUC PR to identify
the CSSC items in the Q-List. The Q-List was issued in 1984 and accepted
by OE and OC. NUC PR did not implement the Q-List because it did notspecifically identify CSSC to which NUC PR had applied lOCFR5O, Appendix
B criteria. A review of portions of the CSSC Q-List for two plant
systems was performed by ONP Plant Quality Assurance (PQA) and
discrepancies were documented in a nonconforming condition report (NCR
W-269-P) and in a corrective action report (NB-CAR-85-45).

The problems identified and documented are being dispositioned in
accordance with the corrective action program. TVA is reviewing in
detail six additional plant systems to ensure that the identified
problems with the CSSC Q-List were isolated and not generic. In
addition, enhancements are being developed to make the Q-List easier to
use in determining QA program requirements. To eliminate confusion, the
CSSC Q-List and the CSSC List have now been replaced by the Q-List.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o MATERIAL TRACEABILITY VERY POOR, ESPECIALLY SEISMIC CATEGORY I
(PIPING, HVAC, CONDUIT, CABLE TRAYS, INSTRUMENTATION LINES, ETC.)

Corporate Position:

TVA's program of structural material traceability places primary emphasis
on the procurement and use of qualified material. TVA's program requires
a determination of the traceability requirements of material based on its
importance to safety and whether the material requires traceability to
installation or only to segregated warehouse storage. These requirements
are defined in NBN Construction Specification N3G-881. From warehouse
storage, the material is controlled as needed during fabrication and
installation through site quality control instructions and procedures.
TVA intends to review its material control program at WBN and implement
enhancements where justified.

TVA has responded and can respond effectively to Part 21 Notifications of
Defects when such notices are received from manufacturers or suppliers.
Appropriate evaluations can be made to identify potentially defective
materials which have been installed.

In conclusion, TVA's materials control program meets the requirements of
1OCFR5O, Appendix B, Criterion VIII and ANSI N45.2, section 9.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o FIELD CONFIGURATION OF CABLE/SUPPORTS HAS LOST ACCUMULATED LOADING
CONTROLS ON EMBEDDED PLATES

Corporate Position:

TVA currently controls attachments to embedded plates by qualification of
the embedded plates for specific individual loads, by interdisciplinary
review of major attachments, and by implementation of a construction
specification for locating attachments to embedded plates. The
construction specification requires OE evaluation of plates if the
specification requirements are not met and allows embedded plates with
minor loads to be qualified on the basis of a documented visual
examination by OE engineers.

The field control program for embedded plates is commensurate with the
original design and in compliance with IOCFR50 because: (1) tile size and
configuration of the embedded plates at WBN can accommodate a variety of
load magnitudes and locations, (2) most attachments to embedded plates
are lightly loaded and major loads are evaluated on an individual basis
(interdisciplinary review), (3) acceptable results have been obtained
from sampling programs for evaluation of the as-built configurations,
(4) a construction specification is in place to require evaluation of
plates with multiple attachments, and (5) visual approval of embedded
plates with multiple attachments is performed by engineers experienced in
embedded plate design.

Recent sampling programs have identified some deficiencies in the
implementation of the embedded plate program. These deficiencies are
being evaluated under the QA program.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o NONCONFORMANCE REPORTING DOES NOT ADDRESS CORRECTIVE ACTION
ASPECTS APPROPRIATELY

Corporate Position:

TVA has had in place since the early 1970s procedural controls as
required by lOCFR5O, Appendix B, governing the identification, documen-
tation, evaluation, and resolution of conditions adverse to quality
(CAQ). This program requires that corrective actions be determined and
documented on quality assurance records that remain open until corrective
actions are implemented. It also requires for significant CAQs that the
cause of the condition be determined, that corrective actions be taken to
preclude repetition and that the corrective actions taken be documented
and reported to appropriate levels of management. For significant CAQs a
description of the root cause is also required. TVA's program includes
mechanisms to assess, evaluate, and disposition generic implications.
Enhancemients to the procedures and their subsequent implementation have
been made where needed improvements in the program have been identified.
These enhancements have generally been in the areas of improving
timeliness and providing better interfaces between organizations.

Program enhancements newly implemented or in the process of
implementation include:

1. Biweekly quality meetings held by the site OC organization to discuss
means of more effectively addressing and implementing corrective
actions.

2. Monthly meetings of top management in quality assurance organizations
to discuss issues of interdivisional and general concern.

3. OE is in the process of making procedural changes to require
assessment of generic implications for nonconforming condition
reports and significant condition reports submitted to OE for
disposition.

4. Task teams are currently evaluating tracking, trending, and a uniform
corrective action system to enhance corporate activities.

a. Many of the numerous programs used to track conditions adverse to
quality (CAQs) are being replaced by a single corporate tracking
system.

b. A corporate CAQ trending program is currently being developed.

c. A task force has been established to develop standardized
corrective action programs.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NSRS Perception:

o DESIGN CONTROL IS NOT INITIALLY SPECIFIED UP FRONT NOR IS FINAL
CONFIGURATION FEEDBACK GIVEN BACK TO DESIGN--MARGINS OF SAFETY
ARE INDETERMINATE

Corporate Position:

An engineering design control program, which meets the requirements of
lOCFR5O, Appendix B, has been in place since the initiation of design for
the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN). On June 28, 1985, the Office of
Engineering (OE) began implementation of a revised procedure system. The
revised procedure system is common to all of TVA's nuclear plants. An
independent review (Gilbert/Commonwealth) has determined that the current
design control program is adequate and well understood by engineering
personnel. Their report noted three exceptions to the program
completeness; however, the exceptions were applicable to operating plant
modifications and are being addressed by TVA. G/C is currently
performing a similar review of the SQN design control program in eff 'ect
from the receipt of an operating license until the new system was
implemented. A report of the results of this review is expected to be
available near the end of February 1986.

Final configuration feedback is given to OE via the as-constructed
program. The Office of Construction (OC) indicates incomplete work and
temporary field conditions on the as-constructed drawings and provides
this information to OE. OE reviews these drawings for plant operation,
nuclear safety, and licensability. This review is intended to ensure
that the plant configuration at licensing meets design requirements.
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February 3, 1986

K. W. Whitt, Director
Nuclear Safety Review Staff

SUBJECT: NSRS POSITION PAPER ON WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) IOCFR5O,.
APPENDIX B COMPLIANCE

As you requested through M. A. Harrison on January 31, 1986, we are provid-
ing you with the NSRS Position Paper on WBN Appendix B compliance. The
information provided was compiled through a collective analysis of 175
investigated WBN safety-related employee concerns out of a total possible
issued 383 concerns. A final review and-'analysis of the remaining 208 con-
cerns should be completed by February 13, 1986. We do not anticipate the
outcome of this further analysis to result in significantly more than the 15
issues already identified and attached.

We hope that this information also satisfies your earlier request for sub-
stantiating the Appendix B issue we provided to NRC Commissioner Asselstine onDecember 19, 1985.

R. C. Sauer

P. R. Washer

RCS:JTH -

Attachments
cc (Attachments):

M4. A. Harrison



TVA 64 (OS-9-65) (OP-WP-5-85)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

O TO:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

R. C. Gridley, Manager of Licensing, LP N157 B-C

FROM: K. W. Whitt, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, E3 A8 C-K

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) 1OCFR5O, APPENDIX B COMPLIANCE

Reference: Letter from H. R. Denton to H. G. Parris dated January
3, 1986

In order to support TVA's response to the referenced NRC letter,

NSRS is providing to you specific detailed information it has

collectively analyzed from 1.75 investigated WBN safety-related
employee concerns out of a total possible issued 383 safety-related

concerns. From the recorded results of these investigations we have

compiled support data to back the at-that-time perception that

1OCFR5O, Appendix-B requirements are not being met at WBN. This is

no longer a perception, but an NSRS con~clusion for the current

status of investigated employee concerns at WBN.

It should be pointed out that NSRS does not have to analyze all

other nonconformance identification processes which Eite hardware,

program or personnel weaknesses, such as corrective action reports

(CAR), nonconformance reports (NCR), audit deficiencies, NRC

violations, Authorized Nuclear Insurer and IN1PO findings, etc., in

order to fully substantiate this conclusion. Employee concerns

alone can be used as an adequate indicator to gage the comprehensive
degree a utility complies with.NRC requirements, provided they are

received from a mandatory interview process to ensure anonymity, and

includes interviews with all inter and intra-related personnel over

the entire plant and associated project.

This mandatory interview process concept was utilized at WBN and the
results revealed an overwhelming number of hardware and
program-related discrepancies. Further, the sheer magnitude of the
numbers of identified and substantiated employee concerns derived
from experiences the employees obtained from their actual real-time

involvement with their work activities, and as a result of
inadequate management actions taken to resolve discrepant conditions

identified by the employees through various formal and informal

communication channels, is indicative of a breakdown in the

planning, managing, and performing of the quality assurance program

at WBN. This fact therefore leads to the conclusion that 10CFR50

Appendix B requirements are not being met.

DATE:

SUBJECT:
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*R. C. Gridley

WATTS BAR UUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) 1OCFR5O, APPENDIX B COMPLIANCE

To further provide you with information that supports the basis for
our conclusion, we have enclosed the following:

Attachment A -Summarized and tabulated data which was used as
the basis for the 10 items presented to NRC
Commissioner Asselstine on the overlay entitled
"IISRS Perceptions of Watts Bar..Status'

Attachment B -Summarized and tabulated data which was not
presented (total issues not yet fully evaluated)
to Commissioner Asselstine, but supports the NSRS
conclusion of WBN Appendix B noncompliance

Attachment C -Tab ulated listing of evaluated employee concern
-Appendix B violations.,

Attachment D -Appendix B historical background and the degree of
TVA WBN compliance

Attachment E - NSRS position statement on WBN Appendix B
compliance

Attachment F - NSRS position papers on Material Traceability and
Inadequate Corrective Action Program

I hope this information provide-s sufficient background for your
development of the corporate TVA pposition on this subject.
Should you have further questions please contact me at extension
3325 in Knoxville..

K. W. Whitt

RCS: JTH
Enclosures
cc: RIMS, SL26 C-K



Attachment A

SUMMARIZED AND TABULATED DATA
ON NSRS PERCEPTIONS OF WATTS BAR STATUS

(PRESENTATION ISSUES MADE TO NRC)

MAJOR ISSUES

1 AS-CONSTRUCTED WELDING-PROGRAM IS INDETERMINATE

2 ELECTRICAL CABLE PRESENT QUALIFICATION CONDITION IS INDETERMINATE

3 INSTRUMENT LINE INADEQUACIES
- SLOPE
- FITTINGS
- BENDING INDUCED STRESSES ON CONDUIT
- HYDROSTATIC TESTING

4 CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES, IN GENERAL, ARE LOOSELY CONTROLLED

5 RECORDS ARE OF POOR QUALITY

6 LACK OF INDEPENDENCE OF QA/QC PERSONNEL (CONST)

7 Q LIST NOT IN GOOD SHAPE AND IS INCONSISTENT WITH CSSC LIST

8 MATERIAL TRACEABILITY VERY POOR, ESPECIALLY SEISM IC CATEGORY 1
(PIPING, HVAC, CONDUIT, TRAYS, INSTRUMENTATION ETC.)

9 FIELD CONFIGURATION OF CABLES, SUPPORTS HAS LOST ACCUMULATED LOADING
CONTROLS ON EMBEDDED PLATES

10 NONCONFORMANCE REPORTING DOES NOT ADDRESS CORRECTIVE ACTION ASPECTS
APPROPRIATELY

BOTTOM LINE

A DESIGN CONTROL IS NOT INITIALLY SPECIFIED UP FRONT NOR IS FINAL
CONFIGURATION FEEDBACK GIVEN BACK TO DESIGN--MARGINS OF SAFETY ARE
INDETERMINATE

B 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B, RE~QUIREMENTS ARE NOT BEING MET

Note: Specific details on the major issues are attached in numerical
order. Results compiled are based on substantiated issues. Specific
related Appendix B violations for the issues are provided In
Attachment C.



11r

B, qAttachment .A.1
WELDING PROGRAM

Summnary

Several key elements that are vital to a welding program that will result in aquality product are unaccepfable. These are:

- Fit-up inspections not required (by QC Procedures) for structural
steel welding.

- Weld acceptance criteria on drawing conflicts with welding procedures.

- Workers do not have access to the "050" notes to build configuration
properly if the drawings do not show adequate detail.

- Weld rod issue/accountability is inadequate. Rod slips do not
reference where rod was used; work packages do not reference rod
issue slips; no rod stub accountability.

- Welders have been certified even though welder had not qualified in
the welding process in the previous 90 days.

- For some indeterminate period of years ASME welding inspectors did
not use fillet guages (prior to 1980-1981)

- Portable rod ovens not used at WBNP;-'rods sometime's unusable by end
* of shift.

- Welding inspectors were inadequately trained prior to 1982 and are
deficient in some areas today.

- Quality program is inadequate because it allows welder to weld
without first verifying he is certified to do welding.

- Before 1979, TVA had no weld inspection QC inspectors; personnel from
welding engineering did inspections.

- -An unknown number of structural welds were inspected through paint
(Carbo-Zinc primer).

Historically the welding area has had a very large number of NCRs. A reviewof the NCRs reveals that a majority of the problems are attributed toinspection with corrective action being "re-train inspector."

With the exception of OJT (on-the-job) requirments and certification levels ofANSI U45.2.6 the ASME inspector training program has met the requirments ofRegulatory Guide 1.58 (see Topical Report TVA-TR75-IA for exceptions).Certification of structural welding visual inspectors to meet the requirementsR.G. 1.58 was not accomplished until late 1982. Regulatory Position 3requires that the "basis used for certification" and "general education" and,* "experience requirements" of ANSI 945.2.6, Subdivisions 3.1 and 3.2, bedocumented. This was not done in any form until 1979 when an' OJT Plus



"Supervisor Approval" was required to "certify" visual inspectors to inspectstructural welds. This form of certification was not in accordance with R.C.
1.58 and ANSI N45.2.6.

In late 1982 a formal three-pa~rt test for visual inspection of structuralsteel welding was established; -this brought us into compliance with our.commitment to R.G. 1.58 and-ANSI N45.2.6 (see Topical Report for other
exceptions).

References

1. Quality Assurance Evaluation, No. QAE-2, RO, dated September 4, 1980

2. Memorandum from R. W. Dibeler, Chief, QAB, Construction, to Those listed
dated April 14, 1981 (MEDS HQA 810414 313)

3. Memorandum from Horace H. Mull, Manager of Construction, to Those listed
dated June 12, 1981 (MEDS Doc 810612 006)

4. Memorandum from J. E. Wilkins, Project Manager, WBNP Construction to R. W.
Dibeler, Chief, QAB, dated June 23, 1981 (MEDS WBN 810623 011)

5. NSRS Report No. R-81-14-OEDC(BLU) dated-86ptember 29, 1981

-6. NSRS Report No. R-81-28-WBN dated January 20,'1982

7.. U.S. NRC Construction Appraisal Inspection 50-438/82-3~2, 50-439/82-32,
dated January 11, 1983 CHEDS EDC 830119 701)

8. Office of Construction Quality Training Program Manual:Section III, R3, October 1, 1984 (MEDS QES 841001 006)Section III-1, R2, October 1, 1984 (MEDS QES 841001 007)Section 111-2, R2,'October 1, 1984 (MEDS QES 841001 008)

Other program problems included: lower tier documents do not reflect FSARcommitments, ASHE and NQH requirements not being met, and weldingdocumentation not being properly reviewed.

Due to the pervasive nature and magnitude of program problems in the area ofwelding, our conclusion is that the end product is indeterminate.

Specific WeldinZ Program Issues

IN-85-001.-003 Welding done in presence of water.

IH-85-021-X05 Welder certification falsified.
(11 other concerns)

IN-85-021-003 
-Same as IN-85-021-XO5.

IN-85-260-003 Weld documentation not properly reviewed.

IH-85-445-010 Welder inspector certification inadequate.



IN-85--460-X05

IN-85-113-003

IN1-85-770-002
(28 other concerns)

IN-85-501-001

IN1-85-424-007

(15 other concerns)

IN1-85-579-001

WI-85-053-003

IN1-85-026-001
IN1-85-052-006
IN1-85-052-007
111-85-67 1-00i
IN1-85-584-001

IH1-85-001-005
IH1-85-007-003

IN-85-212-001

IN1-85-282-002

Arc strike not properly documented on NCR.

Welder certification--Same as IH-85-021-X05.

Welder certification falsified.

There was no control of weld rod material, not
traceable.

Same as 111-85-501-001.

System was approved and contained uninspected welds.

Major problem with ASHE and 11QM reuirements on
temporary attachemnts to pipe. Requirements were not
met.

Fit-up inspections were not done prior to welding.

Vendor welds were of poor quality and wer e not caught

at the vendor shop o7~ receipt.

Same as 111-85-026-001.

Lower tier documents do not agree with FSAR
commitments on welding.



Attachment A.2

ELECTRICAL CABLE EQ (ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION)

To ensure that cables will 'remain operable following a Design Basis Event(DBE), and the severe environment that results, the nuclear industryestablished requirements in-IEEE Standard 383-1974 for testing cables toensure they are qualified. TVA is committed to this standard.

When performing tests using this standard, the cable test specimens are notsubjected to bending, stretching, and crushing values beyond "normal" values."Norm~al" being defined by the manufacturer's recommefidation for installation.

Due to the many substantiated concerns regarding cables, it has become obviousthat many cables have been bent, stretched, cut, and possibly crushed duringthe process of installing them. In fact, some were subjected to so muchtension they broke during the pulling process. It is therefore obvious thatwe have exceeded the manufacturer's "normal" mechanical stress values duringthe installation process. This being the case, one can only conclude that thecables no longer meet the requirements of IEEE Standard 383-1974. Therefore,the plants ability to withstand a DBE is indeter-minate.

Since the design and construction processes used on WB&P are essentially thesame now as they have been for approximately. the past 15 6r s0 years, theproblems that have manifested themselves at WBNP have significant "generic"ramification for all of our nuclear plants.

Two other problems noted in this review concerned lack of cable trayseparation and potential heating of cables due to Vimasco coating. Theseparation problem does not appear to be major. The Vimasco coating problem,and its effect on cable rating has the potential for becoming a major problemat WBUP and a generic problem at our other plants. The coating issue wasraised at WBNP during the Black & Veatch review and was thought to have beenresolved.

Due to the above problems the cabling installation at WBNP is indeterminate.

Specific EetiaCblEQIssues

IN-85-527..001 Electrical cable has been pulled without breakrope or
tension limiters--pervasive.

IN-86-259-.006 Electrical cable tray separation commitmentsIN-86-268-003 in the FSAR have been violated.

IN-85-289-006 Electrical cable will overheat due to use of Vimasco.

IU-85-3 73-001 .Same as IN-85-527-OO1.



Attachment A.3

INSTRUMENT LINE INADEQUACY

Sunmary

This basic construction process is apparently flawed with some very elementaryfailures that cause the end- product to be indeterminate. Basic controls fortube bending were not in place, ferrules put in backwards, incompatiblevendor's fittings interchanged, line slopes not maintained, inspectiondocuments forged, and line supports not identified.

The majority of these problems will manifest themselves once the plant is on
line due to process vibration, thermal cycling, etc.

The acceptability of this construction process is indeterminate.

Specific Instrument Line Issues

IN-85-445-004

IN-85-445-X15

IN-85 -845-002

IN-85-795-001
IN-85-795-002

IN-85-824-002

PH-85-001-002
IN-85-218-001

Instrument line inspections forged.

Same as IN-85-445-004.

Instrument line suppiotts not uniquely identified.

Tubing and fittings for instrument lines improperly
installed.

There was no control on instrument tube bending.

Instrument line slope is not in agreement with drawing
requirements.



Attachment A.4

CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES, IN GENERAL, ARE LOOSELY CONTROLLED

Summaryr

The following program breakdowns were discovered in this area from a review of
issued reports.

Failure to follow procedures has resulted in damage to equipment due touncontrolled cutting by welders, damage to cable trays due to people climbingover them, and loose bolt installation. Pipes have also been gouged and not
documented by NCR and repaired.

The inspection part of the construction process has been totally inadequate.Expansion anchors have been improperly installed and cutoff and yet notdiscovered until the employee response program. There have been instances ofpoor quality concrete installed due to inadequate inspection during batching,placement, and curing. Clamps have been left off of conduit and stillaccepted by inspection.. The OE-specified holdpoints and inspections are notadequate to ensure the end product (as-built configuration) is the same asdesigned.. An example of this are support installation notes that allow toomuch flexibility and are constantly changed~tob'accept as-built conditions.This method requires knowledge of the date of installation chronologically inorder to determine the acceptance criteria. This moving target typeacceptance criteria clearly indicates an out-of-control construction process.Mnother example is lack of torque specification on Seismict'ategory I supportsusing unistrut with bolted connections. The unistrut supports were notanalyzed but were qualified by load rating from tests to failure with theconnected bolts torqued to a specified torque. The correlation between thetested design and the installed condition was lost. The "as-built"
configuration is indeterminate and cannot be verified against the originaldesign, as required by Appendix B, Criterion III.

There have also been repeated use of untrained subj ourneyinen to do craftwork. Combine that with inadequate inspection and the result is an endproduct that is totally indeterminate.

There has also been no program for control of the testing process. Eitherinadequate construction processes or failure to follow them has resulted inrepeated problems with water in conduit and junction boxes. -

In conclusion, the original installations were poorly controlled, oftenperformed by untrained people and inadequately inspected resulting in anindeterminate end product that has deteriorated through time due to disregard
for procedures.

Construction Process Issues

IN-85-020-001 Red heads improperly installed.
(5 other concerns)



IN-85-460-003

IU-85-485-X01

IN-85-465-002

IN-85 -845-001

IN-86-112-001

Iff-85-705-001

IN-86-119-001

IN-86-158-007
IN-86-16 9-00 1

PH- 85-042-001

IN-85-198-001

Pipe gouged and not documented by NCR and repaired.

Soft concrete due to freezing during construction.

Clamps were left off of conduit and had been
accepted by inspection.

Inspection and documentation of cut anchors is
inadequate.

No program for control of testing process (measuring
and test equipment).

Untrained subjourneyman used to do craft work in many
areas.

Repeated problems with water in conduit and junction
boxes.

Welders have done uncontrolled cutting and damaged
equipment in the area. I

Failure to follow procedure resulted in loose bolt
installation. I

Failure to follow procedures has resulted in damage
to cable trays by climbing on them.



RECORDS ARE OF POOR QUALITY

Summary

From a review of issued reports, we have concluded that Quality Assurancerecords are inadequate and -in some cases nonexistent. An excellent example ofinadequate records is the welder certification records, which have, beenroutinely falsified. Another example of inadequate records is in the area ofconcrete pour cards. Soft concrete has been repaired, but the configurationchange is not documented by revising the pour card--a QA record. The revisedconfiguration must be documented for consideration during future
installations/modifications.

Another area of poor quality records is in the area of ' safety-r-elatedinstrument line supports. The entire line including all supports is acceptedon one inspection sheet. As such, it is impossible to trace an inspectionrecord back to an individual support. These records as such are not adequateQA records since they are not "identifiable and retrievable" as required by1OCFR5O, Appendix B.

Accounting of records has also been a problem as evidenced by the loss ofaccountability of safeguards drawings.

In conclusion, the investigation effort of employee concerns has revealedrecords problems all the way from adequacy to retrievability and
accountability.

Records Issues

IN-85-0 91-001

I9-85-485-X01

IN-85-845-002

IU-85-021-XO5
(11 other concerns)

IN1-85-770-002
(28 other concerns)

IN1-85-915-003
IN-85-915-XO4

QA records are inadequate.

Soft concrete repaired with no revision
card.

Inspections of instrument line supports
.traced back-to individual support since
is accepted on one inspection sheet.

Welder certification records falsified.

Welder certification records falsified.

to the pour

cannot be
entire line

Accountability of safeguards drawings was lost.

Attachment A.5



Attachment A.6

INDEPENDENCE QA/QC PERSONNEL

Summary

This problem area is complex due to both real and perceived pressures in theorganizations involved, and-to some extent due to the conflicts and confusionin governing procedures. For corrective action mechanisms to function, thosepersons and organizations responsible must have the organizational freedom toperform their quality function. That freedom has not been demonstrated to besufficient enough to meet Criteria 1 of lOCFR.50.

QA/QC Independence Issues

IN-85-445-004

IN.-85-/445-X15

IN-85-601-001

IN-85-6 71-002

IN-85-688-002

IN-86-090-002
IN-86-08 7-003
IN-86 -09 8-001
IN-85-688-004

Employee terminated for identifying problem.

Employee terminated for identifying problem.

SI's are inadequate.

Management pressures prevent IRN process from working.

DCRs and CARs are :no'tleffective due to management

pressure, etc.

Same as IN-85-688-002



Q-LIST

Summary

In order to define which structures, systems, and components are covered bythe quality program the usua3l practice is to develop a "Q-List" wherein theseitems are listed. For some years now, there has been two or three differentlists in use by TVA. This has led to much confusion as to which list is the"Q-List". As a result there is the distinct possibility that some items thatshould have been designed, or constructed, or maintained in a "Q" manner havenot been handled as such, and have been, or are still outside the scope of thequality program. One accurate and authoritative "Q-List" must be established.

A related problem identifying and defining items consistent with theirimportance to safety, and the degree to which quality controls are applied,concerns the TVA system of designating "Quality Levels." Present practiceallows use of "Quality Level II Material" in Seismic Category I Safety RelatedStructures. Quality Level II Material is not traceable to the item asrequired by Criteria VIII of 10CFR5O, Appendix B. As a consequence, SeismicCategory I systems are being suported by items subjected to more lax criteriathan the system itself. This "two-level" system is unique to the industry,and is not in accordance with the requirementt of Criteria II to 1OCFR 50,Appendix B, that these items be controlled in a manner "consistent with their.importance to safety." This lack of traceability of material forsafety-related Seismic I structures must be addressed through thenonconformance process.

Q-List Issues

IN1-85-845-002

IN-85-66 7-002
IN-85-388-004
IN-85-4 41-001
IU1-85-460-002
WI-85-041-014

IN1-86-087-004
IN1-86-090-001
IN1-85-407-001
IU1-85-688-003

TVA's Quality Level II material was used for safety-
related instrument line supports. These should have
been Quality Level I and traceable to point of
installation.

Material used for Seismic Category I safety-related.structures should have been Quality Level I material
instead of Quality Level II.

Q-List does not agree with CSSC nor construction
Q-List.

0.i
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MATERIAL TRACEABILITY VERY POOR

Surmmary

Based on a review of issued reports, the following problems were identifiedwith the traceability progr'am. Material has been upgraded to a higher ASMEclass than when it was purchased and lower class components have been used inhigher class systems. This would indicate a fundamental breakdown in thetraceability program for this to have occurred.

A much larger and all-inclusive area of traceabilitylbreakdown is in the areaof Seismic Category I safety-related supports. Material for these supportshas been traced only to warehouse storage. The material was not traced tothe point of installation and use as required by 1OCFR5O, Appendix B, CriteriaVIII, and ANSI N45.2. Apparently TVA has taken the position that a systemused to "prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents thatcould cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public," is moreimportant than the very supports that hold the system in place. This positionis unfounded and cannot be defended by laws, rules, or regulations. Thisclearly violates the boundary conditions of Regulatory Guide 1.26 which statesthat the single-failure criterion can be used ,for systems protected by SeismicCategory I structures. As such, the basis f'or the WBN safety analysis and thevery safety analysis itself are challenged. Another significant flaw in thisapproach concerns 10CFR21 reporting. For these material items that are nottraced to installation, TVA cannot meet its legal commitments under 1OCFR2l.Future notification of defective material that had been received at WBN couldresult in a very costly recovery. All the material of that particular size orthickness would have to be removed from the plant, since a sampling programcould not assure that all the material from the defective lots had beenfound. This lack of traceability of material for safety-related Seismic Istructures must be addressed through the nonconformance process.

Material TraceabilityIssue

IN-85-012-001 Material upgraded without justification.

IN-85-169-001 ASME Class B valve used in Class A system.

.IN-85-845-002 Instrument line supports not uniquely identified or
material traced.

IN-85-667..002 Material used for Seismic Category I structures hasIN~-85-388-004 not been traced to installation and use.IN-85-441-001
IN-85-460-002
WI-85-041-014

IN-85-501-001 There was no material traceability on weld rod
material.

Attachment A.8



,FIELD CONFIGURATION OF CABLES; SUPPORTS LOST ACCUMULATED LOADS

A review of issued reports has revealed the following program breakdowns inthis area. There is a program problem with drawing notes and constructionspecifications leading to confusion and inconsistent applications in theinstallation of hangers. There is also no accounting of cumulative loads onembedded strip plates to compare with the original design and acceptancecriteria to show that the as-built configuration equals the as-designedconfiguration. This problem was magnified by allowing visual approval ofmultiple attachments to embedded plates without defining an acceptancecriteria. Even though this has been handled through the FCR process, thevisual approval does not document actual "as-built" loads. This problem waspreviously identified in the Black and Veatch review of Watts Bar. Black andVeatch agreed to TVA's proposed resolution of having 'a detailed engineeringevaluation of each embedded plate when a new attachment was made. TVA issuedConstruction Specification N3C-928 with minimum spacing requirements and edgedistance requirements. If those were violated, a detailed engineeringevaluation was required. Black and Veatch signed off on the resolution ofthis problem in December 1983. In Januaryý1984 the Construction Specificationwas revised to allow visual approval or "eyeballing" of the final stresses inlieu of a detailed engineering evaluation. Thus, TVA has returned to theprevious practice of no documentation of as-built loads.

In the area
procedures,
IE Bulletin
such as cut

of anchor installation, there are problems with installationinspection procedures and records, responses to requirements in79-02, and documentation that would identify faulty installationsanchors. The as-built configuration using anchors is unknown.

All of these conclusions and recommendations from completed inve .tigationsleads to an overall conclusion of a field condition and configuration that isindeterminate.

Accumulative Load Issues

IU1-85-010-002

IDJ-85-024 -001

IN1-85-445-013

IN-85-020-001

(5 other concerns)

IN1-85-052-001

IN- 85-033-001

47AO50 Notes changed without justification.

47A505 Notes are confusing.

Same as 111-85-024-001.

Red heads improperly installed.

47AO50 Notes deviate from requirements.

EP 4.03 allows visual approval of minor loads on
embedded without defining minor loads.
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IU-85-845-001

IN-85--982-001
IN-85-285-001
IN-85-285--003

IN-86 -17 3-001

IN-85-103-001

IN-85-24~6-003

Inspection and documentation is inadequate to
identify cut anchors and provide a true field
configuration.

Same as 19-85-845-001

No design verification of total loads on structures.

Failed to meet the requirements of NRC 01 Bulletin
79-02 on anchors.

Same as IU-85-845-001.



Attachment A.10

NONCONFORMANCE REPORTING DOES NOT ADDRESS CORRECTIVE ACTION

Summary

Review of the investigation reports has revealed the following breakdowns inthe NCR process.-

Due to management pressures neither IRNs, DCRs, or CARs have been effective indeter-mining root cause and action to prevent recurrence of nonconforming
conditions. In many cases, the Inspection Rejection Notice (IRN) inparticular has avoided the NCR process. IRNs are not kept as permanentrecords and cannot be evaluated for trends and root causes. There have beennumerous instances where the acceptance criteria has been made lessconservative to reduce the number of-IRNs. If these items had correctly beenhandled by the NCR process, true root causes could have been determined andaction to prevent recurrence taken. Instead of seeing these same problemsover and over again, they would have been corrected. This is evidenced bynumerous problems from the employee concern program that have been identified
again and again through the years.

There are also many identified instances of nonconforming conditions whichwere not properly identified on NCRs. Examplhs of these conditions from thereports are gouged pipe, arc strikes from welding, nonfunctioning air flowswitches, cracked WF beams, repeated hydrazine spills, and huge water hammer.For these type conditions to have gone unreported indicates a totalorganizational lack of understanding of what- the nonconfor-mance requirements
are.

Nonconformance Issues

EX-85-003-003

IN-85-460-003

IU-85-4 60-X05

IN-85-802-001

IU-86 -06 4-001

IU-86-122-001.

IN-85-6 71-002

IN-85-688..002

Inadequate corrective action on NCR

Pipe gouged and not documented by NCR

Arc strike not properly documented on NCR

Target Rock valve problems not identified on an NCR
and corrected.

Electrical air flow switches do not function. No NCR
has been written.

WF beam with cracks not identified and corrected
until employee concern program.

Because of management pressures, the Inspection
Rejection Notice process is not effective.

DCRs and CARs are not effective due to management
pressure.



IN-86-090--002
IN-86-08 7-003
IN~-86-098-001
IN-85-6 88-004

IN-86-055-003

In-85--289-002

Same as IN-85-688-002.

Repeated hydrazine spills that have not been properly
evaluated for corrective action.

Huge water hammer was not identified on
nonconformance report.



Attachment B

SUMMARIZED AND TABULATED DATA
ON

ISSUES NOT PRESENTED TO NRC

SUPPLEMENTARY ISSUES

1 FIELD CONDITIONS WERE NOT CONSIDERED IN THE DESIGN ENVELOPE

2 PIPING ANALYSIS WEAKNESSES

3 ADMINISTRATIVE SHORTCOMINGS

4 SECURITY

5 FIRE PROTECTION

Note. Specific details on the supplementary issues a* re attached innumerical order. Results compiled are based on substantiatedissues. Specific related Appendix B violations for the issues areprovided in Attachment C.



Attachment B.1

FIELD CONDITIONS NOT CONSIDERED IN DESIGN ENVELOPE

Summary

relevant design conditions have not been considered in the engineering
design. This has resulted in field-installed equipment and structures that
are not enveloped by the baselined design. Examples of this are lack of
consideration of heating of cables by the application of Vimasco, no
engineering consideration of oversizing of welds, and lack of consideration
of corrosion of the ERC`W. The last problem was attempted to be solved bybringing in a private contractor to line the pipe with mortar. TVA did notinsure the contractor had a QA program, which he did not have. There havebeen numerous problems with the mortar lining and at-present it is in anindeterminate state with duration of lining undefined.

Design Issues

EX-85 -039-003

IN.-85-289-006

IN-85-532-006

IN-85-8 77-001
IN-85-337-001
IN-85 -211-002
IN-85-4 72-002

Design of pipe support was such that implementation
resulted in a weld to a pipe that caused nonconforming
condition.

Use of Vimasco and effect on heating of cables was not
considered by Engineering.

Oversizing of welds has not been incorporated into the
design.

ERCW was incorrectly designed and pipe corroded. Brought
in a contractor to line the pipe with mortar. Contractor
did not have a QA program. Lining installation has major
problems.



Attachment B.2

PIPING ANALYSIS

Summary

Review of the completed investigation reports has resulted in identification
of the following problems in piping analysis. The piping analysis for WBN did
not consider thermal expansion as a part of the load combinations. This could
result in nonconservative loads on the supports. Also, piping analyzed by the
shorter alternate analysis method has not been subjected to a rigorous
analysis check. Thus, the alternate analysis approach has not been subjected
to proper design verification.

Piping Analysis Issues

IN.-85-038-001
IN-85-039-001
IN-85-039-002

IN-85-.02 7-002

Inadequate consideration for thermal expansion

Piping subjected to alternate
rigorous analysis check.

analysis not subjected to



Attachment B.3

ADMINISTRATIVE SHORTCOMINGS

Summary

During the review of investigation reports, the following problems in
administrative areas and-commitments were identified. The SIs have been a
major problem since the first attempt to write them. The SIs are
inadequate, have had an inadequate review by PORC, and do not have
temporary changes incorporated into them. Supervisors fail to meet FSAR
commitments and in some cases arrogant, incompetent people have been placed
in responsible positions. on numerous occasions work has been performed
without an approved w'orkplan. Excessive paperwork prevents the operators
from doing their job. Personnel do not always know the status of equipment
or components and as a result there have been instances of pressurized
lines being opened. Procedural inadequacies have caused access problems to
the intake pumping station.

All these identified findings point out an attitude of disregard for FSAR
commitments and a casual approach to key procedures and instructions such
as the SIs.

Administrative issues

IN-85-3 93-003

IN-85-4i57-00 1
IN-86-090-003

IN-85-6 01-00 1

IN-85-140-001

IN-85-6 76-001

IN-85-84 7-006
IN-85 -850-004

IN-85-9 77-002
IN-85-977-001

IN-86-081-001

IN-86-291-007

Supervisor failed to meet FSAR commitments.

Inadequate review of SIs by PORC.

SIs are inadequate.

Paperwork prevents operator from doing his job.

Incompetent, arrogant person has been placed in
position.

Work was performed without approved workplan.

Temporary changes not incorporated into SIs.

Personnel do not know status of valve lineup.
Pressurized lines.

responsible

Open

Procedural inadequacies have allowed personnel access
problems to intake pumping station.



Attachment B.4

SECURITY

Summary

Review of investigation reports has resulted in identification of the
following problems in the security area. An inadequate security barrier
was identified as a result of an employee concern. An even more alarming
finding is that safeguards drawings were lost or misplaced. Another
problem with the security system is the repeated interrupts of power on the
security system. This again points out inadequate knowledge of the NCR
process to determine root cause and action to prevent recurrence.

Securi ty_ Issues

EX-85 -04 9-001

IN-85 -915-003
IN-85-915-X04

IN-85 -955-001

Security barrier inadequate.

Safeguards drawings were lost.

Repeated interrupts
corrective action.

of power on security system without



FIRE PROTECTION
Attachment B.5

Summary

Review of completed investigation reports has shown that WBU problems with
fire protection have been numerous. The problems range from improper
training to procedural violations to improper reporting. The specific
areas identified in the plant were breaching of fire barriers improperly
and without tracking, unreported fire on polar crane, insulation improperly
installed over plates, fire wrap removed and not properly reinstalled, and
work performed without a work plan. In addition to these, the procedures
and test reports on the fire protection system are inadequate and the
training on the rework of firestops is inadequate.

Fire Protection Issues

IN-85-018-004

IN-85-13 0-0021

IN-85-1607-0 02

IN-85-207-002

IN~-85 -0308-005

IN-85-534-005

IN-85-897-001

IN-86-103-001
IN-86-103-002
IN-86 -102-001

Fire barriers breached and are not tracked.

Fire on polar crane was not reported.

.Improper breach of fire 'barrier.

Insulation improperly installed over plates.

Procedures and test reports on fire.'Protection system
are inadequate.

Work performed without a workplan; did not know which
fire doors worked.

Inadequate training on rework of firestops.

Fire wrap removed and is not properly reinstalled.
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Attachment D

APPENDIX B HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

AND

DEGREE OF TVA WBN COMPLIANCE

Foreward

Because of WBN's state of prelicensing activity, this discussion is
primarily limited to the old Office of Engineering Design and
Construction (OEDC) program (1970-1984) and the now Offices of
Engineering, Construction, and Nuclear Power (1984 to present).

Appendix B Background

On April 17, 1969, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) published in the
Federal Register, Volume 34, No. 73, a proposed amendment to 10CFR50
which would add an Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants." This appendix was officially issued on June 27, 1970, and
published in the Federal Register, Volume 35, No. 125. Requirements of
1OCFR5O, Appendix B, apply directly to and place responsibility on the
applicant (plant owner) for the establishment and execution of the total
quality assurance program. Appendix B providIed quality assurance
requirements for the design, construction, and operation of those
structures, systems, and components from which satisfactory performance
is required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents that could cause undue risk to the health and ýafety of the
public. The requirements of Appendix B apply to all activities affecting
the safety-related functions of structures, systems, and components
including designing, purchasing, fabricating, handling, shipping,
storing, cleaning, erecting, installing, inspecting, testing, operating,
maintainingi repairing, refueling, and modifying.

TVA Compliance with Appendix B

Prior to 1970 there was no formalized, documented QA program for OEDC
nuclear power activities. At that time only Sequoyah Nuclear Plant had
initiated a formalized, documented QA program comprised primarily of a QA
plan and QA procedures.

From 1970 to 1971, OEDC began to formulate a QA organization, program,
and implementation process. Executive OEDC management assumed the
passive posture of largely monitoring the effectiveness of the QA
organization and program as they developed and evolved. Their only
active involvement occurred when critical problem areas arose, thus
utilizing the management by exception principle.

From 1972 to 1976, OEDC began assigning specific responsibilities to the
newly appointed QA Manager for OEDC for Sequoyah and Browns Ferry CQAM
790502 006). QA staffs were placed in the OEDC Manager's office and
Division of Construction. During the latter part of 1976, OEDC executive
management assessed the overall effectiveness of the evolving OEDC QA



program and organization and determined that the QA program development

phase was essentially complete and that a stronger program management

structure was required to provide for longer-range direction (EDC 770104

006).

From 1977 to 1980, 0EDC maniagement switched from their previous passive

role to a more active role in the day-to-day execution of the QA

program. Program documentation was required to be streamlined to be more

user-oriented (EDC 770119 001), corporate-level policy documents were

established (QAM 770626 007) and in January 1978 a TVA QA Steering

Committee was organized and began functioning. By the beginning of 1980

management was confident that the organizational arrangement, program

description, and documentation and management controls in place were

adequate to achieve effective control over those activities that affect

quality. The program, in other-words, was considered "stable" subject to

annual independent management reviews to determine effectiveness and to

make minor readjustments. The previous radical reorganization,

restructuring, and readjusting of responsibilities that occurred during

the period 1977-1979 was considered a thing of the past.

During the period July 7-11, 1980 NRC-OlE, Region II, conducted an

inspection of OEDC operations (see inspection report dated August 6, 1980

on Sequoyah and all later projects). The inspection findings were of two

categories: (1) noncompliances in specific areas of the QA program, with

respect to regulatory requirements; and (2) a perception by several

persons in the QA organization that they lacked the organizational

independence, freedom, and management support to properly perform their

duties. This latter issue was carried by NRC as an "'unresolved item."1

Because of the serious nature of the NRC concerns and the questions

raised with respect to the adequacy of the series of major changes just

completed at the beginning of 1980, OEDC management took immediate steps

to determine the nature and extent of the problems identified by NRC.

These reviews were carried out by senior line and QA managers and by

executive levels of management above or outside the QA organization.
This extensive overall review was conducted during the period
July-September 1980.

As a result of personnel interviews with all members of the QA staffs in
OEDC and EN DES, organizational reviews and evaluations of existing
policies and procedures revealed the only area needing additional change

was related to procedures for resolution of quality concerns raised by
any OEDC employee. The expressed employee concerns were usually one of

two types: (1) concerns traceable to a specific hardware item, document,

activity, or disputes/allegations related to them; (2) concerns resulting

from differing views of individuals or staffs on management decisions.

After review of program controls, OEDC determined that the program was

fully adequate to resolve these concerns.

In 1981, TVA audit group findings began to indicate that several
management control programs were not sufficiently adequate to ensure that
the requirements or commitments of the QA program would be met. The



maj -ority of the problems identified were judged by TVA to be
programmatic. As a result, OEDC developed during 1981 an extensive 1982Action Plan. The plan's design was to focus corrective action on the
root causes of the problems that have adversely affected the quality
assurance program. six categories requiring resolution were established
and assigned for performance to the OEDC QA staff, Division of
Engineering and Design (EU DES), and the Division of Construction. The
actions were scheduled to be completed in late 1982.

NRC Region II inspection of this effort in 1982 (see Inspection Report
50-390/82-05) concluded that the course taken for corrective action wasaggressive and considered a monumental task. Further review by the NRCstaff in 1982 of both the internal TVA audit findings and TVA Action PlanTask Group findings, as well as previously identified NRC concer-ns,
reinforced the conclusion that programmatic deficiencies did and possibly
still existed. The NRC staff did not believe the corrective actions
associated with the TVA Action Plan alone, when implemented, would
provide the necessary assurance that the as-built product at Watts Barwas actually in accordance with the specified design requirements.
Therefore, the staff concluded that further design verification of theas-built conditions at the Watts Bar facility was necessary (see NRC
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards letter to NRC Chairman Honorary
Nunzio J. Palladino, dated August 16, 1982).

By letter dated September 9, 1982 and a subsequent meeting held onSeptember 17, 1982 with the NRC staff, TVA committed to have an
independent organization (Black and Veatch) perform an audit on thesafety-related auxiliary feedwater system of the Watts Bar facility to
ensure that the system has been designed and constructed in accordance
with the license application and license commitments. NRC by Supplement
1 to the Watts Bar Safety Evaluation Report (see NUREG-0847) stated uponreceipt and review of this information, the staff will address the matterin a future supplement to the SER. As of February 1986, NRC still hasnot resolved internally the matter of what they had previously deemed in1982 a "serious"s TVA quality assurance breakdown--principally deter-mined
to be in the area of construction, but also in the design area.

Present Status

On November 19, 1985 the Procurement Evaluation Branch of the NJC. PRDivision of Quality Assurance made its annual assessment of the Office ofEngineering (OE) Quality Assurance Program--Fiscal Year (FY) 1985(L19 851119861). In this assessment, the following key overall program
assessment points were made:

- Significant OE problems have been identified in the areas of
configuration control, interface control, documentation of
design bases, and timely resolution of conditions adverse to
quality. Many of these problems have been determined to have
originated in previous years.

- The OE QA program was determined for FY 85 not adequate to



assure design bases were documented, generic implications
considered, root causes identified, and corrective actions taken
to prevent recurrences; and that the verification program
identified significant problem areas in the program or
implementation of the program.

To correct the more significant problem areas the report goes on to
recommend several major corrective action measures such as:

- "Freezing" the plant design and performing a comprehensive
design review to deter-mine the adequacy and completeness of the
design documentation for any specified plant system or plant
feature.

- Revising interface procedures to define the "~language" to be
used by all organizations to ensure effective communications.
Areas requiring clarification include--quality levels, 'IQ"
lists, Glass IE equipment lists for harsh environment versus
mild environment, CSSC lists, and nonconformances.

- Performing diagnostic reviews of all conditions adverse to
quality to determine real root causes in addition to correcting
identified problems. Root cause analysis should be conducted on
deficiencies identified in the equipment qualification program,

- long-term commitment tracking program, and seismic analysis
program.

- Providing more detail in audit reports and improving the overall
planning, scheduling, execution, and reporting of audits. The
audits should include more reviews and inspections of results of
design process technical activities rather than 1QCFR5O,
Appendix B, program requirements.

In addition to the Procurement Evaluation Branch assessment of OE
activities, NSRS review of Watts Bar management's IOCFR5O.54Cf) response
draft of January 21, 1986 reveals eight areas of design and construction
unresolved issues being identified'as required for Unit 1 licensing.
These issues are identified in Section 5.0 of this document. Each area
and a brief extract from the document include:

1. Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment -

A WESTEC/TVA study of Browns Ferry and Sequoyah concluded in
August 1985 that the equipment qualification documentation would
not support qualification of electrical equipment in full
compliance with 1OCFR5O.49. TVA considered these problems
generic and applicable to Watts Bar and therefore must be
resolved prior to licensing Unit 1.



2. Welding Problems

Based on a significant number of registered employee concerns in
the welding area involving welder certification, inspection of
painted welds, inspector qualification, weld acceptance
criteria, and rod control, Watts Bar must establish the quality
of field welds anai rectify programmatic problems prior to
licensing Unit 1.

3. Instrument Sense Line Problems

Based on a significant number of registered employee concerns in
the area of instrument sense lines involving inadequate sense
line slope, improperly installed compression fittings, mounting
problems, and tube bending deficiencies, Watts Bar must
establish the quality of the instrument sense lines and rectify
programmatic problems prior to licensing each unit.

4. Class IE Cable Problems

Based on problems with minimum bend radius, cable sidewall
pressures, and cable pulling techniques as identified in Nuclear
Safety Review staff report I-85'-06-WBN and through employee
concerns, Watts Bar must establish the significance of these
problems on installed cable and rectify programmatic problems
prior to licensing Unit 1.

5. Corrective Action Improvements

TVA's historical performance of untimely, incomplete, and
ineffective corrective actions has been recognized by the Site
Director as his priority to improve TVA performance for Watts
Bar.

6. Design Deficiencies

Based on the number of nonconformances and substantiated
employee concerns that involve design deficiencies, a general
question can be asked about the adequacy of the Watts Bar
design. The problems range from drawing discrepancies 'to
electrical calculations to support loads. Thus, TVA must
establish the integrity of the Watts Bar design prior to
licensing unit 1.

7. Quality Assurance Problems

Based on the number of nonconformances and substantiated
employee concerns that involve design deficiencies, a general
question can be asked about the effectiveness of the design and
construction quality assurance programs. The questions range
from an apparent breakdown of the quality assurance function to
the adequacy of the technical design audits--from the



independence of personnel to the effectwof the various
reorganizations over the years. These problems and the impact
of these problems on the design and construction of Watts Bar
must also be determined and evaluated. These problems are
expected to be resolved with the design deficiencies discussed
previously. -

8. Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) Reviews

NSRS has identified two issues it considers must be resolved
prior to Unit 1 licensing. These include material inspection by
the plant (NUC PR) was not at least equal to those of the
original construction, and that cumbersome, error prone
procurement management problems could cause regulatory problems
over time. The plant considers these issues resolved, but they
are open awaiting USRS closure.

Conclus ion

From the previous discussion, NSRS has determined the state of the
established WBN quality assurance program--that of planning, managing,
and performing--inadequate to assure that the as-construct 'ed plant meets
the as-designed intended/analyzed configuration. Because of this
inadequate state of QA program controls at WBN, conditions which led to
previous violations of Appendix B requirements still exist pending final
evaluation and determination of appropriate corrective actions.



Attachment E

WBN APPENDIX B COMPLIANCE
NSRS POSITION

Note: Presented by NSRS management as a draft to NUC PR
management on January 14, 1986

Background

On December 19, 1985, NSRS stated in a presentation to NRC Commissioner
Asseistine a concluding perception, based on NSRS-identified problems, that
"lOCFR5O Appendix B requirements are not being met" (at WON). The NRC
requested the official TVA corporate position regarding compliance with
Appendix B at WBN.

NSRS Position

1. The TVA QA programs for WBN, as originally developed and frequently
revised, were intended to comply with the intent of IOCFR50 Appendix B.
That is to say, they were designed to implement what individuals
interpreting Appendix B thought that it required. There was no effort to
design or implement QA programs that intentionally did not comply with
Appendix B requirements.

2. The QA programs for WBN (Design, Construction, Operations) do not meet
every Appendix B requirement for every activity affecting quality.

3. Appendix B does not allow itself to be violated for short periods while
corrective actions are contemplated.

Explanation: TVA does not have a QA program for WBN. The structure of TVA
was and is such that individuals in major organizational
elements of TVA involved in the "nuclear program" developed
programs describing controls determined applicable for their
involvement. For some activities, such as turnover of systems
from CONST to'NUC PR, interfacing procedures were developed.
For other activities essential to adequate management control of
as complex a nuclear program as has TVA, such as nonconformance
reporting and corrective action, interface procedures were not
developed.

The result was that Engineering developed a host of instructions
(EPs) prescribing some of its activities (which differed from
plant to plant), Construction developed the CONST QA program,
and NUC PR developed the operating phase programs from which
each plant developed its own implementing procedures all of
which were intended to comply with Appendix B as interpreted by
the developing groups. There was no single organizational
element tasked with the responsibility of assuring that the
multitude of programs procedures, instructions, etc., did in
fact constitute a comprehensive, integrated management system
for identifying all the components, systems, and structures
critical to plant safety and for identifying and controlling the
activities affecting them. The TVA Office of Quality Assurance
attempted and failed to accomplish that task.
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(RB2-02-WBIV)
Cur-rently there is still no collective agreement concerning
precisely what equipment, components, systems, and structures
are critical to safe operation and shutdown. Nor has there been
such agreement and prescription of all the activities affecting
CSSC, particularly in the areas where organizational boundaries
meet. We have, however, continued to design, construct, and
operate plan~ts based on the fallacious presumption that those
activities are mutually independent and may be thusly managed.
TVA~ has relied on assessment groups such as NRC, INPO, NSRS,
consultants, and QA~ organizations to identify implementation as
well as programmatic problems. Evaluation by responding
organizations perfor-med to justify the inadequacies, including
changing procedures and design requirements to permit continued
activity, is usually the result. This approach has, with
several contributing factors, obfuscated the real issues
demanding management attention (and action) while
overemphasizing the importance of the "response..

It has been argued that A~ppendix B permits itself to be violated
for brief periods while corrective actions are assessed and
implemented. NSRS contends that the process of compliance with
A~ppendix B presumes the existance of a fully. adequate program
and acknowledges only that there will be occasional lapses inimplementation of that presumed fully adequate program which
will be corrected when discovered arid preven'ted from continuing
to reoccur. Further, activities and processes affecting quality
which have not been adequately addressed in a QA~ program are not
to be permitted to continue uncontrolled while corrective action
is being assessed but are to be stopped until responsible
management is assured that they are under control.

Examples of activities and processes not adequately controlled
are:

o Installation of safety-related supports for which
traceability to and from certified material and suppliers
does not exist.

o Determination of root cause, implementation of action to
prevent recurrence, and review of generic applicability, of
identified problems.

o Review of design changes commensurate with review applied tooriginal design; e.g., acc~eptance by observation of loads on
embedded plates.

From purely a probability perspective, there are over 1200
possibly-.safety...related employee concerns yet to be
investigated, Of the 400 completed investigations (i.e.,
reports issued) over 200 require(d) corrective actions be
implemented. Based on the CA~/concern ratio of 50 percent, we
expect to verify additional problems with hardware, processes,
activities, and programs many of which were previously reported
by employees but which remain unresolved.

0103T
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Finally, and very simplistica'lly, had WON a QA program
demonstrated to be in compliance with Appendix B, it would be
licensed to operate.
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Attachment F

NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF POSITION ON
MATERIAL TRACEABILITY

Note. Presented by NSRS management as a draft to NUC PR
management on January 17, 1986

Through the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WON) FSAR, TVA's Quality Assurance
Commitments are identified in Topical Report, TVA-TR75-lA. TVA committed
to the NRC Regulatory Guides described in Table 17D-2, Appendix D of
TVA-TR75-IA for WON. In Table 17D-2, Sheet 1, TVA committed to ANSI
N45.2-1971, and stated that WON FULLY CONFORMS with this standard.

The committed-to requirement is clearly stated in ANSI N45.2-1971.
Paragraph 9, "Identification and Control of Material, Parts, and
Components" states "Measures shall be established and documented for the
identification and control of materials, parts, and components including
partially fabricated subassemblies. These measures shall provide for
assuring that only correct and accepted items are used and installed, and
relating, an item of production at any stage, from initial receipt through
fabrication, installation, repair or modification, to an applicable
drawing, specification, or other pertinent technical document....
Identification may be either on the item or on records traceable to the
item as appropriate."

Thus TVA committed on WBN through ANSI N45.2 to trace 9-list (Structures,
Systems, and Components to be covered by the Quality Assurance Program as
defined in Criterion II of Appendix B) material and/or parts through
installation and use by either identification on the item or on records
traceable to the item.

A comparison of what has actually been done at WON will be presented next.
The Seismic Category I supports used to support safety-related systems have
been identified as Q-list items and must come under the Quality Assurance
Program. As such, the material and/or parts for these safety-related
supports must be traced to the point of installation and used according to
our commitment to ANSI N45.2.

There has been no attempt to trace material by identifier beyond the
warehouse for Seismic Category I Instrumentation Line Supports as
identified in NSRS Report I-85-478-WBN. There was also no, attempt touniquely identify each support, which made it impossible to trace a QA
record on inspection to an individual support. This does not meet the
commitment of ANSI N45.2, paragraph 18, on QA Records since the records
must be identifiable and retrievable. This same type of traceability only
to the warehouse exists for Seismic Category I supports for HVAC, piping,
conduit, and cable trays. Although the report has not been issued, this
has been verified in the investigation of the following concerns:

IN-85-343-002
IN-85-388-004
IN-85-388-003
IN-85-441-001
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IN-B85-460-002
WI-85-041-014
WI-B85-053-005
IN-85-667--002

This disucssion has been-on Seismic Category I supports. The applicabledesign and construction specification is the AISC specification. The AISCspecification does not contain QA program requirements. The Engineeringposition has been that traceability to point of installation is notrequired since Appendix B, Criterion VIII states that "Identification ofthe item be maintained as required". . . . Even though the governingspecification for Seismic Category I supports, AISC, does not contain QArequirements on traceability, it does not allow TVA to drop its QAcommitments as defined in ANSI N45.2. The argument that we only receive"good" material does not meet our commitment.

The statement that we only receive "good material at the warehouse and thenwe issue it to the field needs to be explored. NCR 6069 on WON identifiedthat seamless stainless steel tubing had been received in 1979 without heattreated condition as required per the ASME code and no C.0.C. was receivedwith one of the items. This material was accepted and "these discrepancieswere not discovered at that time and the material was placed in warehousestorage with unknown quantities being used in construction as acceptablematerial." The problem with the material was not discovered until 1985when transferring some of it to Sequoyah. In the Action Required toPrevent Recurrence, it is stated that "The Material Services Unit wasestablished in 1982 for the specific purpose of assigning MaterialInspectors permanently to perform material receipts inspection at the mnainwarehouse." rhe time frame of 1982 was very late in the material receiptfor WON. All the material received before 1982 nay have had poor material
receipt inspections as evidenced by NCR 6069.

To this point all the material 'traceability discussion has been aboutSeismic Category I support material under the fAISC specification. However,there is a major problem with the receipt, storage, and issuance of someASME materials. The problem area is with 1-inch diameter and smallerbolts. There is no manufacturer's mark on these bolts-to distinguish thenmfrom non-ASME bolts. WON did not set up a system to dye these bolts whenthe boxes were broken. The traceability to a heat number is to the boxonly. Since ASTM bolts were received and cannot be distinguished from ASMEbolts for the 1 inch diameter and smaller bolts, we cannot prove that ASMEbolts were used in ASME applications.

Included in this discussion were specific instances of materialtraceability problems identified in Employee Concern investigations andother reports. Due to the short time allowed for this summary, the list isrnot to be considered all inclusive. Also, there are many concerns yet tobe investigated. The information provided is adequate to show that ourconformance to Criterion VIII of Appendix B or to ANSI N45.2 is inadequate.

One of the needs for this type of traceability is* to meet TVA's legalobligations to respond to a vendor's Part 21 notification or to notify avendor of defective material under Part 21 reporting.
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Position: Write an NCR on TVA's material traceability program or request
an exception to lOCFR5O, Appendix B, criterion requirements.
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N\UCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF POSITION\. ON
INA~DEQUA~TE CORRECTIVE AICTION PROGRA~M

Issue: Inadequate Corrective Action (CA) Program

Requirements: 1OCFR5O, A~ppendix B, Criterion 16, "Corrective A~ction"specifies that measures sh-all be established to assure that conditionsadverse to quality (CtAQ), such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies,deviations, defective material and equipment, and nonconformances arepromptly identified and corrected. For significant CAQs, measures shallassure that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective
action taken to preclude recurrence.

Contrary to this requirement, several previously identified adverseconditions have reoccurred with such frequency that past correctiveaction has been determined ineffective in resolving component, system, orstructure discrepant conditions. These adverse conditions include:

1. Instrument sense line positive slope versus negative slope

Investigations: IN-85-218-001l, PH-85-00-0l0O2, IN-85--119-001l

IVCRs: 5713, 5716, 5728, 5730, 5731, 5735, 5739, 5746, 5748, 5750,
6172

2. Computer program adequacy on cable routing and accountability

NSRS reports: R-81--14-OEDC(BLN) dated September 29, 1981I R-82-02-WBN dated June 3, 1982
R-84-19-WBN dated July 5, 1984

3. Lack of control of safety-related systems list (Q-List)

IVSRS Reports: R-81--14-.OEDC(BLN) dated September 29, 1981
R-82-02-WBN dated June 3, 1982

4. Lack of or improper-record documentation

Investigations: Numerous

NSRS Reports: I-83--13--NPS dated June 7, 1983
R-84-07-WB3N dated Aipril 5, 1984

NCRs: WBNSWP8303

WBNVCED841.8

5. Weld and traceability

Investigations: IN-.86-15O--OO1, IN-85-426-OO1, WI-85--041-O01,
IN-85-441-0O3, IN-85-317-O0l, IN-85--424-004,
IN-85-337--002, IN-86-167-001
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NSRS Reports: R-82-02--WBN dated June 3, 1982

Lack of timely closure of identified issues NSRS investiations, NCRs,

UNRC findings, etc.

As a result of inadequate previous corrective action practices, the
NUC PR position of identifying problems via NCR does not in itself

provide justification that lOCFR5O, Appendix B requirements are being met

since criterion 16 is frequently being violated as to specific, generic,

root cause and action to prevent recurrence. Further, writing an NCR

itself does not remove the nonconformance from noncompliance with

Appendix B requirements. The noncompliance is in effect until the
nonconformance is resolved and proper programmatic changes have been

implemented to prevent recurrence. At this point, the nonconformance can

be closed and you are no longer in noncompliance.

Position: An NCR needs to be written on TVA's corrective action
process. Resolution of this nonconformance should resolve the

preponderance of employee concerns supported by a 74 percent
(QTC provided information) substantiation rate that hardware,

documentation, and program deficiencies exist throughout WBIVJs
design and construction activities.

Note: Itemized list above is noninclusive due to the time constraints
allowed for this summary. Also, there are still imany
investigations to be conducted which will further demonstrateI inadequate previous corrective action measures to prevent
recurrence.
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